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Editorial
ADAM WOOD, Executive Editor
Friday, 17th April 1998 was the day on which much happened in my Ripper ‘life’. It started,
as all such things should, in Whitechapel. It was the opening day of the second Jack the
Ripper Conference, held in Norwich following a hugely successful debut two years earlier in
Ipswich, and I had somehow found myself roped into the ‘entertainment’ for that evening by
BBC Producer Andy Aliffe, a performance of a Ripper-themed comedy radio play. Also in the
‘cast’ were esteemed researcher (and professional actor) Keith Skinner, Sherlockian Nick
Utechin and author Paul Begg. Andy was performing the sound effects and TV personality
and Ripperologist Jeremy Beadle introduced the play.

EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Adam Wood

I’d arranged to meet Paul in the East End that afternoon in order to go over our ‘lines’, and then
to catch the train together out of Liverpool Street to Norwich. Joining us on that journey was the
much-missed Ripper bibliophile, Ross Strachan (if you weren’t around in those days, Google him).
The three of us spent an hour or two in The City Darts, former Princess Alice and now Culpeper,
before heading up to The Ten Bells. And that’s where the trouble began.

REVIEWS EDITOR
Paul Begg

Readers who recall the lunchime ‘entertainment’ at the Bells in those days will know what I
mean when I say that there was plenty of distraction during our discussions. It might explain why
Ross was able to sell me a first edition copy of Leonard Matters’ Mystery of Jack the Ripper for more
than was strictly necessary.

Bizarrely, a journalist from the Glasgow Herald entered the pub and approached us, asking
whether we were going to the Conference. Why he went to the Bells on a Friday lunchtime rather
than going to Norwich to cover the event is a mystery in itself. Yes, we replied, and the reporter
proceeded to interview first Paul and then Ross, delighted to have comment from a fellow Scot in
the article. We then headed to Liverpool Street and caught our train, arriving at the Norwich hotel
still slightly under the influence but just in time to ‘perform’ the play (much to the consternation
of Jeremy Beadle).
Ross telephoned his fiancée back home to proudly tell her he’d been interviewed for the Herald,
and to make sure she bought a copy of the following day’s paper. The next morning he called to see
what had been written, only to have his icy-voiced fiancée read out the opening paragraph... “Lithe
Alexandra wrapped herself around a pole, while boozy Ripperologists looked on in admiration...”

The weekend might have got off to a bad start for Ross, but it soon transformed into a magical
event. It was the first time I met Jeremy Beadle, who became a friend and colleague on future
conferences, and also Martin Fido. We’d communicated by letter in the past, when he’d taken the
time to respond to my suggestion that Daniel Good, the 10-year-old son of the murderer of the
same name whose eventual arrest had lead to the creation of the Met’s Detective Department in
1842, might have been mentally affected by witnessing the savage murder and mutilation of Jane
Jones. I asked Martin whether there was any evidence that Daniel Good Jr had afterwards gone
to live to his stepmother, Molly Good, who lived in Spitalfields. There wasn’t, and my suggestion
that the boy could have grown to become the Whitechapel murderer was a non-starter, but Martin
was intrigued by the idea that witnessing such an horrific event could have eventually produced
the serial killer. And that was the mark of the man; a ‘high-ranking’ Ripper researcher and author,
a broadcaster and acknowledged expert, but still prepared to discuss others’ theories and ideas
even to the detriment of his own.
News of his recent death casts a dark cloud over Ripperology, and we know that many of our
readers feel the same sense of loss. This is why, rather than run a ‘traditional’ obituary, we invite
those of you who also have personal memories of Martin and his work to share these with us so
that we may publish them in our next edition. Please get in touch via contact@ripperologist.co.uk.
Thank you.
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Secrets of
the Queen’s Bench
By DAVID BARRAT
The Court of Queen’s Bench (King’s Bench in times of
a male monarch) was established in medieval times
and was based at Westminster Hall in the Palace of
Westminster. During the reign of Queen Victoria it
was replaced by the Queen’s Bench Division of the
High Court, under the Supreme Court of Judicature
Act 1873, and first sat in 1875, transferring from
Westminster to the Royal Courts of Justice in the
Strand when that building opened in November 1882.
It was, and remains, the division in which one would
issue, amongst other things, defamation and debt
claims.

the standard form of words: ‘We command you that within
eight days after the service of this writ on you, inclusive

of such day of service, you do cause an appearance to be

entered…’. The Defendant’s solicitor would then, within

eight days, have to acknowledge service by putting in an
appearance at the High Court, essentially registering with

the court that he was acting for the Defendant – or the

Defendant could put in an appearance himself - indicating
an intention by the Defendant to defend the claim. Failure

to do so would allow the Plaintiff to obtain a judgment in
default.

A significant amount of documentation from cases
filed in the Queen’s Bench Division during the nineteenth
century has been retained and is held at the National
Archives. It allows us to gain a better understanding of
certain legal proceedings which occurred during the late
Victorian period.
It will first be useful to set out how litigation in the
Queen’s Bench Division worked during the late nineteenth
century.

It was all governed by the Rules of the Supreme Court,
a new edition of which was published in 1883. An action
would be commenced by the Plaintiff issuing a Writ of
Summons and would be assigned a unique claim number
by the court. Claim numbers were assigned sequentially
in (a) year (b) alphabetical and then (c) numerical form.
Hence if Smith sued Jones on 1 January 1888, being, let
us assume, the hypothetical first writ issued in the year,
the claim number would be 1888 S. No. 1. The next writ
issued by someone whose surname began with the letter
‘S’ would be 1888 S. No. 2 and so on. If, however, Jones
issued a writ against Smith, the claim number would be
1888 J. No. 1, or whatever number the register was then
up to. An understanding of this alphabetical system is
useful when it comes to locating documents held at the
National Archives.
The first step after issuing the Writ of Summons was to
serve it on the Defendant, and such a writ would contain

The Royal Courts of Justice, which has housed
the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court since 1882
2
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Following an appearance by the Defendant or his
solicitor, the Plaintiff had five weeks to deliver a Statement
of Claim, setting out the full details of the claim, if one
was requested by the Defendant and hadn’t already been
served with the writ. The Defendant then had ten days
from service of the Statement of Claim, or ten days from
the date of appearance if no Statement of Claim was
required, to deliver a Defence. Following the delivery of
the Defence, the Plaintiff had twenty-one days to deliver
a Reply, at which point pleadings would be closed. Notice
of trial was to be given to the Defendant by the Plaintiff
within six weeks of close of pleadings. A trial would
take place at the first available date thereafter, although,
depending on the state of the list, that would usually be
some time away.

dates that cases were set down for trial (if they were ever
set down). Additionally, affidavits and depositions filed
in proceedings have been retained and are held by the
National Archives.

Now that we know what documentation is available,
what cases of interest might there have been in or around
1888 in the Queen’s Bench Division?

Well, John Pizer told a Press Association reporter
on 12 September 1888 that he would see if he could
‘legally proceed’ against the newspapers who had made
‘statements’ about him to the effect that he was the man
who had been murdering women in Whitechapel, then
known as ‘Leather Apron’.1 The next day, the London
correspondent of the Sheffield Independent filed a letter
saying that Pizer had, ‘placed himself in the hands of an
enterprising attorney, and intends to bring an action for
libel against the evening paper which recently printed a
fantastic rigmarole of sensational gossip, in the course
of which, Piser, under the nickname of “Leather Apron”
was specifically pointed to as the murderer of Annie
Chapman, and many interesting, but as it turns out,
absolutely unfounded, incidents were alleged in respect
of his domestic life and habits.’ The correspondent
added that, ‘There is no doubt that the unfortunate man
has suffered both in his pocket and person from this
journalistic enterprise, and he has been advised that he
can obtain substantial damages.’2

Prior to trial there would be the opportunity for the
parties to engage in a ‘discovery’ process. As part of this
process, either side could serve interrogatories on their
opponent, asking them questions about their case, and
these had to be answered by affidavit within ten days, or
within such time as a judge would allow. Depending on the
type of case, each side could also be obligated to produce
and list by way of affidavit any relevant documents in their
possession or control which their opponent was entitled
to inspect.

Was there any truth in this?

Finally, after 130 years of wondering, we can answer
this question. For, yes, Pizer did bring three claims for
libel in the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court in
1888 against two different London evening newspapers.
On 14 September 1888, at 1.15pm, a lawyer called
Lewis filed a claim in the Queen’s Bench Division on behalf
of ‘John Piser’ against one ‘William O’Malloy’ who must
have been intended to be William O’Malley, publisher of
the Star newspaper.3 The claim was assigned number
2289 and was thus claim number 1888 P. No. 2289. There

Cover of a cause book held at the National Archives

1

The National Archives appears to hold entire sets
of pleadings for cases which went to trial and received
a judgment. For those cases which never went to trial
because they were settled, discontinued, dismissed
or allowed to lapse, it is still possible to obtain some
information. Registers known as ‘cause books’ have been
retained which record some basic details about issued
claims, such as the issue date, the names of the parties
and their solicitors and, in certain cases, the key events
and outcome of the proceedings. Further registers,
known as ‘green books’ due to their colour, record the

Star, 12 September 1888.

2
Sheffield Independent, 14 September 1888 (also South Wales Daily
News, 14 September 1888).

3
The cause book appears to record the solicitor who filed the claim
as ‘A.P. Lewis’, or possibly, due to the handwriting, ‘G.P. Lewis’. There was
a barrister called George Pitt Lewis QC (also the MP for Barnstaple),
who appeared as junior counsel for the Plaintiff in an 1878 libel case
of Leyman v Latimer, but, not being a solicitor, he wouldn’t have issued
a claim on behalf of a client in the High Court. There was no solicitor
with the name of A.P. Lewis but a solicitor’s managing clerk, based in
chambers at Gray’s Inn, named Arthur Percy Lewis, is known to have
masqueraded as a solicitor during this period (see e.g. Times of 5 May
1892) and he was almost certainly the gentleman who issued the writ
on behalf of Pizer.
3
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was no appearance recorded by the Defendant, however,
and the case did not go to trial.4

The widely circulated statement that “Leather Apron”
is suing the Star and the Daily Telegraph for libel is
incorrect. Pizer’s suit against the former journal has
been compromised, and though he is promoting
actions against several journals, including the
Evening News, the Echo, and the Weekly Dispatch, the
Telegraph is not one of them. The Pall Mall Gazette has
also settled with Piser, whose misfortunes promise to
turn out profitable.8

It’s possible that there was a problem with the way the
case was pleaded for, three days later, on 17 September
1888, at 1.10pm, a second writ against ‘William O’Malloy’
was filed on behalf of the same Plaintiff, now spelt ‘John
Pizer’, by a different solicitor, George John Parry Caines
of 17 Holborn.5 It was given the claim number 1888 P.
No. 2299. Again, there is no appearance recorded by the
Defendant and, once again, the case did not go to trial.
This is consistent with the action being compromised,
with Pizer having been quickly paid off by the Star,
which is what Thomas Power O’Connor, the founder and
proprietor of the Star, recorded in his 1929 memoirs,
saying that Pizer demanded £100 but accepted £50 from
the newspaper’s editor, Ernest Parke.6

According to the Sheffield Independent of 5 October
1888:
…the honest cobbler of Whitechapel, upon whom
another evening paper, in its frenzy, thrust the name
and fame of “Leather Apron” is quietly pursuing his
civil action for damages. It is reported that he claims
£5,000 for damages, and is bringing two actions,
one against the enterprising sheet that started the
myth, and another against a habitual appropriator
of other people's journalistic property, which copied
the romance. The £5,000 is putting it a little high, but
there is no doubt that Mr. Piser, who was obliged to
hide in his own house for several days from the fury
of the Whitechapel mob, was put to considerable
money loss, and serious inconvenience. The solicitor,
who from purely benevolent motives has taken up
the case, expresses himself confident of obtaining
substantial damages.

According to a copyright cable from the New York
World’s London correspondent dated 24 September 1888:
Isaac (sic) Piser, popularly known by the nickname
of “Leather Apron,” who was arrested at first on
suspicion of being the author of the four Whitechapel
murders, and who was subsequently released without
a stain on his character, has commenced lawsuits
against the Daily Telegraph, and Mr. T.P. O’Connor’s
Evening Star, claiming heavy damages from them for
having publicly accused him of these crimes, which
took place at a time when he was confined to his
house by illness.7

A similar piece in the Leicester Daily Post of 6 October
1888 stated:

Probably based on the New York World’s story, the
Bristol Mercury of 26 September 1888 stated that:

The story that “Leather Apron,” alias Mr. Piser, is
getting large sums from his libel actions is untrue.
More than one of them has been compromised, and
for moderate amounts. Two or three of them, however,
are still outstanding. The report that he has already
received £5,000 is preposterously wide of the mark.
£500 would, I should say, be a serious exaggeration.

During the past week three actions have been
commenced against three different newspapers for
damages. One was instituted by Sir Arthur Sullivan,
William Schwenk Gilbert and R. D'Oyly Carte against
the proprietor of the Pall Mall Gazette, for having
published some of the original dialogue and lyrics
of their new opera. Another was against the Daily
Telegraph by Mr Piser, otherwise known as “Leather
Apron, ” for being accused by that journal of murdering
Mrs Nichols; the third being against the Star, brought
by the same individual for the same cause.

There are no claims recorded in the High Court against
the Echo, Pall Mall Gazette or the Weekly Dispatch but
Pizer’s solicitor could have sent letters before action to
these newspapers requiring them to make a payment to
Pizer, failing which, they would no doubt have been told,
proceedings would be commenced against them. On this

We know that the truth, at this stage, was that libel
proceedings had only been brought against the Star.
With respect to the Daily Telegraph, the correspondent
of the New York World was in error. At least one British
journalist became aware of this, and a correction to the
story was telegraphed by the apparently well-informed
London correspondent of the Nottingham Evening Post to
his parent newspaper the next day as follows:

4

TNA: J 168/820.

7

New York World, 25 September 1888.

5

Ibid; Post Office London Law Directory, 1888/89.

6
Memoirs of an Old Parliamentarian, volume 2, by T.P. O’Connor,
1929, p.257. As part of the deal, Pizer was said to have been told by
Parke which other newspapers had libelled him so he could go off and
sue them too.
8
4

Nottingham Evening Post, 27 September 1888.
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basis, it’s possible that they did each make a payment to
Pizer which is why no formal action was taken against
them in the High Court. That something of this sort was
going on would explain why it took a further month for
Pizer to issue proceedings against the Evening News.
For we find that on 16 October 1888, at 12.59pm, a new
solicitor, J. Hayward, who must have been John Hayward
of 27 King Street, Cheapside, issued a writ against The
Conservative Newspaper Co. Limited, owners of the
Evening News, on behalf of John Pizer, being claim number
1888 P. No. 2520. If this followed a letter before action,
the likelihood is that the Evening News had responded
by saying they would fight any claim issued against them
because, on this occasion, solicitors for the newspaper did
put in an appearance. On 24 October 1888, at 11.40am,
the well-known and expensive firm of solicitors, Lewis &
Lewis, made an appearance at the High Court on behalf of
the Evening News and indicated, as was their right, that
they required the Plaintiff to serve a Statement of Claim.
The fact that the newspaper had done this, and instructed
Lewis & Lewis, suggests that, unlike the Star, it was
prepared to defend the action.

The fact that Pizer had indeed issued a libel action
against the Evening News in October, and that the
newspaper had indicated an intention to defend the claim,
gives this story credibility.

Although none of the pleadings are available at
the National Archives, the interesting thing about
the Birmingham Daily Times story is that it suggests
that the basis of Pizer’s claim was not simply that the
Evening News had screamed that Leather Apron was
the Whitechapel Murderer but that it had implied, if not
stated outright, that Pizer himself was the murderer. The
existing edition, held at the British Library, of the Evening
News of 10 September 1888, the day of Pizer’s arrest,
does not contain the statement that ‘three old hats and
a number of knives’ had been found in Pizer’s possession
but the British Library only holds one edition for that day
and a number of different afternoon and evening editions
of the newspaper were produced every day. Evidently the
offending edition from which the Birmingham Daily Times
correspondent quoted has not survived.
However, we do find almost identical wording in the
Pall Mall Gazette, the newspaper which the Nottingham
Evening Post claimed had already come to terms with
Pizer. In its fourth edition on 10 September 1888, under
the headline:
THE WHITECHAPEL MURDER.
ARREST OF “LEATHER APRON” TO-DAY.
DISCOVERY OF KNIVES.

we find this:

Entry showing John Piser in the cause books

The excitement in the East-end, consequent upon the
murder of a woman, on Saturday, is increasing to-day,
for at nine o'clock this morning Detective-Sergeant
Thicke, of the H Division, who has had charge of the
case, succeeded in arresting the man known in the
locality as "Leather Apron;" and in his possession the
police found a large number of long-bladed knives
and several hats.

The claim did not proceed to trial, and there is no record
of any interlocutory hearings, so either the Evening News
settled or Pizer dropped it in the face of the newspaper’s
resistance. However, the claim certainly seems to have
been ongoing as at 10 December 1888 for on that date
the London correspondent of the Birmingham Daily Times
stated in his daily letter, published the following day, that:

It’s possible that the Echo also said something similar
in an early edition, but removed it from later editions
for, in one of those later editions, it confessed: ‘There is
no truth in the statement that knives were found in the
prisoner's possession.’ Despite this, the Pall Mall Gazette
of the following day repeated the allegation against Pizer,
adding that the knives were sharp, saying, ‘When this
man was apprehended Detective Inspector [sic] Thicke
took possession of five sharp long-bladed knives – which,
however, are used by men in Pizer’s trade (that of a boot
finisher) – and also several old hats. With reference to
the latter, several women who stated that they were

John Pizer, the poor Jew upon whom was hastily
fastened the character of “Leather Apron,” has not yet
done with the newspapers. He has an action for libel
against the Evening News for £500 damages, and is
determined to go on with it. The libel he complains
of was the announcement of his arrest, coupled with
the statement that he was undoubtedly the man, as
“three old hats and a number of knives were found
in his possession.” What the old hats had to do with
the Whitechapel murder goodness only knows, but
that was the statement, and Pizer is not unjustified in
demanding recompense.

5
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acquainted with the prisoner, alleged he had been in the
habit of wearing different hats.’

name, or even if there was more than one person with the
same nickname. It didn’t even matter if the newspaper
was unaware of the identity of the person with the
nickname in question or thought he didn’t exist. In this
case, as long as a reader of a newspaper in September
1888 could reasonably have understood, when they
read about ‘Leather Apron’ being, or probably being, the
Whitechapel murderer, that it was being said that John
Pizer was, or might well be, the Whitechapel murderer
then, as such an allegation was clearly both untrue and
defamatory, Pizer would almost certainly have been
entitled to damages (as, indeed, would anyone else known
as ‘Leather Apron’ if people who knew that person by that
name had reasonably understood the newspaper to have
been referring to him).

In a false statement that the police had found a number
of deadly knives in Pizer’s possession, we can see the
basis of a libel claim, because that was directly attributing
a likely characteristic of the Whitechapel murderer
(i.e. possession of long-bladed knives) to Pizer, quite
separate from the loaded nickname of ‘Leather Apron’
which had, by this time, come to mean the killer himself.
Additionally, the implication of Pizer having several hats,
in the context of his arrest, seems to have been that he had
been disguising himself in different ways to enable him to
murder women.

According to the leading libel textbook of the period,
‘Words which produce any perceptible injury to the
reputation of another’ were defamatory and, ‘any words
will be deemed defamatory which expose the plaintiff to
hatred, contempt, ridicule or obloquy, which tend to injure
him in his profession or trade, or cause him to be shunned
or avoided by his neighbours.9 Further, ‘Any written words
are defamatory which impute to the plaintiff that he has
been guilty of any crime, fraud, dishonesty, immorality,
vice, or dishonourable conduct, or has been accused
or suspected of any such misconduct… or which have a
tendency to injure him in his office, profession, calling, or
trade. And so, too, are all words which hold any plaintiff
to contempt, hatred, scorn or ridicule, and which, by thus
engendering an evil opinion in the minds of right-thinking
men, tends to deprive him of friendly intercourse and
society.’10 In the context of a widely-reported suspicion that
Pizer was the Whitechapel murderer, known as Leather
Apron, any newspaper which reported long-bladed knives
and hats being in his possession at the time of his arrest
had opened themselves up to the possibility of a libel claim
against them by publishing a story that was both untrue
and damaging to Pizer’s reputation, being likely to hold
him up to hatred and contempt and potentially leading to
him being shunned by his neighbours and losing work in
his trade as a bootmaker.

The problem Pizer might have faced in this regard,
however, would have been to produce respectable
witnesses who had, during the first ten days of
September, known him as ‘Leather Apron’ (and who had
thus understood that it was being said that he was the
Whitechapel murderer) because the likelihood is that this
was a nickname attributed to him by certain disreputable
residents of Whitechapel, of which he and his friends and
family were wholly unaware.

Given the stories that the Star had published about
Leather Apron being a madman who terrorised and
assaulted women, Pizer would have struck gold if he
could have shown that any (respectable) readers of the
Star understood that he was the Leather Apron they were
referring to, and it may be that his willingness to settle for
a reduced sum of damages reflected an understanding by
his solicitor that this would have been difficult to achieve.
Due to the fact that only one edition of the Star of 10
September is held at the British Library, namely the fifth
edition, we can’t know with any degree of certainty what
that newspaper had said in its early editions about Pizer,
following his arrest that morning, but, if it was along the
lines of him having been found with long-bladed knives,
and being the man wanted by police, that alone might
have been enough on which to base a claim.

There was also the possibility that Pizer could have
recovered damages if people who had known him as
‘Leather Apron’ had understood from the early (pre-10
September) newspaper reports, such as those in the Star,
that it was being said that he had murdered Mary Ann
Nichols and, after 8 September, Anne Chapman too. The
law at the time was that, where an untrue and defamatory
statement was published without lawful excuse, the
affected individual was entitled to recover damages if
the statement was understood to refer to him by people
who knew him.11 It didn’t matter if a newspaper referred
to that individual by a nickname, as opposed to his real

In respect of the Weekly Dispatch, also named by the
London correspondent of the Nottingham Evening Post
as being a possible target of Pizer’s solicitor, the basis
9
A Digest of the Law of Libel and Slander by W. Blake Odgers, second
edition, 1887, p. 1 and 19, and see e.g. the remarks of Lord Coleridge in
Williams v Beresford, Times, 28 October 1886.
10 A Digest of the Law of Libel and Slander by W. Blake Odgers, second
edition, 1887, pp.19-20.

11 Ibid, p.129-130 and see e.g. Bourke v Warren & others (1826) 172
E.R. 138 and, for a definitive statement of the law, Jones v Hulton & Co,
[1909] 2 K.B. 444 and [1910] A.C. 20.
6
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of any claim against that newspaper couldn’t have been
concerning Pizer’s arrest because this occurred on a
Monday morning and by the following Sunday it was
old news, with Pizer in the clear by then in any case.
It’s possible that the offending passage can be found
in its edition of Sunday, 9 September 1888, in which it
published a description of Leather Apron as being ‘Aged
thirty years; height 5ft. 3in.; complexion, dark, sallow;
hair and moustache black; thick set; dressed in old and
dirty clothing; and is of Jewish appearance’, following this
description with the claim that: ‘It is being stated that the
murdered woman was seen in the company of this man
a few hours before her body was discovered in Buck’srow’.12 That was untrue. No-one fitting that description
had been seen with Mary Ann Nichols. Consequently, if the
description published by the newspaper was anything like
Pizer (which it rather seems to have been) a reasonable
reader of the Weekly Dispatch could well have believed
that Pizer had been seen with Nichols shortly before her
murder. That potentially seems to have been a possible
ground of attack for a libel claim.

there, speculated that it must have had something to do
with working up the case for the Times newspaper against
Charles Parnell before the Special Commission then
ongoing at the Royal Courts of Justice. The New York Herald
of 16 December 1888 set this particular hare running
by claiming that Jarvis was due to meet Superintendent
Shore (wrongly referred to as a ‘chief inspector’), together
with a representative of Pinkerton’s National Detective
Agency, in Kansas City.

There was no known further information about Pizer’s
libel proceedings published in the newspapers, although
we find in the Shepton Mallett Journal of 28 December
1888, when reviewing events of the year, that:
a man named Piser, genuinely known as "Leather
Apron," was discharged, and obtained compensation
from newspapers which had connected his name with
the murder.

It’s not clear if this was based on any new information
or simply repeating what had been printed in other
newspapers earlier in the year, but it would seem
likely that Pizer did manage to obtain at least some
compensation from newspapers during 1888. At the very
least, we now know for a fact that he attempted to do so
from at least two London evening newspapers.

Inspector Frederick Jarvis

The story wasn’t true but, based on this misinformation,
on 20 December the Kansas City Star carried a story
headlined ‘British Detectives said to be in this City’ which
stated that Scotland Yard detectives were reported to be in
Kansas City looking up evidence against Parnell to assist
the Times. No doubt many residents of this city believed
the story to be true, especially if they missed a small
story carried in the same newspaper on the following day
which stated: ‘The Scotland Yard detectives who are said
to have come to Kansas City searching for evidence for the
London Times to be used against Parnell, cannot be found
here. If they are in the city, they are keeping very quiet and
under cover.’ On the same day, a rebuttal story in the St.
Louis Republic headlined ‘No English Detectives in Kansas
City’ stated that the presence in the city of Scotland Yard

Another libel action of interest from the period is the
one commenced by Detective Inspector Frederick Jarvis
of Scotland Yard against the wealthy proprietor of Truth,
Henry Labouchere MP, in 1890.

On 17 November 1888, Inspector Jarvis had set sail for
the United States, arriving in New York ten days later, before
travelling to Canada. His undercover mission, funded by
the London and North Western Railway Company, was to
locate and secure the arrest and extradition of Thomas
Barton, accused of forging signatures on stock transfers
in his home town of Macclesfield, who had fled to North
America two years earlier.
It wasn’t long before the American press learnt of
Jarvis’ visit to their country but, not knowing why he was

12 This exact wording had actually first appeared in the Globe of 7
September 1888.
7
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detectives ‘is denied by leaders of the Irish societies here’.
It explained that: ‘The presence of Patrick Egan here a day
or two ago on private business gave rise to the rumors.’

willing to withdraw and apologise for them, we are
instructed to take immediate action against you.14

The truth that there were no Scotland Yard detectives
in Kansas City in December 1888 did not reach everyone.
In England, a suspicious and cynical Henry Labouchere
appears to have become convinced that Inspector Jarvis
did, in fact, make a trip to Kansas City and went from there
to the ranch of Patrick Sheridan in Del Norte, Colorado, at
some point between 20 and 25 December 1888, so much
so that he raised questions in the House of Commons
about it in March 1890 during a debate on a motion
moved by the leader of the House, W.H. Smith, to adopt
the report of Special Commission. The Home Secretary
confirmed in the House that Inspector Jarvis was never
there, but this did not satisfy Labouchere, nor did a
denial from the Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police,
James Monro, published in the Times.13 Labouchere’s
certainty that Jarvis had been assisting the Times in the
United States led him to repeat the allegation not only
in the House of Commons but also in his own journal,
Truth, which opened him up to the possibility of libel
proceedings being taken against him. Having obtained
permission from the Home Secretary on 16 May 1890 to
commence such proceedings, Jarvis’ solicitors, Wonter &
Sons, wasted no time in despatching a letter before action
to Labouchere dated 19 May 1890 as follows:

Henry Labourchere

Labouchere replied personally the following day as
follows:

SIR, - We are instructed by Inspector Jarvis, of
Scotland-yard, to write to you upon the subject of
your statement that he had been in communication
with Sheridan in connection with the Times case, and
had, in fact been in Kansas City and Del Norte. These
statements have been denied by the Home Secretary
and the Commissioner of Police, but you have
declined to accept their denials, and you pointedly
call attention to the fact that Inspector Jarvis had
personally made no denial, and you reiterate the
truth of your statements that he had been to those
places and on such business. We write now to say
on his behalf that he never saw or even sought to
see Sheridan, and had no business in America, and
conducted none, in reference to Sheridan or the
Times, and he positively declares that he never was at
Kansas City or Del Norte in his life, or within hundreds
of miles of those places. Your statements are of a very
serious character, for they impute to him conduct
which would lay him open to dismissal from the
force, for, if what you suggest be true, he was doing
business which was outside the scope of his authority,
and spending time over matters which his superiors
knew nothing about, and he never reported to them.
He cannot sit down, therefore, under the imputations
thus conveyed by you, and unless we hear that you are

GENTLEMEN – I must decline either to withdraw or
to apologise for my statement that Inspector Jarvis

was at Del Norte at or about the time I stated he was

there. The statement was made first in the House of
Commons, and secondly in TRUTH. I have evidence to
show that either Inspector Jarvis was there, or that this

is a strange and wonderful case of mistaken identity;
if the latter, Inspector Jarvis is quite right to have the

matter investigated in a Court of Law. Seeing that the

police were put at the service of the Times newspaper
in London, in order to look after witnesses, and that

this was admitted before the Special Commission, I do
not regard my charge as one impugning the conduct
of Inspector Jarvis personally. Messrs. Lewis & Lewis
will accept action on my behalf.15

Wonters were not bluffing and, from the High Court
cause books, we find that the very next day, on 21 May
1890, at 1.54pm, a writ for libel was issued in the Queen’s
13 See www.orsam.co.uk/thethomasbartonaffair.htm for further
details.
14
15
8

Published in Truth, 22 May 1890.
Ibid.
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Bench Division on behalf of Frederick Jarvis against Henry
Labouchere, whose solicitors, Lewis & Lewis, put in an
appearance on 29 May at 2.37pm and indicated that a
Statement of Claim was required from the Plaintiff.16 The
claim was ominously assigned the number 666 and thus
became known as 1890 J. No. 666.

didn’t mean that the trial would actually begin on that
date, but that the action would join a list of cases to be
heard in the next court term, after the summer vacation.
It was now time for discovery and, in this respect,
we find some important new information amongst the
records of the Queen’s Bench Division. On 6 August 1890,
Inspector Jarvis swore an affidavit verifying the relevant
documents in his possession that he was disclosing to the
Defendants.22 It is reproduced in full below:

It would appear that the Statement of Claim was
delivered on Friday, 13 June 1890, because the Sunday
newspapers over that weekend reported that such a
document had been served on Lewis & Lewis in which
Jarvis was claiming damages in the sum of £2,000.17 If we
assume that it was indeed served on 13 June, this would
have meant that Labouchere had until Monday, 23 June,
i.e. ten days later, to deliver his Defence. A Reply (which
was optional) would then have needed to be delivered by
14 July, if Jarvis wanted to serve one.

1890 J. No. 666
In the High Court of Justice
Queens Bench Division
Between Frederick Jarvis Plaintiff
and
Henry Labouchere Defendant
[Filed 6 August 1890] [2s 6d stamp]

While we can’t say what defence Labouchere put
forward, and we don’t know if at this stage he was still
maintaining that the allegations he had made against
Jarvis were true, he would later say that he believed
that he had a defence to the action ‘on a technical point
of law’.18 He never explained what that was, but it is
likely to have been a point raised by the Home Office in
correspondence with Wontners in May 1890, one also
hinted at by Labouchere in his letter to Wontners of 20
May, namely that his claim that Inspector Jarvis had been
sent to Kansas City and Colorado to carry out work on
behalf of the Times was not a libel against Jarvis, even if
it was completely untrue, because it was only being said
that Jarvis was doing his duty and, as such, was really a
political allegation against the government and Scotland
Yard, both of whom, Labouchere believed, were already
known to have been assisting the Times in preparing its
case for the Special Parnell Commission.19 This is what
Labouchere meant in his letter when he said that he wasn’t
impugning the conduct of Jarvis personally. The point
made by Wontners in response was that, if Inspector Jarvis
had, in fact, been working on behalf of the Times in Kansas
City and Colorado, it would have amounted to misconduct
by Jarvis, rendering him liable to dismissal from the force,
so that, as he was doing no such thing, Labouchere’s
allegation amounted to a libel against the inspector for
which damages were required to restore his reputation.20
It was a legal point for a judge (and jury) to decide, but if
Labouchere’s allegation was proved in a courtroom to be
untrue, and to have been made recklessly, it would have
been politically damaging for him regardless of whether
he won or lost the libel action on a point of law.

I, Frederick Jarvis, of Great Scotland Yard, the above
named Plaintiff make oath and say as follows:1. I have in my possession or power the documents
relating to the matters in question in this suit set forth
in the 1st Schedule hereto.
2. I have as an Inspector and Constable of the
Metropolitan Police Force in my temporary custody
as such and on behalf of The Commissioners of Police
the documents in the 2nd Schedule hereto mentioned.

3. I object to produce the said documents set out in
the 2nd Schedule hereto on the ground that the said
documents are not my property nor am I entitled to
deal therewith except with the consent and directions
of the Commissioners of Police.

4. According to the best of my knowledge
information and belief I have not now and never
have had in my possession custody or power or in
the possession custody or power of my Solicitors or
agents Solicitor or agent or in the possession custody
or power of any other persons or person on my behalf
any deed, account, book of account, voucher receipt

16

TNA: J 168/1012.

18

Times, 23 December 1890.

17

Lloyd’s Weekly Newspaper and Reynolds’s Newspaper, 15 June 1890.

19 TNA: HO 144/478/X27302. Writing to the Times of 23 December
1890, Labouchere claimed that, ‘there was no libel in what I had said,
for the Government had employed policemen to aid The Times to look
after witnesses in England and Ireland... much was done in America by
English agents which was not reported to the Home Secretary...’

Once pleadings had closed, Labouchere was, on 21 July,
put on notice of a trial due to commence on 31 July by the
Plaintiff’s solicitors.21 This was a formal procedure which

20

TNA: HO 144/478/X27302.

22

TNA: J 4/3902.

21

9

TNA: J 87/30.
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The new information in this affidavit is that Inspector
Jarvis filed twenty-five official reports to his superiors at
Scotland Yard in a six-month period, an average of about
one a week, while he was working on the Barton case. All of
these reports, as we can see, were disclosed to Labouchere
and his solicitor. The first report dated 8 November
1888 must have been written in London or Macclesfield,
prior to a warrant for the arrest of Thomas Barton being
obtained, but the remainder were presumably written
while Jarvis was in the United States and Canada hunting
for Barton, or supervising his extradition after he was
arrested. Although none of those reports survive, we can
safely say, on the basis of the known reports filed by Jarvis
while he was in North America during the summer of
1892 searching for evidence against Thomas Neill Cream,
that they were likely to have been very detailed and
thorough handwritten reports.23 They would certainly
have revealed to Labouchere and his solicitors that
Jarvis, who was probably in Canada at the relevant time,
was focussed entirely and professionally on the search
for Thomas Barton and was, as a result, nowhere near
Kansas or Colorado at any time, meaning that he wasn’t
working to assist the Times in their case before the Parnell
Commission.

letter memorandum paper or writing or any copy
of or extract from any such document or any other

document whatsoever relating to the matters in
question in this Suit or any of them or wherein any
entry has been made relative to such matters or any of
them other than and except the documents set forth
in the 1st and 2nd Schedules hereto.
Schedule 1

A bundle of documents marked A1 to A25 consisting
of copies of various reports made by the Plaintiff to

his Superior Officers from time to time while engaged

in prosecuting enquiries in relation to a charge of
Forgery against one Thomas Barton, such Reports
ranging over a period from 8th November 1888 to 7th
May 1889.

Schedule 2

A bundle of documents marked B1 to B7 consisting of
various official documents relating to the prosecution
of Thomas Barton for Forgery.
			

[Signed Fred S. Jarvis]

Sworn at St. Paul’s Chambers, Nos. 19, 21 & 23,
Ludgate Hill, in the City of London this 6 day of August
1890

We can also see that Jarvis disclosed seven official
documents held at Scotland Yard relating to the
prosecution of Thomas Barton, but objected to their
production because they were not his property and
required the consent and directions of the Commissioner
before they could be inspected by Labouchere or his
solicitors. This was a technical objection, and Labouchere
would have been able to inspect the documents following
a direction of the court entitling him to do so.

Before me

[A Commissioner to Administer Oaths in the Supreme
Court of Judicature in England]

Of just as much interest is a corresponding affidavit
filed by Henry Labouchere on 10 October 1890 (sworn
four days earlier) regarding the documents he was
disclosing to Jarvis in the action. Again, it is reproduced
in full below:
1890 J. No.666
In the High Court of Justice
Queens Bench Division
Between Frederick Jarvis Plaintiff
and
Henry Labouchere Defendant

Frederick Jarvis affadavit

23
10

I Henry Labouchere of No 5 Old Palace Yard
Westminster in the County of Middlesex Member of
Parliament the above named Defendant make Oath
and say as follows:

TNA: MEPO 3/144.
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with friends in America he must surely have received
some form of written communication back from them. As
no such communication was disclosed, it obviously didn’t
exist, which thereby casts doubt on his entire story.

1. I have in my possession or power the documents
relating to the matters in question in this action set
forth in the Schedule hereto.

2. According to the best of my knowledge
information and belief I have not now and never
have had in my possession custody or power or in
the possession custody or power of my Solicitors
or Agents Solicitor or Agent or in the possession
custody or power of any other persons or person on
my behalf any deed account book of account voucher
receipt letter memorandum paper or writing or any
copy of or extract from any such Document or any
other document whatsoever relating to the matters in
question in this action or any of them or wherein any
entry has been made relative to such matters or any of
them other than and except the documents set forth
in the said Schedule hereto.
Schedule above referred to.
Copy “Truth”
The like
The like
The like

Date

20th March 1890
3rd April [1890]
1 May [1890]

22nd May [1890]

Letter Messrs Wonter & Sons to Defendant 19th May
[1890]
Copy letter Defendant to Messrs Wontner & Sons 20th
May [1890]
		

[Signed H. Labouchere]

Sworn at number 10 Carteret Street in the City of
Westminster this sixth day of October one thousand
eight hundred and ninety
Before me,

Labouchere affadavit

[A Commissioner to administer oaths]

The trial of the action of Jarvis versus Labouchere
was set down for the Michaelmas Term of the High Court
which began on 24 October 1890. It never got that far,
because Labouchere caved in before the trial was due
to start, admitting that his allegations against Inspector
Jarvis were false. He agreed to pay Jarvis £100 in lieu
of damages, plus all his legal costs, and to make a full
apology in Truth which was duly published. Noting that
Labouchere was a veteran of many libel actions, the London
correspondent of the Nottingham Daily Journal reckoned
that this particular apology was ‘the first full, complete
and entirely satisfactory apology among the many that
Labouchere has produced.’24 Edmund Yates in The World
said that it was ‘dragged from him by fear of facing

What is revealing about Labouchere’s list is what he
doesn’t disclose. For he was evidently not in possession of
any correspondence from the United States informing him
of the presence in Kansas City or Colorado of Inspector
Jarvis during December 1888. All he was disclosing
was four articles from Truth and some inter-solicitor
correspondence which was strictly not necessary for him
to disclose, being common to the parties. He basically had
no documents to support his case. Yet, Labouchere’s story
to explain why he had made the allegation against Jarvis
in the first place was that during December 1888 he had
telegraphed friends in the United States asking them to
establish if the reports of Scotland Yard detectives being
in Kansas City and Colorado were true. He gave two
contradictory accounts about why, after investigating the
position, they believed that Jarvis was there, but if he was
being truthful about having communicated by telegram

24
11

Nottingham Daily Journal, 29 October 1890.
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a jury in the libel action his charge provoked’.25 Another
newspaper estimated that the action had cost Labouchere
a total of £1,000.26 The cost to his reputation, however,
was probably much higher. Correspondence published
in the Times in December noted that, despite his apology
to Inspector Jarvis, Labouchere had failed to apologise to
the Home Secretary, the leader of the House of Commons
and the Commissioner of Police for having insulted them
or doubted their word, and asked whether ‘truthfulness,
and honour, and decency shall be required of men
occupying prominent political positions in political life in
this country’.27 The Manchester Courier of 22 December
1890, noting some other outrageous allegations made
by Labouchere about the government during the year in
respect of the Cleveland Street Scandal, was scathing:

and calculated to injure those who made use of them
rather than those against whom they were directed.

Regarding the Jarvis libel action specifically, the
Manchester Courier added:
The case is of considerable importance, for the strong
light which it throws on the utter recklessness of the
statements made by many of the opponents of the
Government. In this instance it required the threat
of an action for libel to get MR. LABOUCHERE to
ascertain beyond all doubt that his statements were
false…

In London, the St James’s Gazette of 23 December 1890
was also critical:
It is well to have a good conscience and we
congratulate Mr. Labouchere upon the satisfaction
which he feels as to his own conduct in the matter
of Inspector Jarvis. He had charged the Inspector
with having been employed by the Government on
behalf of the Times to get up certain evidence for
the Special Commission. He had to acknowledge in
Truth that his statement was founded upon mistake;
and, being sued for libel by the Inspector he paid his
costs and gave him a cheque for £100. So far as the
Inspector is concerned, we need to quarrel with Mr.
Labouchere's own account of his conduct as being not
only honourable but generous. But the charge against
the Inspector was comparatively slight. He would
have to do what his superiors ordered him to do. The
real charge was against the Government and against
Scotland-yard. And Mr. Labouchere still refuses to
make the apology which is certainly due both to Mr.
Smith and Mr. Monro.

...it was seriously argued not so very long ago that MR.
HENRY LABOUCHERE was the coming leader of the
[Gladstonian Liberal] party. Now there is probably
hardly a single follower of Gladstone who would
think of enlisting under the banner of the member for
Northampton. The causes of the decline and fall of his
power are not far to seek. His reputation was that of
a smart, astute, cool-headed politician, who had the
supreme advantage of being a man of the world, with
no very strong convictions on any point. His conduct
in connection with a notorious case which he forced
on the attention of the House of Commons last session
completely shattered all faith in his sagacity. He made
charges of the most serious nature against men in
the very highest positions, upon evidence which
would not have satisfied a lawyer's clerk. Every one
of his accusations was disproved, and, finding his case
hopelessly broken down, he took refuge in a "scene"
which he created by expressing his disbelief in LORD
SALISBURY'S word. The eyes of the Gladstonians
were opened. This man, who prided himself on his
cool head, was no wiser than the veriest gobemouche,
who has always got some wonderful story of a deep
and dark conspiracy ready to pour into the ears
of some unfortunate victim whom he succeeds in
button holing. It is to be hoped, too, that a few of
those who thought it possible that upon MR. HENRY
LABOUCHERE might the mantle of MR. GLADSTONE
eventually fall, were not a little disgusted to find
that not only did the hon. member make the most
terrible accusations without bringing forward a tittle
of proof, but that when it was conclusively shown
that his accusations were groundless he had not the
manliness or decency to offer an apology. Anyhow,
from that memorable occasion MR. LABOUCHERE
became impossible as a leader, even of the most
discredited and forlorn of English parties. His political
methods were discovered to be not only distasteful to
men of high principle but to be singularly ineffective,

The Globe also chipped in on the same day:

MR. LABOUCHERE’s defence of himself as “an
honourable member” in the Times to-day will not
help him much. He sees no reason why he should
apologise to Mr. Smith or Mr. Matthews for having
repeatedly given them (without warrant) the lie in the
House of Commons and in his own newspaper. What
Mr. Labouchere thought he had a right to think makes
no difference. He thought wrong, and said what he
could not prove, about Inspector Jarvis. For this
Inspector Jarvis brought an action against him, and
Mr. Labouchere compromised by a retraction of the
allegation, a payment of costs and a solatium of £100.

25

The World, 29 October 1890.
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Times, 20 December 1890.

26
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Yorkshire Evening Post, 28 October 1890.
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David Tumblety features in the 1881 census as living
at 187 Earls Court Road (as he still was in 1886). He was
then a carpenter, aged 39, born in Ireland. He had married
Elizabeth Andrews on 2 February 1871. His father,
according to his marriage certificate, was a gardener called
James Tumblety. His first middle name is spelt as ‘Wardall’
on the electoral register for 1885, while his second middle
name is usually spelt as ‘Meneily’ rather than ‘Meinly’
as on the writ, although on the Defence it is written as
‘Mensby’, which was probably just a lawyer's error. He is
listed in the 1887 electoral register as still living at 187
Earls Court Road.

And now he thinks that he owes no amende to those
other honourable members to whom in this matter he
has so often given the lie.

As we can see, Labouchere paid a heavy political price
for taking on Inspector Jarvis.

One final legal case of potential interest from the period
is the case of Peppin v Tumblety which, according to the
Times of 17 July 1886, was listed for a hearing before Lord
Justice Bowen that day. Who was this Tumblety? Was he
the Jack the Ripper suspect, Francis Tumblety?

From the records of the Queen’s Bench Division, we
can discover that the Plaintiff in the 1886 case was Henry
Hoskyn Peppin. As this case went to trial on 17 July 1886,
with a judgment handed down by Lord Justice Bowen, the
pleadings (Writ of Summons, Statement of Case, Defence
and Reply) are available at the National Archives.28 They
show that Peppin issued a writ on 19 January 1886,
assigned claim number 1886 P. No. 126, but it was not
against Francis Tumblety. It was against one David Waddle
Meinly Tumblety of 187, Earls Court Road, Kensington.
The claim involved a dispute over rent not paid by Mr
Tumblety for his use of premises at 2, The Terrace, Earls
Court.

Just like his more infamous namesake who didn’t seem
to like to turn up at court, this David Tumblety, despite
having filed a Defence, “did not appear” at the trial so that,
in his absence, the judge directed that Judgment should
be entered for the Plaintiff for possession of the premises
claimed in the Writ and for £95.9.0 and for costs.29
28
29

TNA: J 54/480.
Ibid.
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By coincidence, bearing in mind the involvement of Mr
Douglas Norman in the prosecution of Francis Tumblety,
who was committed for trial at Marlborough Street Police
Court, David Tumblety's solicitor was a Mr Norman based
in Great Marlborough Street – but not the same Norman,
this one was George Boulter Bathurst Norman.
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Dear Blucher - the Diary
of Jack the Ripper
By DAVID PINTO
young American wife Florence, their children Gladys and
James (known as Bobo), as well as several household staff
including a cook, gardeners, a housekeeper and a nanny.
With doctors and solicitors as neighbours, peacocks
parading the lawns and a (very) famous brother in London,
Jim (as he was called by his nearest and dearest) seems an
odd choice as the infamous murderer who terrorised the
Whitechapel streets in the autumn of 1888.
The Diary itself is actually not a traditional diary at
all, but is in fact written in a scrapbook approximately
11 inches by 8-and-a-half inches, bound in black cloth
and leather, and is somewhat similar to those that many
Victorians used as albums for photographs and the like.
The first 48 pages have been deliberately removed - cut
out with a knife, it would appear - with roughly 63 pages
of written text and 17 unused pages making up what is
left.
In it, we are apparently led through roughly the last
twelve crazy, tempestuous months of James Maybrick’s
life, a period in which he appears to confess all about
his horrible, murderous actions killing prostitutes in
London’s East End, his ‘whoring bitch’ wife and her
obvious adultery with someone referred to only as ‘the
whore master’, his love and concern for his children and
his ridiculing and spiteful disdain for the police in London
as they attempt to catch him. The Diary finishes with a
flourish, revealing that it has been written by none other
than ‘Jack the Ripper’.

There were only really ever two people that accused
Florence Maybrick of murdering her husband James
with poison in May 1889: whoever wrote the ‘Diary
of Jack the Ripper’, discovered in Liverpool in 1992…
and Michael Maybrick

The Diary first came to light in March 1992 in the
hands of former scrap metal dealer Mike Barrett. Barrett
claimed initially that he had been given the Diary around
May 1991 by his recently-deceased friend Tony Devereux,
who apparently told Mike that he wanted him to ‘do
something with it’.

I personally do not believe that this is a coincidence,
and here’s why.

The so-called Diary of Jack the Ripper came to light
early in 1992 and purported to be the handwritten journal
of a well-known cotton broker from Liverpool named
James Maybrick. Maybrick lived in the affluent suburb
of Aigburth, in the rather grandly-named Battlecrease
House at no. 7 Riversdale Road, alongside his pretty
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Devereux had died in August 1991 and Barrett’s story
regarding how he had been given the diary could never be
verified. Or, indeed, whether Devereux gave the Diary to
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Barrett at all.

of the Diary, presenting evidence that electricians were
working in Battlecrease House in the first half of 1992
and that it was during this period of work, when the
floorboards were lifted in one of the rooms, that the Diary
was discovered, along with some ‘other items’ in a tin
box. The book was published as a limited edition run to
coincide with the 25-year anniversary of the Diary coming
to light. The evidence he presents in support of the claims
that the Diary did in fact come out of Battlecrease House
in March 1992, before finding its way into the hands of
Mike Barrett, is very compelling indeed.

Over the years since its emergence and subsequent
exposure in Shirley Harrison’s 1993 book The Diary of
Jack the Ripper, debate has raged as to the authenticity
of the Diary and its rightful place in the canon of Ripper
research, evidence or, indeed, junk pile.

Over recent years I have migrated from simply having a
transitory interest in the Whitechapel murders to having a
burning fascination with the above-mentioned ‘Liverpool
document.’

It began after I’d read Bruce Robinson’s book They All
Love Jack: Busting The Ripper (4th Estate 2015), and whilst
I do understand why many people in the Ripper world
found his book to be in bad taste and a little wild in places,
I was engrossed and enthralled from the very first page.
I became intrigued by the possibility that Robinson had
ventured into new territory (with the assistance of Keith
Skinner’s substantial research skills), worthy of more
careful analysis and consideration; something, it seemed,
that many in Ripperology weren’t willing to give it.

In his book, Robinson explores the possibility that Jack
the Ripper was actually the famous Victorian composer
and singing star Stephen Adams. Adams was a composer
of the highest regard and a huge Victorian celebrity to
boot, mixing in circles that included artists, musicians,
royalty and the judiciary. He was an eminent Freemason,
a handsome athletic bachelor in his early forties and
a member of London’s elite. He was almost certainly
a millionaire, with a string of musical hits to his name
including Nancy Lee, A Warrior Bold and the still-to-thisday famous Holy City. Adams’s musical compositions sold
by the boat-load. both in Britain and the USA, and in the
late 1880s Adams was at the height of his creative and
social powers, performing singing concerts up and down
the country and abroad, joined by his liberettist Frederick
Weatherly and topping the bill alongside the likes of
Gilbert and Sullivan. It is no exaggeration to say that at the
time, particularly in London, he was as famous as Oscar
Wilde.

James and Florence Maybrick

Many people have been convinced by its mad, scrawling
diatribe and believe that it is almost certainly the work
of Jack the Ripper. Others see holes everywhere and are
less than convinced both by its content and by its herald,
clinging ceaselessly to the many discrepancies in Mike
Barrett’s original story of how he came by the document,
and later to his sorry, booze-soaked claim that he had
actually forged the diary himself – a statement he later
completely and publicly reversed.

Over the years that followed, Mike Barrett sank into
depression and drink. He transferred ownership of the
Diary to his publisher in London. He lost his wife and
his daughter, and before his untimely death in January
2016 often publicly rued the day he took the Diary on and
presented it to the world. In June 1994 Barrett’s estranged
wife Anne Graham made claims that she had first seen the
Diary in 1968, and that it had in fact been passed down
through her family and that she had given it to Devereux
to give to her husband. Most people dismiss Anne’s role
in the saga as a mere attempt to share ownership of a
potential bounty, should one have ever arisen.

Stephen Adams’ real name was Michael Maybrick.

Robinson makes a strong case for Adams/Maybrick
as the Ripper, with the main thrust of his argument
suggesting that it was Maybrick’s Freemasonry and public
profile that kept the police and particularly Metropolitan
Police Commissioner (and fellow Freemason) Sir Charles
Warren from making any real attempt at catching him
(a sort of latter-day Jimmy Savile scenario if you like),

In his 2017 book titled 25 Years of the Diary of Jack the
Ripper: The True Facts, the current owner of the diary,
literary agent Robert Smith explored the ‘true’ provenance
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accommodated by an embarrassed but intimidated list of
self-preserving career officials from various government
departments. Robinson goes on to argue that the
police hierarchy knew from a very early stage in their
investigations that they were dealing with a Freemason,
and that, as such, the killer was immune from justice,
based squarely on the fact that the British establishment
was built on a foundation of Freemasonry. To reveal
that the Ripper was in fact one of their own would have
threatened the very fabric of the British establishment
– with many members of the Government, royalty and
the judiciary all being Freemasons, bound by sacred
and ancient oaths to protect their brother masons from
the ravages of justice, ‘murder accepted’. They basically
circled the wagons around the killer and found as many
ways as possible NOT to catch him.

famous case.

After the third or fourth reading, however, something
was nagging at me; I had to have a closer look at the Diary
itself.

After reading They All Love Jack a couple of times I
did, however, suspect that everything wasn’t as it first
appeared in Robinson’s version of events, and it’s a feeling
I have been unable to cast off in the three years since. My
concerns centred around the things Robinson WASN’T
discussing in his book, but which stood out conspicuously
by the mere fact of their absence. These mostly consisted
of why he had avoided discussing the Diary in any real
depth and how he had arrived at the name ‘Michael
Maybrick’ in the first place.

In his book Robinson does briefly touch on the Diary,
but only so he can punt it straight back out of the door
as having no real significance to his investigation. He says
he ‘doesn’t need it to prove his case’ – and while I don’t
disagree with him up to a point, I still think that a closer
look at the Diary might have strengthened the case against
Michael Maybrick. I think that one of the reasons he
decided against doing this was because proving the damn
Diary is very difficult, and he obviously had more than
enough to do making a convincing case against Michael
being the killer without also having to explore the Diary in
chapter after chapter too.

I bought Shirley Harrison’s book - not because I wanted
to test the theories of James as Jack against Michael as
Jack (to me there was no real comparison to be made), but
because I wanted to read the diary transcript and to see
what it might reveal.

Harrison’s book was published in October 1993 and
was the first book written about the Diary after it emerged.
The book detailed many of the forensic tests conducted
on the document in an effort to prove its authenticity. It
also contained a detailed analysis of the Diary’s content,
and makes compelling arguments that James Maybrick
might well have been jack the Ripper. Unsurprisingly, her
book garnered a lot of attention and split the Ripperology
field wide open – polarising the debate between those
that believed the Diary was genuine and those that
dismissed it as a modern forgery created some time after
1987. Harrison’s book also reproduced (albeit incredibly
badly) an actual facsimile of the Diary writing itself,
offering readers a chance to examine the writing style for

While I’m not here to back Bruce Robinson’s case for
Michael Maybrick as saucy Jacky, I would encourage people
to read his book for themselves and see what conclusions
they might draw from his meticulously-researched tome.
I know that many people have been upset by his style of
writing and his clear lack of respect for Ripperology, but
in all sincerity I would not let that put you off. The fact
that he spent over fifteen years in a deep dive research
project with Mr Skinner at his side should be enough of
a reason to give his book a good first, second or indeed
third try. Much of it is fantastically and painstakingly
researched, and really does shed new light on many of the
well-trodden theories and arguments surrounding this
16
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themselves.

were faked, or somehow corrupted, when in fact this
wasn’t true at all. Many also pointed to the fact that Mike
Barrett had an advertisement placed in a trade magazine
within 48 hours of him first contacting London publisher
Doreen Montgomery on March 9th 1992, requesting an
‘Unused, or partly used diary dating from 1880-1890;
must have at least twenty blank pages’ (which he in fact
did), and that this was enough to conclude that he was the
forger of this masterpiece all along.

It was around the late spring of 2017 that I also began
voicing some of my own thoughts about the Diary online,
in various forums and discussion groups on Facebook etc.,
usually only to face a barrage of anti Robinson/Maybrick/
Diary vitriol that made any sensible discussion of the topic
impossible. Until, that is, I got introduced to a like-minded
group or “Maybrick coven’, as they were described, that
seemed to find many of the things I wanted to discuss
just as interesting and compelling as I did. Encouraged by
these similarly open-minded people, I began to explore
the Diary in more depth.

It was becoming obvious to me that based on the
gathered and gathering evidence, the Diary was a genuine
Victorian document, and having reached that conclusion I
decided to go ahead and read the transcript.

The difficulty in drawing comparisons when comparing
examples of Victorian handwriting is that nearly everyone
at that time was taught to write in a very similar style.
Copperplate was the order of the day, and a simple search
for examples of Victorian letters and documents on the
internet will show similarities of draught that are, at
times, uncanny. That said, one can find some very similar
(and unusual) similarities between the Diary handwriting
and a few of the rare remaining examples of ‘Maybrick’
correspondence, in some very specific examples.

What I read shocked me. I was genuinely taken aback…
that anyone could read the Diary and believe that any part
of it was genuinely written by Jack the Ripper was, in my
view, staggering!

To me, it read like a ham from the very beginning.
Written in the ‘style’ of a murderer, it is, in my view,
clearly invented from start to finish. My first thoughts
were centred squarely on questions such as Why would
someone write only about this very small slice of their
life? The Diary claims to cover the last year or so of this
poor bloke’s existence - and to have so little happen in
that year other than that which appears in these pages
seems a little too simplistic.

Throughout this early period of visual analysis of the
Diary writing, I was encouraged by the fact that most
of the scientific evidence discussed in Harrison’s book
strongly supported the argument that the Diary was
almost certainly decades old. From the perspective of
an authentic-looking text, I was also in agreement; the
writing style of the author certainly looked like it came
from the Victorian period, or else it was an uncanny
counterfeit from a visual standpoint if it did not. In other
words, it would have been an extraordinary visual/
physical forgery if it did turn out to be a fake, not to
mention its content needing to be historically accurate.

Whoever the Whitechapel murderer was, he was a
complex and complicated person, deeply psychologically
troubled. If he had chosen to keep a written record of
his crimes, he would, I think, probably have mused or
explored, on many more topics of thought, observation
and obsession than is found within the Diary. The author
does play with doggerel and rhyme, but doesn’t really
venture into deep thought or extrapolation about what
he was really thinking or feeling over this twelve-month
period. Yes, we get the obvious anger, jealousy and rage,
but anyone (some might even say Mike Barrett) would
think to include these in a diary purporting to have been
written by a murderer! But that’s kind of my point; it is
obviously written by someone playing the role of a crazy
homicidal maniac and, as such, over-eggs the pudding
somewhat by way of choosing to focus so exclusively on
those emotions and very little else of his ‘normal’ life. To
me, that’s a suspicious trope and reveals more, I think,
than it intends to in terms of the document’s authenticity.
There are asides of course, but these seem ‘semi authentic’
in their randomness and their flirtation with detail. The
author’s mention of having ‘cold hands’, or wondering
about the health of his children are in my opinion weak
stylistic inventions aimed at imbuing the document with
authenticity.

It was clear that many eminent researchers were
convinced the Diary was the real deal and that the forensic
tests undertaken on its ink and paper had indicated its
historical authenticity (on more than one occasion). Who
was I to argue?
It was now also becoming clear that the writing
itself could be compared favourably with contemporary
examples, sharing many similarities of style. In brief, the
text itself was similar enough to Victorian styles of writing
to be classed as ‘the same’ in a broad sense.

I found these two green flags fascinating in themselves,
and wondered why so many people were still arguing that
the Diary was definitely a modern forgery, often shouting
tirelessly that they had ‘inside information’ that Mike
Barrett wrote it, or that some Australian bloke wrote it,
or Anne Graham and Mike wrote it together, etc. etc. They
also had ‘inside information’ that the ink tests undertaken
17
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In a foreword to Shirley Harrison’s aforementioned
book, Professor David Canter, a leading academic on
criminal psychology from Liverpool University, waxes
lyrically on the clever use of these casual asides, but
I think that his glowing admiration goes a little too far.
Anyone potentially clever enough to have concocted and
forged the Diary so convincingly wouldn’t drop the ball
by robotically focusing on the murders or one particular
train of thought or expression. Personally, I think the
writing is weak and is utterly predictable in all its twists
and turns. There is very little in it that would impress me
enough to think that it was genuine, even for a second. I
would not, however, argue that it’s not cleverly written,
but is still an elaborate lie all the same.

into a ‘swoon’ the day before (May 10th) and was shut
in her room by the youngest Maybrick brother, Edwin,
remaining there until her arrest three days later. She
was then taken to Walton jail to await trial on charge of
murdering her husband with poison; more specifically,
arsenic.

To this day, most people that know anything about the
then-famous Maybrick Mystery would agree that Florence
was indeed innocent of all charges. In fact even the Crown
knew (in the end) that she didn’t do it, firstly commuting
her death sentence to life in prison, then, fifteen years
later, releasing her altogether.

One thing that also surprised me was that having read
the text several times, there seemed to be one major
flaw in the narrative – a conundrum that I was having
real problems solving from the point of view of James
as the Diary’s possible author. The issue I had seemed
paradoxically both ludicrously simple and hugely complex
at the same time: How on Earth had James Maybrick
predicted his own death by poison?

The final act of the Diary is very short; some might
even describe it as ‘rushed’. After the gruesome slaying
of Mary Jane Kelly at Miller’s Court in November 1888,
(the presumed final victim of Jack the Ripper), the Diary’s
author seems to rise from his murderous depths and
have a catastrophic attack of guilt. He just can’t believe
he’s done all this terrible stuff, and after ‘admitting
all’ to his now beloved ‘Bunny’ (Florence), hopes – nay,
suggests – that she spikes his Revelenta with some of
‘his medicine’ to put him out of his misery. It was a wellknown fact within James Maybrick’s intimate circle that
he was a habitual user of arsenic and strychnine in small
doses for many years throughout his life. Having caught
malaria (though some said it was more probably the pox)
in the 1870s, he was prescribed arsenic as a partial cure
and remained hooked on the stuff until his death in 1889.
When referring to ‘his medicine’ throughout the Diary, it’s
clear that the author, whoever they were, is referring to
arsenic.

It is almost a certain fact that Florence Maybrick didn’t
murder James with poison. In the same way, she didn’t
drop a grand piano on his head to see him off.

The last entry in the Diary is dated May 3rd 1889,
and some eight days later (on May 11th) James throws
a 6 and dies of a ‘mysterious’ illness that has the medical
profession scratching its head. At the time, the family
doctors suggested that Jim was suffering from an acute
attack of gastroenteritis which then killed him. None
of them ever suggested that he might have been slowly
poisoned to death. That accusation came later – from
Michael Maybrick.

Imagine for a moment that the Diary had suggested just
that! Might we all look slightly more suspiciously at it if it
had? If the Maybrick mystery revolved around Florence
being (ridiculously) accused of such a crime?

Or if the Diary suggested she shoot him out of a cannon,
or hit him over the head with a rolling pin! Or some other
bonkers method of murder, only then for us to reflect on

Florence did not witness Jim’s death, as she had fallen
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the fact that she was also (falsely) accused of that in real
life after his mysterious death.

I undertook a word count by eye, the results of which
were then presented by Robert in his talk at the Jack the
Ripper Crime Conference that autumn.

The strange thing is that the Diary’s author begs for
poison at the hands of Florence, and then low and behold,
eleven days later she is accused (falsely) of exactly that!

The top six words most used in its text are:
Whore
Bitch
‘Ha Ha’
God
Sir Jim
Michael

The odds of this must be millions to one! That someone
predicts their own death – (he might after all have lived
through his illness and survived), and that their hopedfor killer is then actually named as such in the real world –
using the exact same homicidal method (poison)! As I say,
the odds for these strange events occurring separately
within the space of a few days must be staggeringly long.

Again, I was flabbergasted, Michael was all over the
Diary, and appeared on almost every page! To put this
into context, James’s younger brother Edwin gets a mere
six mentions in the entire thing.

That is unless, of course, Florence did kill James by
poison after he’d confessed to being Jack the Ripper in the
exact way the Diary suggests.

Furthermore, whenever Michael does appear, he is
often referred to in the most simpering, nauseatingly
glowing terms one can imagine:

I am therefore contending that if the Diary is in fact
genuinely Victorian in origin (which it appears to be),
then it cannot have been written by James Maybrick,
regardless of whether he was Jack the Ripper or not. This
hit me like a ton of bricks, and I just couldn’t see past it.

‘I think I will visit Michael’
‘I will write to Michael’
‘Michael will know how to act’
Etc. etc.…

In my eyes, the Diary was almost certainly a forgery,
heralding from the Victorian era (or close to it), but could
not possibly have been written by James, simply because
there’s no way I could see of him predicting his own
death by poison at the hands of his wife. To me, it seemed
impossible.

It’s as if Michael’s giant ego is being massaged before
our very eyes! He is everywhere in the Diary, and appears
to be heroworshipped, envied and constantly written to
and visited by James. It is as if he simply couldn’t help
himself… as the Diary’s real author, he had to put himself
centre stage (as usual), and this is how I think he’ll end up
being clearly and unequivocally accused of creating the
whole thing, including Jim’s death, Florrie’s accusation,
the manipulation of her trial and the Diary. Maybe many
more crimes in the not too distant future.

Michael Maybrick appears in the Diary no less than
26 times. He gets his first mention in the second line (‘…
Received a letter from Michael perhaps I will visit him…’),
even before Florence is introduced.
A word count of the Diary is very revealing.

I had come up with the idea of a word count and then
an analysis of the reults of this to hopefully gain more
clarity on my increasing suspicions that Michael was the
real Diary author.

It’s his lies and his ego that’ll catch the bastard out!

It was becoming clear to me that Robinson might have
had a point with Michael Maybrick after all, and with this
fresh analysis of the text we can see (quite starkly) that
Michael was right at the heart of the Diary. I figured a look
into the Maybrick mystery itself might also shed light
onto the whole affair.

After sharing my early thoughts with Robert Anderson
in New York, I was encouraged by him to make a more
detailed study of the text. Robert was scheduled to
give a talk on the Diary at the Jack the Ripper Crime
Conference due to take place in September 2017; he is a
key proponent of the Diary and a keen Maybrick scholar.
It was invaluable working alongside him over those next
few months, and together we shared many similar ideas
on how and why Michael might have created the Diary.

To say that the accusation of Florence being involved
in James Maybrick’s death came mostly from Michael
Maybrick is an understatement. Michael essentially ran
the show when he came up from London on May 8th to
visit his sick brother. After arriving at Battlecrease House,
he discussed Jim’s health and his private concerns about
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Florence and her possible poisonous intentions (and
extra-marital shenanigans) with doctors in secret away
from Florence, who was also accused (again by Michael)
of neglecting Jim’s correct care after he had become ill.
Michael later banned her from seeing her husband at all
(or her children), as Jim’s health worsened and death fell
upon him.

(including the selling off of all its fixtures and furniture)
and was probably the last person in there before it passed
onto other tenants, and I believe we are getting close to
where and how this wretched thing came about.
It looks likely that better minds than mine are finally
getting close to nailing the provenance of this document
once and for all, in favour of it definitely having come out
of Battlecrease House on March 9th 1992.

Michael waited until James was dead and then organised
a ‘search’ of Battlecrease, along with younger brother
Edwin and several members of the household staff (but
without the police), which surprisingly/unsurprisingly
uncovered dozens of bottles and packets of arsenic, any of
which might have been used by Florence to progressively
poison brother Jim over the preceding weeks and months.
The fact that no arsenic was ever found in any weighable
amount in James’s body was a key controversy of the case
and one that was never completely explained.

Add this fact to the positive ink test results and
comparisons to contemporary handwriting styles from
that time, and it would appear that the Diary almost
certainly came to us from (roughly) the Victorian past
– and can be linked to the Maybrick family, although
perhaps not quite in the way that it first suggests.

I believe that most if not all of this arsenic was planted
in Battlecrease House by Michael himself, an assertion
that is backed up by Alexander MacDougall in his Treatise
on the Maybrick Case (Bailliere, Tindall and Fox, 1891),
when he describes the search lead by Michael as a
’suspicious circumstance’, and continues that even though
the arsenic found (by Michael) was discovered in ‘places
open and accessible to everybody, nobody had ever seen
any of it in the house before.’

At Florence’s trial (and pre-trial hearing), Michael
lied about his personal (lack of) knowledge of Jim’s
use of arsenic and other drugs (including strychnine),
recreationally or habitually. He lied about the medicine
that Dr Fuller (Michael’s own personal GP) had sent up
to James in the post; after all it was Michael who had
arranged the appointment with Dr Fuller for James in the
first place. (Note: I would like to mention here that while
we working on the Diary talk for the Liverpool conference,
Robert Anderson proposed an interesting theory of his
own that Michael DID know about Jim’s drug use and
deliberately brushed it under the public carpet because he
(might) also have known that his brother was syphilitic).

Michael Maybrick

It is clear that Michael Maybrick had the means to have
written it and also to bury it under the floorboards before
turning his back on Battlecrease House forever. It is my
belief that it was actually created very quickly, probably
after James had died but well before Florence’s trial,
which began in July 1889, and that Michael Maybrick was
the only person ever really trying to fit the ‘poison’ M.O.
to Florence until it also appeared in the Diary after its
discovery years later.

Michael was also (coincidentally) intimately involved
with both the defending and prosecuting solicitors as
well as the judge in the case. Again, it seems obvious
in retrospect that Michael basically ran the trial,
manipulating it from start to finish, and that Florence
never really stood a chance.
Add this shameful miscarriage of justice and its
obvious corruption to the fact that Michael sits centre
stage in the Diary, and that he was Florrie’s main, if not
only accuser of poisoning her husband until the Diary
also makes that suggestion to the fact that after the trial
Michael took over the dissolution of Battlecrease House

One is free to speculate as to why Michael may have
done this, but can we ever really know why anybody
actually does anything? It is my belief that he put the Diary
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together himself, perhaps over one or two nights, maybe
in a drunken state of some manic episode of grief… high
on booze and maybe even drugs (which might explain the
crazy writing style and erratic content), burying it whilst
similarly mindless on booze and then forgetting about it
after that.

leading up to the 2017 Jack the Ripper Crime Conference
was really invaluable for me in terms of shaping and
solidifying many of the theories I’m now presenting here.
Much of the content above did make its way into Robert’s
talk after we had worked together trying to unlock the
riddle of the Diary text for most of that summer, sharing
ideas and concepts, and was presented as a ‘Team
Syphilis’ project, with a panel discussion following the
lecture hosted by Robert. The expert panel brought
together Shirley Harrison, Keith Skinner, James Johnson
and Professor Canter, and gave the audience a chance to
ask questions about the Diary’s provenance, Harrison’s
book and other subject relating to the Diary.

Or, alternatively, that he wrote it as a cold and deliberate
deceit, designed to be produced as ‘evidence’ against
Florence, like a rabbit from a hat, during the trial in an
attempt to strengthen the accusation of poison further.

Or as a distraction from the fact that Michael was
indeed the Whitechapel murderer, and he had planned to
blame his brother Jim all along as Robinson suggests in
his book.

I’m hopeful that Robert Anderson and I will have
expanded on these ideas and the research on which
they are based in the not-too-distant future, and we are
currently in the early stages of a book which explores the
potential authorship of the Jack the Ripper Diary and the
creation of the Jack the Ripper watch in more detail.

Personally, I believe the first is the most likely option,
and that Michael quite probably also had some hand in
his brother’s death, and then, in an impromptu act of
devilment or drunken guilt and grief, wrote the Diary
on the spur of the moment for some weird kick or
unknowable pleasure.

I’d also like to thank Bruce Robinson for his continued
and utterly unique support, and Keith Skinner and James
Johnson for helping me be as accurate as possible and
Roger Wilkes for always giving positive feedback.

Assuming that the Diary’s provenance is finally and
publicly proven and that we can then rule out Mike
Barrett, Anne Graham and the others as potential authors,
I believe that interest in the Diary will intensify once more.

I also believe that if people go back and actually read
the Diary transcript there are many clues lying in its
pages that point quite firmly to who could have written
it (I’ve made my case here against Jim and for Michael),
and also clues pointing at the fact that, in my opinion, for
reasons I’ve stated, it simply couldn’t have been written
by James Maybrick.
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Tumblety’s Secret
By MICHAEL L. HAWLEY
In its February 16 1889 edition, the London daily
newspaper Evening Post published an article
titled ‘A Whitechapel Suspect’, which reported
on American Jack the Ripper suspect Dr. Francis
Tumblety just releasing the first rendition of his
latest autobiographical pamphlet, or autobiography.
Tumblety published it in New York City just three
months after the murder of Mary Kelly. The title
began “A Sketch on the Life of the Gifted, Eccentric,
and World-famed Dr. Francis Tumblety, presenting
an outline of his wonderful career, professional
successes, and personal intimacies with renowned
personages of two hemispheres, including letters
from…”

event in Tumblety’s life which he was powerless to
control. This time, though, Tumblety could not retaliate
with a public affairs campaign, since it was something he
wanted to take to his grave. These latest uncontrollable
situations, the chain of events in London and his secret
may not necessarily be unrelated.

It was a hastily-produced update of his 1872 version
(and 1875 European version), telling a New York World
reporter on January 28 1889 in an interview that he was
writing it in defence of his reputation and honour against
the English detectives who unjustly arrested him on
suspicion of being Jack the Ripper. Tumblety had jumped
bail and sneaked out of England in order to avoid his day
in Central Criminal Court on a misdemeanor charge. He
took it upon himself to regain control of his life and avoid
prison. Yet in America he faced a new court; the court of
public opinion. Both the interview with the World reporter
and the autobiographical updates were part of a strategic
public affairs campaign.

arrested in London on suspicion in connection
with the Whitechapel murders, but was released
immediately it was found there was no evidence to
incriminate him.

The chain of events in 1888 that were out of Tumblety’s
control began when he was received into custody on
November 7th, so it is appropriate to revisit his earlier
arrest on suspicion up to his escape back to New York
City.1 The very same February 16 1889 Evening Post
article reported that Dr. Francis Tumblety was

The New York World’s London correspondent E.
Tracy Greaves, a reporter who twice reported receiving
his Whitechapel murders stories from a Scotland Yard
informant, broke this scoop three months earlier, on
November 17, 1888.2,3 Tumblety was actually released on
bail one day before he broke the story, and it was clear
that Greaves never met with Tumblety. In his November
21 1888 article in the New York World, Greaves stated
that Tumblety was still in custody; thus, he had no idea
Tumblety had been released on November 16 1888.
Three days later Tumblety had sneaked out of Europe, but
Greaves did not report this until December 1 1888.

Tumblety was still not in complete control of events
in his life, and he struck back by going public. The last
time Tumblety likely felt he was not in control of events
in his life to such a degree was when he was arrested
and incarcerated for three weeks in 1865 on suspicion of
conspiring in the Lincoln assassination. He retaliated in
1866 by writing his very first autobiography, publishing
how he had been wronged. This seemed to be the template
for how he responded to his 1888/1889 personal crisis.
His latest public strategy has offered a glimpse into
Tumblety’s life at the time of the murders, and in so doing
it revealed a secret. This secret is yet another traumatic

One approach into assessing if Scotland Yard took
Tumblety seriously as a Whitechapel murders suspect
is to ignore all evidence except official records; it being
argued that this is the only type of evidence credible
1. Central Criminal Court Calendars for November and December
1888.
2.
3.
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enough to be admissible in court. Notice the inevitable
trap. Since all of the official records on Tumblety involve
the gross indecency and indecent assault case and not
the Whitechapel murders case, then the unavoidable
conclusion is that Scotland Yard did not take Tumblety
seriously as a Ripper suspect. This myopic approach
creates an unintentional fallacy: “Absence of evidence
is evidence for absence; therefore, Scotland Yard never
considered Tumblety a serious suspect.” Even if Scotland
Yard took Tumblety seriously, why would Whitechapel
investigation records be part of the gross indecency
and indecent assault case? If they did, the defence could
actually have used this against the prosecution’s case,
arguing that their intentions are not to serve justice on
the charges before the judge but to merely hold him for
a separate felony charge. There were official records on
Scotland Yard’s suspicions of Tumblety but they were in
the detective division’s case files, which were destroyed.
We do, though, have evidence of what was in the Tumblety
file, which comes from eyewitness testimony. In the
search for truth, much of what we have at our disposal is
from the efforts of contemporary investigative reporters
who interviewed Scotland Yard eyewitnesses. Verification
then comes from corroboration and/or the discovery of
indisputable evidence.

exclusively on the sexual exploitation of maidens, or
girls.4 Even the private organization that prosecuted
the Tumblety case, the National Vigilance Association
(NVA), was created specifically to protect against female
minors.5 Still, the Evening Post correspondent reported it
accurately; information which was known only by British
officials involved in the case, both public and private.

An excellent example of indisputable evidence in
newspapers accounts can be seen in the aforementioned
newspaper articles commenting upon Tumblety being
arrested on suspicion. The Evening Post article goes on to
report:
The [New York] World is probably not aware that
Dr. Tumblety was afterwards taken into custody on
another charge, arising out of certain correspondence
with young men which was found in his possession...

Francis Tumblety

Note that the New York World and the Evening Post
accurately corroborate the official documents in the
gross indecency case, and corroborate each other with
the Whitechapel case. Having Tumblety’s Scotland Yard
file would have allowed for verification or refutation.
We actually do have a window into some of the contents
of Scotland Yard’s Tumblety file. Those who did see
Tumblety’s file were Scotland Yard officials, such as Chief
Inspector Littlechild, as revealed in his 1913 private letter
to George Sims when he stated that Tumblety had a bitter

While Greaves did report on Tumblety afterwards being
taken into custody on another charge, a “charge under a
special law soon after the Babylon exposures,” he never
reported on the police confiscating damning letters found
on Tumblety’s person. The significance of this new and
unique information is that the Evening Post independently
corroborated the New York World scoop. This means an
investigative reporter for the Evening Post uncovered facts
from a source knowledgeable about unpublicized details
of Tumblety’s arrest on suspicion. Further, no one in the
public knew Tumblety was re-arrested on a case involving
“young men,” specifically, the charge of gross indecency,
until over a century later.

4. ‘The Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon’. I: The Report of our Secret
Commission. W. T. Stead (The Pall Mall Gazette, July 6, 1885), W.T. Stead
Resource Site. Available at www.attackingthedevil.co.uk/pmg/tribute/
mt1.php

Greaves later clarified the re-arrest in the December
1 1888 edition of the New York World, stating it involved
the Maiden Tribute Act of 1885, but this act dealt almost

5. Barrat, D., ‘The Prosecution of Francis Tumblety’, Ripperologist 163,
January 2019.
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hatred of women, “a fact on record.”6 The New York World
London correspondent – and apparently an investigative
reporter for the Evening Post – had a Scotland Yard
informant; someone who was also privy to Scotland Yard’s
records.

men found on his person. There are problems with this
scenario. First, the correspondences Tumblety had may
have been from the young men, therefore they were not
in his own handwriting. Secondly, how does “information
as to his life in Brooklyn” translate to requesting only
handwriting samples? Third, matching other letters to
the correspondences from young men was a wasted step.
Tumblety was notorious for having others write for him,
but that does not take away the fact that he was the author
of the letters. If the letters were addressed from him and
were found on his person, then they were his, regardless
of who wrote them. Fourth, handwriting samples could
not be telegraphed, so they would had to have been
shipped. The samples would not have been received
until early December, and as far as the prosecutors were
concerned in November, the case would have been done.
The trial was eventually postponed to December 10
1888, but on the application of Tumblety’s lawyer, not the
prosecution. The NVA apparently did not consider these
letters from the US important for the case, since the jurors
at the grand jury would not have seen them on November
19 1888. Whatever facts the NVA presented to the grand
jury was strong enough for them to return a true bill and
send the case to the Central Criminal Court. Scotland Yard
knew of the young men’s letters before November 7, so
if they wanted handwriting samples from the US for the
gross indecency case, we would likely have seen requests
in early November.
How coincidental that the Whitechapel murders case
was another case that handwriting samples were very
appropriate. It was a case where handwriting analysis
would have been very useful in comparing with the Ripper
letters of unknown authorship. Additionally, there was no
time limit on the Whitechapel murders investigation, and
since the Associated Press reporter based out of Brooklyn
connected Anderson’s request with the Whitechapel
murders, this may very well be correct.

Assistant Commissioner Robert Anderson

It was at this time, specifically November 22 1888,
that Assistant Commissioner Anderson cabled Brooklyn’s
Police Superintendent for information on Tumblety
regarding the Whitechapel murders. In the November 23
1888 issue of the Brooklyn Standard-Union, it states,

Greaves picked up yet another Whitechapel murders
scoop on December 1 1888, which was published in
the New York World’s Sunday, December 2 1888 issue.
Tumblety sneaked out of England and was in Havre,
France, by noon a full week earlier on November 24 1888.
Note how the article began:

London Police are evidently doing their level best
to fasten the Whitechapel murders upon Dr. F. T.
Tumblety. Today Police Superintendent Campbell
received a telegram from Assistant Police
Commissioner
Anderson...
Anderson
wants
information as to his life in Brooklyn.

Copyright 1888 by the Press Publishing Company
(New York World)

There is a claim that Anderson was not contacting
Superintendent Campbell about the Whitechapel murders
case, but was acting on behalf of the NVA – an organization
with their own investigators – requesting handwriting
samples for their gross indecency case. The claim argues
that the prosecution wanted to compare Tumblety
letters from the US with the correspondence with young

London, Dec. 1. The last seen of Dr. Tumblety was at
Havre, and it is taken for granted that he has sailed
for New York…

6. Littlechild Letter, dated September 23, 1913. Sent privately to
George R. Sims.
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We know Scotland Yard was fully aware of Tumblety
sneaking out of the country prior to Greaves’ report,
since New York City’s Chief Inspector Thomas F. Byrnes
acknowledged on December 3 1888 that he firstly knew
Tumblety escaped “a week ago,” and secondly knew it
was on a non-extraditable charge. Just two years earlier,
Byrnes told a New York World reporter in January 1886
that it was common practice for Scotland Yard to cable
him about prisoners sailing for New York.

and early the very next morning on Monday, December 3
1888 newspaper reporters converged upon the office of
the New York City Police Department Detective Division
in order to get an update on Tumblety.

An article in the New York Evening Telegram, in its
Monday, December 3 1888 issue stated, “A Telegram
reporter called upon Inspector Byrnes this morning and
asked…” An Associated Press news dispatch published
in the Alexandria Gazette, also dated December 3 1888,
stated, “Police Inspector Byrnes said this morning that…”
Byrnes did not disappoint, informing the reporters
that Dr. Francis Tumblety, a suspect in the Whitechapel
murders investigation and now a fugitive from British
justice, arrived in New York City yesterday. The news
was quickly dispatched by the Associated Press reporter
to many local and out-of-town newspapers, such as the
Alexandria Gazette, Evening Star, Sacramento Daily Record
Union, Indianapolis Journal, and Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

The New York Sun also had a London correspondent,
the seasoned Arthur Brisbane, who had such an excellent
relationship with Scotland Yard that he received a rare
interview with Assistant Commissioner Anderson in his
office on November 14 1888 on the Whitechapel murders
investigation. This interview was recorded in the New
York Sun of November 14 1888. The Sun added further
information in its December 4 1888 edition:
He [Tumblety] disappeared from London shortly after
his release on bail and nothing more was heard of him
until news arrived from Havre that he had sailed form
there for this country.

One of the first newspapers to publish the Associated
Press newscable on Tumblety was the New York World,
in one of their evening editions on Monday, December
3 1888; it’s “EXTRA 2 O’CLOCK” edition. In their later
December 3 1888 ‘Evening Edition’ they added further
details, such as,

This contradicts the suggestion that Scotland Yard
merely looked at a passenger manifest out of London and
determined Tumblety went to Havre, France. Further,
Tumblety used the alias Frank Townsend on the ship’s
manifest, an alias he had never reportedly used before, so
guessing correctly would have been a futile task.

The police refuse to make known his whereabouts
further than to locate him in Tenth street. He will be
kept under strict surveillance while here.

Tumblety arrived at New York Harbor in the afternoon
on Sunday, December 2 1888, onboard the La Bretagne
after a week-long transit. Notice that this was the very
same day the New York World published Tumblety in
Havre, France, and likely sailing back to New York, so it
explains why uninformed newspaper reporters were not
waiting for Tumblety at the docks. There were individuals
waiting for Tumblety, but they were detectives.

The New York World also operated its own AssociatedPress-like news cable distribution business, transmitting
its own stories across the wire to member out-of-town
newspapers. The Oswego Palladium, Frederick News,
Rochester Democrat Chronicle, St. Paul Daily Globe, Rome
Daily Sentinel, Syracuse Daily and Buffalo Courier, along
with other member newspapers, published this filtered
New York World story in their December 4 1888 editions.

Newspaper reports on December 4 1888 stated
Byrnes placed two of his detectives at New York Harbor,
Detectives Crowley and Hickey, waiting for Tumblety to
disembark the La Bretagne. Once he left the harbor, the
detectives followed.

Of significance is that all of these articles never reported
which boarding house Tumblety actually found a room
at; even noting the police were not going to give this
information out. A New York Press reporter even stated in
their Tuesday, December 4 1888 issue:

Scotland Yard was not only concerned enough about
Tumblety to know that he escaped to France two weeks
before any warrant was issued, but they also quickly
cabled Head of New York City’s detective division, Chief
Inspector Thomas F. Byrnes, that Tumblety was likely
traveling back to New York Harbor.

All yesterday afternoon a small army of newspaper
men were hunting for the doctor, but without success,
although a Press reporter traced a person who
answered his description to the Cornish Arms Hotel,
11 West Street.

Having a known Jack the Ripper suspect sneak out of
England making his way back to New York would pique the
interest of any New Yorker, especially the large New York
newspaper organizations. It is not a surprise that bright

In their December 5 1888 issue, the New York Press
reporter admitted this was not Tumblety and a case of
mistaken identity, stating,
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The suspicious looking boarder on West street has
turned out to be an Englishman bound to Scranton
who desired to escape conversation or company
with any here because of exaggerated notions he had
conceived of the capabilities of this town in the bunco
line.

It was just as this story was being furnished to the
press that a new character appeared on the scene,
and it was not long before he completely absorbed
the attention of every one. He was a little man with
enormous red side whiskers and a smoothly shaven
chin. He was dressed in an English tweed suit and
wore an enormous pair of boots with soles an inch
thick. He could not be mistaken in his mission.
There was an elaborate attempt at concealment and
mystery which could not be possibly misunderstood.
Everything about him told of his business. From his
little billycock hat, alternately set jauntilly [sic] on the
side of his head and pulled lowering over his eyes,
down to the very bottom of his thick boots, he was a
typical English detective. If he had been put on a stage
just as he paraded up and down Fourth avenue and
Tenth street yesterday he would have been called a
caricature.

It was finally revealed that Tumblety took up residence
at 79 East Tenth Street by the World, Herald, and Tribune,
in their respective Tuesday, December 4 1888, issues. The
following is the New York World’s account of Tumblety’s
arrival, it being the most detailed:
When the French line steamer La Bretagne, from
Havre, came to her dock at 1.30 Sunday afternoon
two keen-looking men pushed through the crowd
and stood on either side of the gangplank. They
glanced impatiently at the passengers until a big,
fine-looking man hurried across the deck and began
to descend. He had a heavy, fierce-looking mustache,
waxed at the ends; his face was pale and he looked
hurried and excited. He wore a dark blue ulster, with
belt buttoned. He carried under his arm two canes
and an umbrella fastened together with a strap. He
hurriedly engaged a cab, gave the directions in a low
voice and was driven away. The two keen-looking
men jumped into another cab and followed him.
The fine-looking man was the notorious Dr. Francis
Twomblety or Tumblety, and his pursuers were two
of Inspector Byrnes’s best men, Crowley and Hickey.
Dr. Twomblety’s cab stopped at Fourth avenue and
10th street, where the doctor got out, paid the driver
and stepped briskly up the steps of No. 75 East Tenth
street, the Arnold House. He pulled the bell, and, as
no one came, he grew impatient and walked a little
further down the street to No. 81. Here there was
another delay in responding to his summons, and he
became impatient that he tried the next house No. 79.
This time there was a prompt answer to his ring and
he entered. It was just 2.20 when the door closed on
Dr. Twomblety and he has not been seen since.

First he would assume his heavy villain appearance.
Then his hat would be pulled down over his eyes
and he would walk up and down in front of No. 79
staring intently into the windows as he passed, to the
intense dismay of Mrs. McNamara, who was peering
out behind the blinds at him with ever-increasing
alarm. Then his mood changed. His hat was pushed
back in a devil-may-care way and he marched by No.
79 with a swagger, whistling gayly, convinced that his
disguise was complete and that no one could possibly
recognize him.
His headquarters was a saloon on the corner, where
he held long and mysterious conversations with the
barkeeper always ending in both of them drinking
together. The barkeeper epitomized the conversations
by saying: “He wanted to know about a feller named
Tumblety, and I sez I didn’t know nothink at all about
him; and he says he wuz an English detective and he
told me all about them Whitechapel murders, and
how he came over to get the chap that did it.

When night came the English detective became more
and more enterprising. At one time he stood for
fifteen minutes with his coat collar turned up and his
hat pulled down, behind the lamp-post on the corner,
staring fixedly at No. 79. Then he changed his base of
operations to the stoop of No. 81 and looked sharply
into the faces of every one who passed. He almost
went into a spasm of excitement when a man went
into the basement of No. 79 and when a lame servant
girl limped out of No. 81 he followed her a block,
regarding her most suspiciously. At a late hour he was
standing in front of the house directly opposite No. 79
looking steadily and ernestly [sic].

It is likely not a coincidence that two of these three
news organizations, the New York World and New York
Tribune, revealed another significant piece of information
not found in any other newspaper and information not
given to them by Byrnes’ office but by their own reporters
interviewing eyewitnesses near Mrs. McNamara’s boarding
house. They independently reported on witnessing an
“English detective” casing out Mrs. McNamara’s boarding
house on December 3 1888. It should not be a surprise
that other newspapers did not report upon the English
detective, since they were still searching on West street
for Tumblety’s residence. Note how the New York World
correspondent reported the incident:

The New York Herald reporter’s eyewitness account
was less detailed, yet clearly had clearly seen the same
Englishman:
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I found that the Doctor was pretty well known in the
neighborhood. The bartenders in McKenna’s saloon,
at the corner of Tenth street and Fourth avenue, knew
him well. And it was here that I discovered an English
detective on the track of the suspect. This man wore
a dark mustache and side whiskers, a tweed suit, a
billycock hat and very thick walking boots. He was of
medium height and had very sharp eyes and a rather
florid complexion. He had been hanging around the
place all day and had posted himself at a window
which commanded No. 79. He made some inquiries
about Dr. Tumblety of the bartenders, but gave no
information about himself, although it appeared he
did not know much about New York. It is uncertain
whether he came over in the same ship with the
suspect.

…Dr. Francis Tumblety, one of the suspects under
surveillance by the English authorities, and who was
recently followed across the ocean by Scotland Yard’s
men. From information which leaked out yesterday
around police headquarters...

In the December 16 1888, issue of the San Francisco
Examiner, the article referred to the English detective in
New York City as, the “detective from Scotland Yard.”

It was actually commonplace for Americans and
American reporters in the late nineteenth century to
refer to Scotland Yard detectives as English detectives, as
evidenced by the following eight examples:
1) Most of the English detective work in America is
done through the Pinkertons agency; but there are always
three or four Scotland Yard men in the country watching
the dynamite societies and looking after their Irish friends
in different parts of the country. One of them, who was
stationed in New York last year. (Southland Times, October
21 1889)

Note how similar these two competing reporter’s
eyewitness accounts are of the English detective. While
the World reporter called the man little, they did not mean
height, since the Herald reporter stated he was medium
height. These two reporters were using the bartenders’
accounts not to pick up a story, but to corroborate their
own eyewitness account of a man who dressed like an
English detective. The man would not speak with them
but they noticed he had conversed with the bartenders.
Just as any reporter would do, they asked the bartenders
what the mysterious man said.

2) Chief Williamson of the English detective force is
dead. (New York Press, December 10 1889)

3) …was all along suspected of being, namely, an
English detective from Scotland Yard. (Troy Daily Times,
May 23 1887)
4) Department of Distinguished Persons. Mr.
Chamberlain was accompanied by the English detective
that has continued to be close to his side since his arrival
from England. (Yonkers Statesman, November 24 1888)

The New York World reporter actually discovered the
mission of the English detective by what the bartender
said,

5) A special to the New York World… From his actions
during the trip the officers of the steamer were impressed
with the opinion that he was an English detective sent to
report the movement of the Irish nationalists. (Evening
Star, October 10 1887)

…he told me all about them Whitechapel murders,
and how he came over to get the chap that did it.

This is not a mission of a private English detective hired
by loaners from England in an attempt to collect money,
but one connected to police matters. While Scotland
Yard may have hired a private detective from England to
follow Tumblety, this would have been out of character.
Scotland Yard’s preferred private detective agency were
the Pinkertons and they had one of their headquarters in
New York City.

6) The Buffalo Courier tells a long story of a Buffalo
mechanic who led an English detective on a wild-goose
chase after alleged evidence implicating Parnell and the
Phoenix park murders. (Evening Star, January 14 1889)

7) Patrick J.P. Tynan… was arrested at Boulogne, France,
at four o’clock this morning on a warrant issued… He had
been watched since he arrived in France by an English
detective, who this morning placed him under arrest.
(New York Herald, September 11 1896)

An article on Scotland Yard in the Southland Times,
October 21 1889 states, “Most of the English detective
work in America is done through the Pinkertons....” If the
man was a Pinkerton detective, he would have been an
American dressed as a New Yorker.

8) “I was interested by the excitement and the crowds
and the queer scenes and sights, and did not know that
all the time I was being followed by English detectives.” –
Francis Tumblety, New York World, January 28, 1889

Two independent reports actually clarify where the
English detective came from – Scotland Yard. In the
December 14 1888 issue of the Cincinnati Enquirer, an
Associated Press article discussed an investigation on
Tumblety going on in Cincinnati:

Not only did Tumblety refer to Scotland Yard detectives
as English detectives, he was in New York City when the
December 4 1888 New York World and Herald reports
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came out on this detective who “came over to get the chap
that did it [the Whitechapel murders].” Tumblety was
known to read and collect every newspaper article he was
in. It is not a surprise that Tumblety vanished just hours
after it was stated in the papers that an English detective
was watching his room. The Thursday, December 6 1888
issue of the New York World reported Tumblety leaving:

charge they could use, which would not have surprised
Byrnes. There is evidence that Tumblety was under
suspicion for being involved with the violent wing of the
Irish Independence Movement out of New York City, which
could have produced numerous extraditable charges. An
article in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle of April 27 1890 stated,
He [Tumblety] was last heard of a couple of years ago
in New York, where for a time he was under suspicion
on account of his supposed connection with the
advanced branch of the Irish national party.

It is now certain that Dr. Thomas F. Tumblety, the
notorious Whitechapel suspect, who has been
stopping at 79 East Tenth street since last Sunday
afternoon, is no longer an inmate of the house. …but
a workman named Jas. Rush, living directly opposite
No. 79 says that he saw a man answering the doctor’s
well-known description standing on the stoop of No.
79 early yesterday morning, and he noticed that he
showed a great deal of nervousness, glancing over
his shoulder constantly. He finally walked to Fourth
avenue and took an uptown car. A World reporter last
night managed to elude the vigilant Mrs. McNamara,
the landlady, and visited the room formerly occupied
by the doctor. No response being given to several
knocks, the door was opened and the room was found
to be empty.

Knowing Byrnes left open the possibility of a future
extradition, it is not a surprise that Tumblety left town
the very next morning on Wednesday, December 5 1888.
Regardless of who the English detective was, Tumblety’s
actions suggest his state of mind was in flight mode. He
clearly believed Scotland Yard was still pursuing him.

Chief Inspector Byrnes made it known to all, including
Tumblety and Scotland Yard, that although Tumblety
had escaped British justice, extradition was out of the
question. The following was reported in the Evening
World, December 3 1888,
Inspector Byrnes says that, although Dr. Twomblety
is a fugitive from Justice, being under $1,500 for a
violation of the “Maiden Tribute” Act of Parliament,
passed after the Pall Mall Gazette exposures, he
cannot be arrested here.

Byrnes also stated to the press for all to see that if
Scotland Yard did charge Tumblety with an extraditable
offence and issue a warrant, he would then take action, as
reported in the New York Sun of December 4 1888,
…but Inspector Byrnes said that no one has any right
to bother him [Tumblety] for what occurred across
the ocean, unless the Government becomes interested
and issues a warrant for his detention.

Thomas Byrnes

At the time, the New York City Police Department and
Scotland Yard had no idea where Tumblety fled, and more
importantly they had no idea if he was ever returning to
New York City. Only recently has it been discovered where
Tumblety hid. In a small town New York newspaper, the
Waterloo Observer, in its December 12 1888, issue, a
Waterloo correspondent reported on Tumblety being in
their town. Waterloo is about 40 miles east of Rochester,
New York, where Tumblety immigrated to in 1847. The
report states:

Byrnes made it clear that he would not allow Tumblety’s
right of freedom infringed upon, with the exception of
a proper felony warrant. Scotland Yard could issue a
warrant and once Tumblety was back in England, or even
in Canada, they could drop the charge, then remand him
with the original gross indecency and indecent assault
charge. If Scotland Yard opted not to arrest Tumblety on
the Whitechapel crimes, they actually had another felony
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Wild rumors are afloat about villains in many villages
and cities assaulting, insulting and molesting women
and young girls on public streets after dark. All these
places have a modified prototype of the White Chapel
murderer. ‘Dick the Slasher.’ The announcement that
Dr. Tumblety had come to New York and departed for
a rural retreat, in the fancy of many timid females has
been located in Waterloo. And this is the more certain;
since the veritable doctor spent a summer here some
ten years ago. Moreover, during the past week, a young
lady was met about seven o’clock, in the evening on a
public street in the first ward by a man who said, ‘You
are the girl I want.’ And tried to seize her by the neck,
when she beat him in the face with an umbrella and he
fled. Also, in the lower ward, a woman was followed
for a long distance in a menacing manner, and sought
safety in a neighbor’s house and company home. If
there is anything going on in this line more serious
than trying to frighten timid females, the villain ought
to be run down and punished.

rain, disappearing as silently and as mysteriously as
he had appeared.

(Brooklyn Daily Eagle, January 28 1889)

Note that Tumblety used the alias Smith. He was
extremely secretive, and hid across the river in Brooklyn,
as opposed to New York City. Tumblety was clearly still in
flight mode, so why did he return to the very same city he
just fled from? Part of the answer can be gleaned from a
New York World interview he gave in New York City that
very evening, and his autobiography which he finished
just two weeks later. The following is an excerpt from the
January 28 interview with the New York World reporter:
After months of profound silence Dr. Francis Tumblety,
whose name in connection with the Whitechapel
crimes has become a house-hold word, has at last
consented to be interviewed and give his version of
how he came to figure so prominently in the most
remarkable series of tragedies recorded in the long
list of crimes. The doctor landed in New York on the
3rd of last December, and from the moment that he
set foot in New York he was under surveillance. An
English detective, whose stupidity was noticeable even
among a class not celebrated for their shrewdness,
came over especially to shadow him, and scores of
reporters tried in vain to see him. As soon as he got off
the ship Dr. Tumblety went direct to the house of Mrs.
McNamara, No. 79 East Tenth Street, and he has been
there ever since. ...if it were not for the fact that the
doctor voluntarily came forward and made his own
statement no one would have known whether he was
in New York or New Zealand. The police long since
ceased to take any interest in the case, as it became
evident that the English authorities had no evidence
to hold the doctor. Finding himself no longer pursued,
the doctor concluded to satisfy the public by making a
complete statement himself. With this object in view
he has carefully prepared a pamphlet giving a history
of his life. It will be a refutation of all the charges that
have been made against him.

The reporter stated Tumblety was in Waterloo ten
years earlier. Both visits can be explained because his
sister Elizabeth Powderly and her family lived in Waterloo.
Under sworn testimony in 1905, Elizabeth’s son, Thomas
Powderly, stated that Tumblety visited them in 1881 just
after he was convicted on sodomy in Toronto.7

When he stayed with his sister in Waterloo, he was
busy rewriting his autobiography. Tumblety returned
to the New York City area in mid-January, but resided in
Brooklyn likely to avoid any reporters hanging around his
usual New York City haunts. He kept a low profile until a
Brooklyn reporter spotted him:
TWOMBLEY WAS IN BROOKLYN.

Dr. Twombley… says to-day’s Evening Sun, has turned
up in Brooklyn under the alias of common, every day
Smith. He first appeared in Brooklyn some ten days ago
[about January 18 1889] at the boarding house of Mrs.
Helen Lamb, at 204 Washington street… One of the
boarders at the house is said to have found Twombly
out in this way: A young man yesterday called at the
house while that rain storm was in progress. The bell
was answered by one of the boarder(s) who was just
going out. The young man asked for a Dr. Twombley.
The gentleman replied that there was no one of that
name in the house. The young man was about to
leave when the gentleman was had known as Smith
arrived. The young man greeted Smith with a cordial
“Howd’y do, Dr. Twombley?” Then the two men held
a hasty, whispered conversation, at the end of which
Tumblety, alias Twombley, alias Smith, hastily called
on his landlady, paid his bill from a big roll of bills,
packed his trunks, had them put on a truck, which
the young man had summoned, and drove off into the

(New York World, January 29, 1889)

The reporter had no idea Tumblety had sneaked off to
Waterloo, New York, on December 5 1888, then resided in
Brooklyn for the last ten days in January 1889. In view of
this, it was only an assumption on the reporter’s part that
he was no longer an interest for Scotland Yard. Note that
one of the reasons, if not the primary reason, he took the
interview was to promote his upcoming autobiography, or
autobiographical pamphlet, announcing he will be refuting
7. Circuit Court Archives, City of St. Louis, State of Missouri, Case
Number 31430, Series A., 1904 – 1908.
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all charges. The Brooklyn Daily Eagle of January 28 1889
reported Tumblety turning up in Brooklyn “10 days ago,”
which means he arrived from out of town around January
18 1889. He stayed at Helen Lamb’s boarding house at
204 Washington Street under the alias of Smith. Less than
a block away was the Brooklyn Daily Eagle Building on
the corner of Washington and Johnson Street, which was
the location of the Brooklyn Theatre at 313 Washington
Street before it burned down in 1876. This explains why
Tumblety stayed at this boarding house, since the Eagle
Book and Job Printing Department was the company who
published his 1889 autobiography and it operated out of
the Brooklyn Daily Eagle Building.

newspapers in December 1888 – the following example in
The River Press dated December 26 1888 – also absolved
Tumblety of the murders:
Dr. Tumblety, the supposed Whitechapel murderer, is
still in New York, and is being shadowed by the police,
yet the Whitechapel murders have not ceased. It looks
as though the detectives are on the wrong scent.

Tumblety would have read these articles while hiding
out at his sister’s home in Waterloo, New York, so he would
have known the newspapers had corrected themselves.
Tumblety was actually winning the public battle, yet as
evidenced by executing his public affairs campaign, he
still felt it necessary to continue to regain control of the
Tumblety narrative. If Tumblety was completely innocent
and it was a case of the newspapers inflating Scotland
Yard’s interest in him, then his efforts in keeping the story
alive is very odd and self-defeating behavior.

One reason why Tumblety may have had the confidence
to return to Brooklyn in mid-January 1889, albeit under an
alias, was that the tide of public opinion was turning his
way. By Mid-December 1888, most papers were absolving
him of the murders. Note the following report in the Rome
(New York) Daily Sentinel, December 6, 1888:

The Evening Post of February 16 1889 stated that the
autobiography was “just published in America,” which was
less than two weeks after Tumblety gave the interview.
Tumblety knew the jig was up, and the press discovered
he was in town. It is likely not a coincidence that the
very next evening he gave the interview to announce his
future publication. He was in New York from mid-January
to mid-February in order to get his 1889 autobiography
completed and published, but if he was still worried that
Scotland Yard might still have him arrested, keeping in
mind that it was only two months earlier that he read
about an English detective in New York to bring him back
to England, then it would be strange for him to merely sit
and wait in New York City.

With bloodhounds, clairvoyants and the other
suggestions the London police have been given they
seem to be leading a wild goose chase in following
one “Dr.” Francis Tumblety to this country as the
Whitechapel murderer. They have trace him to Havre,
whence he sailed for New York. The suspected “fiend”
is not a stranger in this country… The Rochester
Union calls this talk about his being the murderer the
“veriest twaddle.” He has always been a coward, and
would hardly dare perpetrate the crimes which have
startle the whole world. Still the London police must
show their efficiency by chasing somebody.

An Associated Press article titled “Ah There! Tumblety.
The Notorious Whitechapel Suspect and His Ways and
Manners,” began to be published in US newspapers in
mid-December 1888, and continued until February 1889.
In it, the report absolved Tumblety of the murders. The
article began:

There is evidence that Tumblety quickly left New York
City after the publication of the 1889 autobiography.
Under sworn testimony in 1905, Richard Norris stated
that he met up with Tumblety in New Orleans “every
year” during the Mardi Gras season between 1881 to
1901, which means he met up with Tumblety in early
1889.8 In 1889, Mardis Gras was on March 5th, closing the
carnival season which began in mid-February.9 This means
Tumblety met up with Norris between mid-February to
early March 1889. The Ripper murders were on Norris’
mind. He stated under oath,

Tumblety has tumbled to himself, and the detectives
are “onto him” in America. But he isn’t “Jack the
Ripper,” the Whitechapel murderer, by a long tumble...
His “herb doctoring” finally became unprofitable
in America; so he went to London, located near the
Whitechapel road and for a while did a big business.
His oddity of manner, dress and speech soon made
him notorious as the “American doctor”...

When I spoke to him about the numerous women that
had been killed around White Chapel, he said, “Yes, I
was there when it all happened”.10

The New York Daily Graphic of December 22 1888
states: “Another dissolute woman has been murdered in
London and stories of Jack the Ripper are again afloat.
This lets out Dr. Tumblety.”

8.

Ibid.

9. Hardy, A., ‘The World’s Foremost Authority on Mardi Gras’, available
at www.mardigrasguide.com/index.php?number=5&start_from=5.

Another Associated Press article that made multiple

10. Circuit Court Archives: op. cit.
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Tumblety’s fears that Scotland Yard was still interested
in him into 1889 specific to the Whitechapel murders may
have been justified and has corroborating evidence. An
Associated Press article out of New Orleans published in
the June 27 1903 issue of the Buffalo Courier was titled
“Tumblety’s Life in New Orleans.” Paragraph two begins:

Tumblety back to England, but to interview him further
and release him, since according to the papers the
investigation was ongoing. Scotland Yard confirmed their
interest in interviewing Tumblety in the US. Scotland
Yard’s Inspector Andrews was in Canada in December
1888, and was quoted in the Toronto World of December
12 1888 about Tumblety as Jack the Ripper. Andrews
brushed off the question by saying Tumblety was not the
killer, but, “All the same, we would like to interview him...”
The Scotland Yard detective in New York City could not
interview Tumblety because he sneaked off to Waterloo,
New York the very next morning. There has been a claim
that Scotland Yard only wanted to interview him for the
misdemeanor case, but the prosecution already had such
a solid, fact-based, case that the grand jury returned a true
bill and Tumblety sneaked out of the country convinced
he was going to prison. Besides, Tumblety could not be
extradited, but he could eventually be extradited on a
felony case.

During the time “Jack, the Ripper,” was causing
commotion he was arrested here [New Orleans]
on suspicion of being that individual ...He was a
night prowler and was often seen on the streets after
midnight...” [Author emphasis added]

Norris’ testimony confirms Tumblety was indeed in
New Orleans just after the murders, and his testimony
corroborates the Buffalo Courier’s nighttime prowling
comment, stating,
...he never frequented the street in the daytime; he
used to walk the streets all hours of the night... It
seems to me he had peculiar habits, every night going
through all the dark streets, walking like a Street
Walker. He would take the darkest streets, and the
darkest spots at night, and at one and two o’clock in
the morning he would walk up Camp street, and all
the dark streets and dark corners. I used to watch him
very close because I did not know what kind of fellow
he was.11

While Tumblety was hiding out at his sister’s residence
in December 1888 he began his public affairs campaign
by updating his autobiography, and these updates had
everything to do with his connection to the Whitechapel
murders. New in the 1889 version of his autobiography
was his ‘My Vindication’ section, which consisted of
two chapters. He began the section with his vindication
statement:

Police headquarters did know Tumblety was in town.
Note what Norris stated,

Now let me say a word about the attacks which
certain American newspapers recently made upon
me, attacks that were as unfounded as the onslaught
made on the great Irish leader.12

I got a little scared of this man, and I went over to the
Chief of Police, and told him of this fellow, and he told
me that reminds him of the big tall man that he read of
in the Chicago Herald, and Pittsburg Dispatch, as being
Jack the Ripper, and I said, he answers the description.

Tumblety blamed the American newspapers for the
slanderous attacks, but did not mention what the slander
was about. These newspapers never discussed Tumblety’s
sodomy practices; only his connection to the Whitechapel
murders. In view of this, the slandering was about being
implicated in the Whitechapel murders. Nowhere in his
updated autobiography does it mention anything about
London or the Jack the Ripper murders, which leads to one
conclusion: Tumblety purposely hid his connection to the
murders. This contradicts a common claim that Tumblety
concocted the whole story about him being arrested for
the Whitechapel murders; purposely attaching his name
to the infamous Jack the Ripper murders for publicity and
notoriety. Tumblety could have easily refuted these claims,
as he did in his autobiography specific to his 1965 Lincoln

As Norris stated, the New Orleans chief of police
remembered reading about Tumblety in two major
newspapers, meaning the chief of police kept up with
the Whitechapel investigation. Recall that an Associated
Press article was published in the Cincinnati Enquirer
on December 14 1888, mentioning that a Scotland
Yard detective out of New York City was running an
investigation outside of New York City. The article was
transmitted to numerous newspapers, such as the
Wheeling Sunday Register. Closer to home, this article
was published locally on December 17 1888 in the New
Orleans Daily Picayune. If it is true that the New Orleans
chief of police had Tumblety arrested and questioned, he
could have quickly cabled Chief Inspector Byrnes to let
him know of Tumblety’s New Orleans connections.

11. Ibid.

12. Tumblety, F., Dr. Francis Tumblety, A Sketch on the Life of the Gifted,
Eccentric, and World-famed Physician. Eagle Book and Job Printing
Department, Brooklyn, 1889.

The arrest would not have been an arrest to extradite
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conspiracy affair. Case in point, Tumblety stated he was
misidentified as Dr. Luke Blackburn, “of yellow-feverplot notoriety,” and then refuted it. Note the difference
in Tumblety’s autobiographical refutations between his
1865 Lincoln conspiracy affair and his 1888 connection to
the Whitechapel murders. In one case, he trumpets details
of the experience, and in the other he buries it much like
he buried the truth that he was an Indian herb doctor.

that statement. Then it is the universal belief among
the lower classes that all Americans wear slouch hats;
therefore, Jack the Ripper, must wear a slouch hat.
Now, I happened to have on a slouch hat, and this,
together with the fact that I was an American, was
enough for the police. It established my guilt beyond
any question.13

The answer to this blame-game change makes sense in
light of his decision not to mention what the slanderous
attack was about – the Whitechapel murders. If Tumblety
blamed the London police, then this would lead the
reader back to the Whitechapel murders, which is further
corroboration that he was not looking for notoriety.
Chapter one of his ‘My Vindication’ section is subtitled
‘Letters from Friends’, while chapter two is subtitled
‘Farewell’.

A quick mention of chapter two: in the ‘Farewell’ section,
Tumblety announced his retirement, reminded the reader
of his standing in high social circles, discussed his famed
medical career, then ended the chapter with a poem about
slandering an honest man by certain newspapers being
worse than the scourge of war.

Chapter one of his autobiography, ‘Letters from friends’,
is a collection of short comments by acquaintances of
Tumblety’s sent to him soon after he returned from
England. As he states, Tumblety published these letters to
claim that his “social and professional standing” has been
unimpaired. Most, if not all, may have been return letters
with Tumblety making first contact, as evidenced by his
banker Henry Clews stating, “I am in receipt of your letter
of the 30th ult., and am much obliged for the comments
contained.” This suggests he solicited a response from
these prominent New Yorkers in order to create the
illusion that those in high social standing continue to
accept him. A contemporary New York World reporter
came to the same conclusion. Note the comments in the
edition of June 5 1889:

Dr Luke Blackburn

Tumblety has contradicted himself. He stated in his
autobiography that he blamed the American newspapers
for connecting him to the murders, while he told the New
York World reporter on January 28 1889 that the reason
he was updating his autobiography was to refute the
charges; specifically, the English detectives’ claims that he
was involved in the murders:
My arrest came about this way. I had been going over
to England for a long time-ever since 1869, indeedand I used to go about the city a great deal until every
part of it became familiar to me. I happened to be
there when these Whitechapel murders attracted the
attention of the whole world, and, in the company
with thousands of other people, I went down to the
Whitechapel district. I was not dressed in a way to
attract attention, I thought, though it afterwards
turned out that I did. I was interested by the
excitement and the crowds and the queer scenes and
sights, and did not know that all the time I was being
followed by English detectives... My guilt was very
plain to the English mind. Someone had said that Jack
the Ripper was an American, and everybody believed

…He showed a book purporting to give an account
of himself as a physician. On the outside was printed
that he had references from Gen. Sherman, Alexander
Hudnut... These references were printed in the book,
but amounted to nothing. They were merely such
letters as the gentlemen might write in response to
an effusive and uncalled-for epistle from the doctor in
the first place. He lives at 82 Clinton place.

Additionally, Tumblety spent time in numerous cities,
so why did he not publish any of those letters? The likely
answer is that there were no letters from others. If he
13. New York World, January 29, 1888.
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had received them, it stands to reason that he would have
published them.

Eight of the ten letters were not only signed, but also
dated. These letters can be separated into three categories.
First, one letter was dated before he arrived in Brooklyn,
around January 18 1889, meaning he must have sent a
letter to the friend while hiding out in Waterloo. Second,
there were four letters dated nearly two weeks after he
arrived in Brooklyn, but before his initial publication
of the 1889 autobiography around February 15 1889.
Third, there were three letters dated after the February
initial publication, thus were later added. The letters in
the second category were from Graeme M. Hammond,
M.D., National Hotel proprietor T. Halliday, Dr. Cyrus
Edson, and Dr. M.L. Holbrook, dated January 23, January
24, and February 1 1889 respectively. The letters in the
third category were from Alex Hudnut, Edward P. Doherty,
Daniel J. Rooney, and Henry Clews, dated March 13, March
9, March 25 and April 2 1889 respectively. Tumblety
clearly added these to his February 1889 autobiography in
order to create the perception of large numbers believing
him to be a high-minded and noble gentleman.
The letter dated before Tumblety arrived in Brooklyn
around January 15 1889, specifically January 2 1889, was
from a Reverend W. H. De Puy, who states,
F. Tumblety, Esq., M.D.

Dear Sir:- I well remember the incident connected
with our first acquaintance on board the City of Rome,
on a trip a couple of years since, to the Old World. This
acquaintance soon ripened into a sincere friendship,
which has continued until the present time. I need not
add that during your stay in this city I shall be glad
to have you call at my office as often as may suit your
convenience.

In all, Tumblety claimed to have received letters from
24 New York City “friends” in his 1889 autobiography,
posting their names, but he only published “flattering”
responses from ten of these letters. He merely listed the
names of the rest. This New York City-only pattern in his
correspondence testimonials can be used to ferret out
his intentions. The autobiography was published in midFebruary 1889 and the earliest letter was dated in January.
It is quite apparent that as Tumblety was writing his ‘My
Vindication’ section he was contacting acquaintances in
the hope they would respond cordially. In so doing, he
got to publish these responses in order to demonstrate
that prominent New Yorkers considered him equal in
social status and innocent. The end of Tumblety’s ‘My
Vindication’ section was his address for friends to send
him letters, which was a general post to the New York
City Post Office. This meant that Tumblety needed to be
in New York City in order to collect these letters, hence, a
reason why Tumblety returned.

I remain, my dear sir, very truly yours,
REV. W. H. DE PUY, D. D., LL. D.

This particular reply letter is an excellent example of
these actually being real letters, as opposed to Tumblety
merely making them up. De Puy was a prominent
Methodist priest, but was also the editor of the Christian
Advocate until 1888.14 Tumblety was a devout Catholic,
so their religious affiliations would not have been where
their lives connected. According to De Puy, they met a
couple of years prior to December 1888 while both were
sailing to the ‘Old World’ onboard the steamship City of
Rome. A full-column article in the New York Herald of
May 25 1887 reported on the Hawaiian Queen Kapiolani
sailing that day from New York City to Liverpool onboard
the steamship City of Rome.
14. Carlton, T., Porter, J., The Christian Advocate, Volume 83, 1908.
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The article then stated,

Brown murder case.20

One particular New York friend Tumblety added in the
new ‘My Vindication’ chapter may give us a window into a
secret Tumblety kept. That person is Graeme Hammond,
M.D., a prominent New York City neurologist, or what was
known at the time as an alienist.

There will be several “honorable” on board, in whom
she may find fine types of the American citizen, for
among her fellow passengers are… W.H. De Puy….”
[Author emphasis added]

Hammond was editor of the Journal of Nervous Mental
Diseases, chair of neurology at NYU School of Medicine, and
future president of the American Psychiatric Association.21
He was considered an expert on the diseases of the brain.
He was also considered an expert in hypnosis, and in
March 1889 he was questioned as an expert in a murder
case where the young man named Willie Krulisch attacked
a drug clerk named Gunther Wechsung with a hatchet.
According to the Evening World of March 27 1889, a claim
was offered that Krulisch was under hypnotic influence
of an unknown person, thus not under his own control.
Dr. Hammond and a colleague named Dr. Rockwell were
consulted, and after testing the boy they concluded he
was not under hypnosis.

Although, not mentioned in this article, Francis
Tumblety was also on board the City of Rome. This was
likely the cruise on which the two first met.

These letters from apparent friends were acquaintances
of Tumblety’s in the mid-1880s, as evidenced by their
content and the fact that they were all from New York City.
In his later 1893 autobiography Tumblety added letters
from friends in other cities. The fact that he had his 1889
autobiography published in just weeks meant that he
likely used only New York City friends in order to rush
publication.
The letters can be useful in understanding what
Tumblety was doing in in New York City in the early- to
mid-1880s. Tumblety was never known to have friends
he would pal around with, with the exception of young
men he hired as travel companions. He was known to
have cordial conversations with men he happened to
encounter as he was by himself, such as during his travels
or at a hotel lobby. Sworn testimony from eyewitnesses
living in Hot Springs, Arkansas, show that just after 1881
Tumblety changed his annual travel behavior to locations
with hot baths, such as Hot Springs, Arkansas, Saratoga
Springs, New York.15 Corroborating this is an Associated
Press article in the New Ulm Weekly dated December 5
1888 which stated,

In the June 5 1889 issue of the Juniata Sentinel and
Republican out of Mifflintown, Pennsylvania an article
titled ‘Strange if True’ reports on Dr. Graeme Hammond
teaching a class in medical school on hypnosis. After
hypnotizing a student, he stated,
He is now under my control. I can do what I please
with him. In his present state I could use this man as
an instrument in committing a crime, and after I had
withdrawn my influence and given him back his will
he would remember absolutely nothing about it.

Hammond controlled the student’s actions with a
number of verbal demands, such as having him ride an
imaginary horse, then fall off and get injured. He then
stated to the student, “You see that man leaning against the
wall near the door? Look at him well. He is the murderer
of your father.” The hypnotized student became enraged
and rushed forward. Hammond then caught the student
and told him to “take him unaware.” The student grabbed
a pencil, crept along the wall, then thrusted the pencil
into the imaginary man’s neck three times. Hammond
then told the student that the police are coming so hide

Shortly afterwards he disappeared, and was not
heard of again until 1883. In that year he went to Hot
Springs, Ark., to be treated for rheumatism.

In Tumblety’s autobiographies, he writes about the
benefits of hydrothermal treatments for ailments. Since
Tumblety spent weeks, if not months, in New York City, it
would not be a surprise that he spent time in the New York
City hot bath establishments. Likely not a coincidence,
three of the prominent New York doctors Tumblety
mentioned were associated with hot baths. The
homeopathic doctor Dr. M.L. Holbrook was not only a
professor of hygiene at the Women’s Homeopathic Medical
College, he also ran a Turkish bath establishment.16
Dr. E.P. Miller, an expert on Bright’s Disease, ran a bath
establishment at the Miller’s Sanitarium.17 He also
published articles on water cures and how to bathe.
Dr. C.T. Ryan ran a Russian Bath at Lafayette Place.18 Dr.
Cyrus Edson was also associated with a hot bath facility.19
Interestingly, Dr. Cyrus Edson was involved in the Carrie

15. Circuit Court Archives: op. cit.

16. Water-cure Journal, Volume 56, ‘The Herald of Health’, July 1873.
17. Sullivan County Record, December 7, 1888.

18. Welles, C.A., The Doctor, Volumes 2-3, 1888.

19. Ward, P., Simon Baruch: Rebel in the Ranks of Medicine, 1840-1921,
Univ of Alabama Press, 1994.

20. Conway, J., Big Policeman: The Rise and Fall of Thomas Byrnes, Lyons
Press, 2010.
21. Appignanesi, L., Trials of Passion: Crimes Committed in the Name of
Love and Madness, Virago Press, 1969.
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under the table. The student had fear in his eyes as he hid.
Hammond then stated to the class,

Dear Sir:— I have had the pleasure of your
acquaintance for several years, and have always
found you to be an honorable and straight-forward
gentleman.

Look at the man’s face; guilt and terror are stamped
upon it. You see a murderer, haunted by the fear of
detection and the remembrance of his crime.

There is a curious connection between Graeme
Hammond and the Whitechapel murders. Hammond’s
father was the US Surgeon General Dr. William Hammond,
who publically gave his professional opinion on who Jack
the Ripper might be.22

On November 19 1888, a Chicago Daily Inter Ocean
reporter spoke with William Pinkerton and asked, “And
what do you think are the probabilities of his being the
man who committed the Whitechapel murders – murders
committed, apparently, without any object in view? Do you
consider that the Doctor was insane?” Pinkerton stated,
Yes, I do. I think a man guilty of such practices as those
I have referred to must be insane; and Dr. Hammond
– Surgeon General Hammond – some time ago,
when asked as to whether or not he thought that the
Whitechapel murderer was an insane man, said that
when the murderer of those women was discovered
he would undoubtedly be found to be a woman-hater
and a man guilty of the same practices which I have
described, and Twombley, or Tumblety, as being
guilty of, and that such men were crazy and as likely
as not to murder women.

US Surgeon General Dr. William Hammond

The other medical doctors Tumblety published as
friends were involved with hot baths, so they likely knew
him because of his visits to their respective hot bath
facility. Hammond, on the other hand, was not associated
with a hot bath facility. This begs the question as to how
their paths crossed. There is evidence that Tumblety
suffered from the very same disease Dr. Hammond
claimed to be an expert in, so they may have had a doctorpatient relationship. A particular area of brain disease
Hammond was considered by the legal community as an
expert was general paresis. In numerous New York City
court cases, Dr. Hammond was used as an expert witness
in diagnosing general paresis.

The interview of Hammond that Pinkerton referred
to was published in the Williamsport Sunday Grit of
October 7 1888. When asked what could cause “homicidal
insanity,” Dr. Hammond stated, “for some one of a dozen
causes, disease, or drink, or what-not…”

William Hammond and his son Graeme worked closely
together throughout the late nineteenth century, even
publishing together on numerous occasions. In June
1889, William Hammond actually directed his son to take
out the brain of a particular patient without permission,
which made its way to court. In an article subtitled ‘Dr.
W.A. Hammond to be Sued by the Widow of a Man whose
Brains he Removed’, it was stated,

On September 23 1893, Graeme Hammond examined a
man named David Solomon, and according to comments
in the New York Sun of September 23 1893 Hammond
certified he “was suffering from paresis. On their
certification an order was issued from the Superior Court
for confinement… All the medical evidence taken in the
case was to the effect that David Solomon was insane.”

Ross died June 19 last. Word was sent to Dr. William
Graeme Hammond, son of Dr. William A. Hammond, in
obedience to what the wife considered her husband’s
agreement. Young Dr. Hammond came and removed
the brain.

In the December 19 1900 edition of the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, Hammond testified in the Daniel Doody trial,
stating Doody “was suffering from paresis.”

In his response in Tumblety’s autobiography, Graeme
Hammond claimed to have known him for several years,
likely meaning 1886 to 1888:

22. Ibid.
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In the January 22 1904 edition of the New York Sun,
Hammond was recorded testifying in a court case about
a man named Weber. It states, “Dr. Graeme Hammond
testified that Weber was a sufferer from paresis...”

Brooks was also a physician at Hot Springs, Arkansas,
which in the late nineteenth was considered the mecca
for patients suffering from syphilis.26 Hot Springs became
federal property in 1832, called Hot Springs Reservation
(HSR), and physicians began coming to Hot Springs in
the 1850s due to the growing belief that bathing in the
hot springs had curative properties. Hot Springs became
known nationally in 1877 when the US Congress financed
direct supervision of the HSR with the first supervisor
Civil War Union General C.W. Field.27

According to the U.S. National Library of Medicine,
general paresis is a problem with mental function due to
damage to the brain from untreated syphilis, and it is one
form of neurosyphilis, an infection of the central nervous
system.23 Generally, neurosyphilis occurs about 10 to 30
years after initially being infected with syphilis, and the
patient is no longer contagious. Syphilis can lie dormant
for 10 or 20 years before progressing to neurosyphilis.
While it can occur in the primary or secondary stages,
it is generally associated with the tertiary stage.
Cardiovascular syphilis, an infection of the heart and
aorta, is often associated with neurosyphilis.24

In an extract from Register of Departments from
Government Free Bathing Pools at Hot Springs, Arkansas
dated September 1885, Superintendent Field produced
numerous testimonials on the success of the Hot Springs
treatment on diseases, especially syphilis, such as in the
case of Albert Hudson. Hudson stated,

In an article in the February 4 1892 edition of The
Daily Leader titled “Have You Paresis?”, famous New York
neurologist Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton stated that general
paresis is also called general paralysis of the insane,
paralytic dementia, and softening of the brain. He then
stated, “...while I have spoken of ‘softening of the brain’ as
being the term once popularly applied to it, the actual fact
is that a paretic’s brain becomes, if anything, hardening...”

Condition on arrival at the Springs; Syphilis, eyeritis,
full of sores, and crippled form use of mercury.
Condition now: Have taken 60 baths; good condition;
able to work, and no particular illness.

In the case of J.E. Todd, he stated, “Syphilis had full
control of me… and after taking 50 baths I must say
that life came in my leg and all indication of syphilis has
disappeared from my system.”28

In the very same article, Hammond’s father Dr. William
Hammond stated, “The patient becomes regardless of his
personal appearance. Neglects to change his linen and
appears in public half-dressed. He memory fails rapidly
and his acts are eccentric and absurd.”

The reason Dr. Graeme Hammond was used as an expert
is because it was extremely difficult to diagnose syphilis
before they could directly test for it, which occurred in
1906 with the Wasserman test. Syphilis was known as
“the great imitator,” since it causes symptoms similar to
many other diseases. Tumblety claimed he had had his
hot baths for rheumatism and would never have admitted
he suffered from syphilis. Tumblety, though, was likely
using rheumatism not as a disease but symptomatically.
According to IPUMS-USA, an interdisciplinary research
center at the University of Minnesota, in the 1880s, the
term ‘rheumatism’ was still used as a symptomatic
description of conditions rather than as a clinical
diagnosis:

In the last few years of Tumblety’s life, Tumblety
dressed as a homeless person, never changed his clothes,
and was very dirty.

In an article in the Arizona Weekly Citizen of November
13 1886 titled ‘Paretic Dementia’, Dr. William Hammond
stated paresis is a new form of insanity, “termed paresis,
general paresis, general paralysis, progressive paralysis,
paretic dementia, softening of the brain, and brain
wasting.” [Author emphasis added]

John B. Brooks, a Hot Springs physician, was
interviewed under oath in 1905 about his interactions
with Tumblety.25 He was also a surgeon in the Civil War.
Brooks testified that he knew Tumblety from about 1882
to 1902, Tumblety visiting at least once a year. He gave
his medical opinion on Tumblety’s physical and mental
condition and stated that he was, “a man suffering from
softening of the brain.” [Author emphasis added] The
attorney asked if it was progressive, and Dr. Brooks
replied “Yes sir.” Upon cross-examination, Brooks stated,
“I judge from his manner and seeing him that he was in
a diseased condition.” Brooks was a physician and would
have known that softening of the brain meant paresis.

The designation of “rheumatism” appears to
have include any condition which prohibited free

23. MedlinePlus, U.S. National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD, 2019,
available at medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000748.htm.
24. DoveMed, Champaign, IL, 2018. Available at www.dovemed.com/
diseases-conditions/cardiovascular-syphilis.
25. Circuit Court Archives: op. sit.

26. Thompson, L.O., Syphilis, Lea & Febiger, 1920.

27. Shepherd, H., History of Baltimore, Maryland, S. B. Nelson, 1898.

28. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Annual Report of the Department of the
Interior, Volume 2, 1885.
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cardiovascular syphilis, so Tumblety having heart issues
makes sense.34

movement, such as rheumatoid arthritis, coxalgia
(scrofula, or tuberculosis of the joints) and syphilis.29

It should not be a surprise that Tumblety contracted
syphilis, since hyper-sexual habits place in a high-risk
category for contracting syphilis. Tumblety sought out
sex from young male sex-workers in the slums of every
city he visited, and he did this for decades. The earliest
account of Tumblety visiting the slums at night was in
1860 in Boston. Norris admitted earning extra money as
a male prostitute in 1881 and stated Tumblety wanted
Norris to penetrate him.30 Not only is Tumblety having
sexual contact with multiple unknown young men, the
percentage of male prostitutes infected with syphilis was
– and is– much higher than normal.
There is evidence that Tumblety may have known he
had contracted syphilis in his 1893 autobiography. He
added two chapters that he did not have in his earlier
autobiographies, in which he singled out only three
diseases.31
The first chapter is titled ‘A Few Remarks on Two
Leading Diseases, viz. Paralysis and Bright’s Disease’. The
modern name for Bright’s Disease is nephritis, and this is
what was on Tumblety’s death certificate as the cause of
death.32

Tumblety

Also in Tumblety’s 1893 autobiography is an
omission pattern; a pattern he used in the past when he
purposely kept information away from readers. In his
1866 autobiography, there are over twenty references
to Tumblety being an Indian herb doctor, including in
the title, but in his 1872 autobiography, he omitted all
references to Indian herb doctor.35, 36 Tumblety clearly
took these references out because he was attempting to
erase this part of his history and replace it with being a
surgeon.

Chapter two is titled ‘Causes of Heart Disease’. Recall,
in January 1888 Tumblety stated to the Toronto reporter
that he was constantly in dread of sudden death because
of kidney and heart disease. Was Tumblety also inflicted
with the third disease he created a chapter for; paralysis?
We know of numerous occasions where Tumblety would
pass out, and the Hot Springs surgeon, Dr. John Brooks,
stated that Tumblety would occasionally drag one of his
feet, stating, “...he walked lame. He seemed to drag one
foot after the other.”33

In the New York World of December 5 1888, Young
Martin McGarry stated that when he worked for Tumblety
in 1882. Tumblety told him he was a retired surgeon,
and he told Richard Norris in 1881 that he was a retired
surgeon. He even stated in his autobiographies that he

There would be a reason why Tumblety would never
have admitted having paralysis, since he would have
had to admit he had syphilis. Tumblety claims in his
autobiography that paralysis is a leading disease, thus,
he can only be referring to the prevalent disease of the
nineteenth century, general paralysis of the insane, i.e.,
neurosyphilis. Tumblety does indeed discuss this disease
as progressive; its first condition being “gouty diathesis,”
followed by “cerebral congestion” causing “general
paralysis” [bold added] with a “cutaneous affection”
(Tumblety was reported having a cutaneous affection,
namely, a red face). Recall, Dr. William Hammond referred
to the disease as general paralysis. The third stage
Tumblety states, “...all of which ends in a crippled nervous
system and brain.” This is exactly what neurosyphilis
attacks. Additionally, neurosyphilis often associated with

29. IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota. Available at usa.ipums.org/
usa/volii/80sick.shtml.
30. Circuit Court Archives: op. sit.

31. Tumblety, F., A Sketch of the Life of Dr. Francis Tumblety, Presenting
an Outline of His Wonderful Career as Physician, New York, 1893.
32. Circuit Court Archives: op. cit.
33. Ibid.

34. DoveMed: op. cit.

35. Tumblety, F., A Few Passages in the Life of Dr. Francis Tumblety, The
Indian Herb Doctor, Cincinnati, 1866.

36. Tumblety, F., Narrative of Dr. Tumblety, Russells’ American Steam
Printing House, New York City, 1872.
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was a “disciple of Abernethy.” John Abernethy was a late
eighteenth/early nineteenth century English surgeon.37

A second example of omission occurred in 1889.
Tumblety told the New York World reporter on January
28 1889 that the reason why he was creating his 1889
autobiography was to vindicate himself from the
slanderous claims of the English detectives about his
connection to the Whitechapel murders, but when the
autobiography came out two weeks later there was
absolutely no mention of what the slander was about. What
Tumblety omitted in his 1893 autobiography, allowed him
to distance himself from the leading nineteenth disease of
syphilis. Instead of stating the cause of general paralysis
was syphilis, Tumblety merely states, “whatever the
determining cause.”

The suggestion that Jack the Ripper was a person
who blamed prostitutes for infecting himself or a lovedone with syphilis has been an accepted plausible motive
behind the murders for quite some time. There is the wellknown rumor of Prince Albert Victor, or Prince Edward,
the grandson of Queen Victoria, having syphilis and being
Jack the Ripper. In The Mystery of Jack the Ripper, Leonard
Matters suggested Dr. Stanley, a Harley Street surgeon
whose son died from syphilis contracted by a Whitechapel
prostitute, took out his revenge upon them.38 While the
story is likely fictitious, it shows the idea was around.
Guy Logan, the late nineteenth/early twentieth century
London journalist who reported that Inspector Andrews
crossed the Atlantic in December 1888 “in search of
the Whitechapel fiend on the strength of important
information, the nature of which was never disclosed,”
alluded to “a certain terrible disease, contracted in that
neighbourhood, probably spurred him on to vengeance,
remorseless and implacable.”39 Logan clearly meant a
venereal disease, like syphilis.

was in the habit of, i.e., practicing at a high volume, having
unprotected sex with unknown young men. Someone
with this kind of habit was clearly in a high-risk category
for contracting a venereal disease, such as syphilis.

37. Macilwain, G., Memoirs of John Abernethy, F.R.S., Harper & Bros
Publishers, New York, 1853.
38. Matters, L., The Mystery of Jack the Ripper, Hutchinson & Company,
1929.
39. Logan, G., Masters of Crime, S. Paul, 1928.
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When William Pinkerton discussed Dr. William
Hammond’s expert alienist opinion that Jack the Ripper
was insane, he connected this to Tumblety because of his
“habit of indulging in certain vices,” meaning, his practice
of sex with unknown young men. A recent explanation
claims that Pinkerton had a flawed nineteenth century
belief that homosexuals were insane. In view of this,
since Dr. Hammond said Jack the Ripper was insane,
then Tumblety fit the insane profile. Actually, Hammond
never connected homosexuality to homicidal insanity
in the article Pinkerton referred to, but Hammond did
with disease. Recall that Hammond stated syphilis is also
referred to as, general paralysis of the insane, in other
words, disease-induced insanity. In view of this, it is
equally likely that Pinkerton did not mean Tumblety was
insane because of his homosexuality, but because he had
disease-induced insanity. Pinkerton stated that Tumblety
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The Fourth Signature
By STEPHEN SENISE
Used to working with his hands, not a pen, he throws down his signature and collects three months’ wages, freeing the
Orient Line of any further claims or otherwise. A parting of the ways, maybe. He dots the ‘i’; a smudge for posterity. He
doesn’t cross the ‘t’...
PART 1: GREENWICH

universe was being sucked through one line of an old sea
log. Being struck by lightning might be another way to
describe it.

It had been exactly two years to the month since I’d had
the good fortune, together with the help of my daughter
Lucy, of tracking down and viewing the Victoria Home
file at the Salvation Army Heritage Centre (William Booth
College) near Peckham, in November 2016. I was back in
London, and half-heartedly chasing down a lead at the
archives of the National Maritime Museum at Greenwich,
while Lucy was out this time around, gallivanting in the
West End. That lead, in turn, would point my investigation
towards a third continent as part of efforts to find
information on George Hutchinson, specifically, to the
Maritime History Archive, Memorial University, St. John’s,
Canada.

The John Hancock in question pertains to George
Hutchinson’s voyage to Australia on board the RMS Ormuz
during the Great London Dock Strike of 1889. The first
thing to be said about it, is that it would seem to put pay to
the suggestion that the first of the Miller’s Court witness
signatures was provided by PS Badham in imitation –
unless Badham was in the business of moonlighting
on the Ormuz as a George Hutchinson impersonator.
While it displays important, tell-tale, elements of all
three, individual, Hutchinson signatures from 1888, the
signature from the first page of his witness statement is
the one that most readily comes to mind when viewing
this new sample, ostensibly penned on 1 January, 1890.

An archivist at Greenwich had provided me with a
mildly worded advisory, warning me not to get my hopes
up, as we discussed old crew lists and how it was that some
had managed to survive the passage of time and come to
find themselves across the Atlantic, in Newfoundland.
He was preaching to the converted in a some ways. I
was aware of the Canadian archive from cursory online
forays and suspected that there was little if any prospect
of hitting pay dirt: an all-important signature, or anything
at all, really. Nevertheless, and however guarded, the
Greenwich archivist had given me cause to reconsider
such out-and-out pessimism, and on returning home to
Australia I contacted Memorial University requesting a
physical search of one body of files which, at a distance of
half a world, almost looked, maybe, half-promising.

1890 signature (top) and signature 1 from 1888

PART 2: THE SIGNATURE

When the material eventually came through... well, it
was quite a moment. Having long studied the signatures
on Hutchinson’s 1888 witness statement, I recognised a
familiar hand among the blackleg crew members, and the

Comparison of 1890 signature, and signature 3 from 1888
(flipped, left to right)
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For all that the three official signatures on record
contain a quirky divergence from, and convergence with,
one another as an author’s hallmark, this latest exemplar
shares some distinct collective features with all of them.
Notably; the slant, the quasi-uneasy relationship between
writer and writing implement (call it heavy-handed, or
clumsy, penmanship – resulting in smudging), and the
author’s tendency to drop letters towards the end of
his surname. Specifically, the ‘o’ in the first of his 1888
signatures, and the second-last rendition of the ‘n’ in this
new sample.

So too, the way the top loop in the capital ‘G’, below,
does not cross back over itself (as it does with Toppy’s),
and is left open. While formed slightly differently (note:
the capital letter of his first name in full in 1888 vs. the
initial only in 1889), importantly, the uppermost part
maintains a rocket shape, pointing to the north-east. In
particular, note the pinched shape at the very tip (circled
in pink); and how after reaching the upper-most righthand
trajectory of the ‘G’, he brings it down initially in a very
short and firm, southerly direction (circled in pink) before
shifting to a south-westerly direction for the remainder of
the downward stroke.

Further, and as I noted in my article in edition 160 of
Ripperologist which explored the Hutchinson signatures
in some detail, there is a good sense with this new example
of that slightly frilly (tending towards the archaic) style1
which distinguishes it from more streamlined, almost
modern comparisons, like Toppy’s for example.
And as noted in that discussion, “the last ‘n’ in the
1888 samples, trail noticeably downwards, closing off
the letter by crossing, or at least touching, the invisible
or internal linear axis on which the signature rests... or
to put it another way, ...the 1888 samples face to the left.”.
The best example of this, when looking at the final ‘n’ of
the new signature, is when it is compared with page 3 of
the witness statement:

Also, note the comparative similarity in the paisley
shaped loops:

1

2

3

4

1. mirror, flipped image: top loop of ‘H’ 1890
2. 1888 signature 1: bottom loop of ‘G’
3. bottom loop of ‘H’ 1890
4. 1888 signature 1: bottom loop of ‘g’

Although, the comparison with the signature of page 2
also demonstrates the point nicely:

...and how he closes the second-last letter of his
surname, the ‘o’, by working from both left and right,
but with the stroke from the left coming further across,
creating a draw-bridge effect (alternatively open and
closed); also note, the downward sliding trajectory by
way of finishing off his signature:

There are other similarities which leap off the page. The
capital ‘H’ of the new example when viewed next to page 1
of the witness statement, is an obvious one. The diagonal
crossbar, for instance, is one distinct feature. In particular,
note the unsteady letter formation and heavy hand; and
the idiosyncrasies of a near-identical construction:

Top: 1890
Bottom: 1888, signature 2

1.
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Another good comparison is on display when looking
closely at the second part of the construction of the ‘h’,
more specifically, the non-linear part or “n” component.
See how the first downward stroke pushes further down
the page than the second, parallel stroke, creating a
stepped effect:

1888 – p.1

1890

1890

1888 sig 1

1890

1888 sig 3

1890

Again, when looking closely at the last ‘o’ of his
name, he forms this letter in a roughly triangular (or
diamond, rather than circular) manner; although the tip
alternatively points downwards, upwards, and diagonally.
NB – in 1888, he dropped the ‘o’ from signature 1.

1888 – p.2

Note also, the similarly formed shark-fin shape,
particularly striking when compared to the second of the
1888 samples.

sig 3

1890

sig 2

The ‘migration’ involved in this instance can best be
observed when comparing the two examples from 1888,
with the bottom loop of the capital ‘G’ from 1890.

Another factor which strikes me in comparing this new
signature, is the tendency to disperse, in close proximity,
easily recognisable shapes so that they are repeated in
the construction of letters and conjoined series of letters,
but not necessarily in the sequence expected. To put it
another way: his signature is ‘all over the place’ – literally,
and recognisably, so. A few examples might help illustrate
the point.

sig 3

The length of the vertical strokes of the ‘H’, from 1888,
would dictate that it is the second stroke which should be
the tallest in the 1890 sample, but it is instead the first
stroke – creating a mirrored effect when comparing the
signatures. And this shift has occurred in tandem with
other familiar elements and shapes having migrated in the
way the author puts the letter together – most noticeably,
the exaggerated lean in the top loop of the first vertical
stroke from 1888 has shifted over to the second vertical
stroke of 1890, together with the same paisley shape
which has metamorphosed via a several-fold enlargement.

1890

sig 2

Note the near perfect replication of the triangle shape
(and its formation) in this instance. Shown with the final
‘n’ alongside, for good measure.

That said, there is another migration which comes into
view when looking at the final part of his surname, ie the
‘son’. In 1890, he seems to have rendered the ‘s’ in a similar
way to the ‘o’ in signature 2 from 1888.
Likewise, the non-linear part of the double ‘u’, or ‘uu’,
which helps form the ‘ut’ in Hutchinson (below). Note,
how in the 1890 sample the first ‘u’ shape is the smaller,
the more pinched towards the bottom, and the one lying
higher on the page; whereas in the 1888 samples, it is the
second ‘u’ showcasing all of those traits, again creating a
mirrored effect when a comparison is made.

1888 ‘o’

1890 ‘s’

Keeping in mind too, that this area towards the
second half of his surname may well have been tricky
territory for him, having dropped the ‘o’ from signature
1 in 1888 (Hutchins↔n), and the second-last ‘n’ in 1890
(Hutchi↔son).
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The peculiar tendency for similar looking shapes, and
their idiosyncratic construction, to move around adds a
unique veneer of authenticity to samples penned by his
hand. Importantly, it might be another suggestion of an
author whose education, and professional need to write,
was limited – quite possibly even, one engaged in manual
labour rather than white collar type work.2 This would
be in keeping with the biographical details of the George
Hutchinson on record.

defined greater East London (today, postcode E11 –
Whitechapel is postcode E1). Though part of Essex until
relatively recent times, it was well connected to London
by road and rail.

While I am no professional document examiner, I
believe that there are key elements of this new signature,
and in its totality and general presentation, that would
encourage even ‘Blind Freddie’3 to see. Indeed, the George
Hutchinson depicted in the Illustrated Police News of 24
November 1888 and the George Hutchinson photographed
in Australia in early 1897, are a sufficiently impressive
reminder of each other (broken nose, funny eyes and all)
to view this latest parallel as a corollary which might help
establish that the Miller’s Court witness, and Bathurst
gaol prisoner 1166, were one and the same.

The Merchant Seamen’s Orphans Asylum at Snaresbrook

In 1862, an important and imposing institution was
opened at Snaresbrook, the Merchant Seamen’s Orphans
Asylum.5 At first I considered whether he might have spent
part of his childhood there, given the chronological span
of his formative years and his possible birth dates: 18591862; possibly, that he may have used “Snaresbrook”
as a kind of shorthand to describe the orphanage: in
other words, as a loose metonym. But, having tracked
down the extant Merchant Seamen’s Orphans Asylum
(Snaresbrook), I am advised that the boys’ registry books
show no entries for a George Hutchinson born 1859 to 1862
or in any other years (see insert entitled, ‘Postscript’). Nor
has there been any record found of a George Hutchinson
born elsewhere in Snaresbrook, though it is still early days
by way of sifting through the historical register.6 Worth
noting, is that there was another important orphanage
in Snaresbrook, the Wanstead Infant Orphan Asylum,

PART 3: RMS ORMUZ
If the information contained in this newly uncovered
maritime record can be taken at face value, what else does
it have to offer?

2. Possibly too, some form of dysgraphia whose symptoms include
inconsistent writing, missing letters, and spelling mistakes.

For starters George Hutchinson wasn’t just English, he
was about as Cockney as he could have been without being
born within earshot of the Bow Bells. Although, if it was
an unusually quiet time, and the winds were right, you
never know... It would be nice to imagine that they might
just have been heard at the birth of one of the story’s most
enigmatic players, possibly the top bill himself. Not to be
blamed for nothing, George Hutchinson claims to have
been born on London’s eastern periphery at Snaresbrook,
to my mind reinforcing the thesis4 presented in Jewbaiter
and False Flag – and the story’s rationale. From 1885
to 1918 Snaresbrook was part of the parliamentary
constituency of ‘Romford’. Snaresbrook lies seven miles
due west of Romford and was, even then, part of a loosely

3. ‘Blind Freddie’ is used here as per the Australian colloquialism and
is not meant as a dig at Inspector Frederick Abberline.

4. Essentially, a class/economic-determinant (or ‘Marxist’) analysis;
or to quote from the socialist Commonweal in May 1888, capturing both
the basic gist and the moment, “...is there nothing grimly grotesque in
this national hypocrisy; in the desperate Jew-baiting as a last attempt to
blind the native workers against the real causes of their misery?”.
5.

Today, home to the Sukkat Shalom Reform Synagogue.

6. On a side-note: the only George Hutchinson/s appearing in the
record at about this time, and broadly intersecting the geography
under discussion, provide a less than a promising fit, at this stage.
There is one appearing in the second quarter of 1859 for a birth in the
Romford registration district: George Hutchinson Hutchinson (middle &
surname); and a George H. Hutchinson, born in Essex and aged three in
the 1861 census (registeration: Plaistow/West Ham).
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but those records too show that no child by the name of
George Hutchinson was on the institution’s books.

genuinely qualified himself to become an ‘able seaman’
in those months between mid-November 1888 and midSeptember 1889, highly unlikely as that may be.

Though the broad brush strokes of the story remain
the same, a few collective and personal re-evaluations
also seem in order, in light of some of the other new
information at hand. For example, that he seems to have
been working on the Sunpopo(?) – in some undetermined
capacity – before boarding the Ormuz on the 14th of
September 1889, to work as an ‘able seaman’.

The other possibility is that he was engaged on the
Sunpopo(?) and the Ormuz in the same way that I have
already proposed: owing to the industrial action then
under way (14 August 1889 to 16 September 1889). It
could have provided him with his big break, elevating him
from casual labouring to employment on the Ormuz when
the strike was at its height and blackleg elements were
being recruited to serve on board as seamen and firemen
– and the reason why the Ormuz’s voyage and preparation
were the subject of such international controversy, and
the ship under boycott. Mindful too, that the East End
‘casual labourer’ was the London port system’s most basic

One prospect that has to be considered in light of this
is that Hutchinson really was a bona fide, professional
mariner – and that he didn’t want Abberline and the press
to know about it, maybe owing to general speculation and/
or media hints about sailors in relation to the murders, or
maybe for other, unknown, reasons. Alternatively, that he

THE OLD HUTCHINSON-INSPIRED HEAD SCRATCHING CONTINUES...
Of course, after 130 years, Ripperology may have learned one thing: when it comes to George Hutchinson, little is
straightforward. And so it has proven on this occasion, and on relatively basic things.
While his age at September 14, 1889, again appears in a maritime document from that year, as 29, other things
appear slightly harder to comprehend.

For example, on the first page of the manifest pertaining to crew-member-reference numbers 181 to 200, the first
half are distinguished by their year of birth (Y.O.B.), provided on either 9 or 10 September 1889; the second half,
only provided their age as at 14 September 1889, when all but Hutchinson, David Scanlan, Thomas Macmillan and
Henry Brown signed their own names – these last four signatures, having been provided in what seems to be the
hand of an official.
Interestingly, there is a little cross (ie ‘signature required here’) in the box next to where the signatures of
Hutchinson, Scanlan, Macmillan and Brown’s should have been and a small accompanying annotation or countersign
(and only in the boxes of those men). From other parts of the pages in question, this might be taken to read “by”,
but at first glance, appears more like a tiny something written in Arabic or Urdu. Most likely, they are a bureaucratic
sign-off (initials). Worth noting is that this countersign and the accompanying cross also appear next to Scanlan’s
discharge signature. An official did have to sign off for Macmillan, whose wages were collected on his behalf, but this
is clearly understood via official stamp.
Hutchinson’s signature and particulars, in their totality for this first page, are one of only two sets appearing in
blue ink, while Scanlan’s signature is in blue and his remaining details are in black.

The easiest interpretation, is that this page of the ledger was completed while the four men cited were unavailable
to sign. Certainly, the Hutchinson signature appearing here bears no resemblance to that provided at discharge when
he received his wages. Again on this page, the same breakdown in dividing the crew list is evident when looking at
where they signed the agreement – and which might be at the root of the conundrum. The first half in Tilbury on
the 9th or 10th of September, the second half at another location on the 14th by which time the Ormuz had already
cast off in those very early morning hours. That this second group seem not to have signed the agreement at Tilbury
is curious – and could, as said, offer part of the explanation as to why an official was required to do the honours
for Hutchinson, Scanlan, Macmillan and Brown. The location for this cohort’s signing, is very difficult to read and
may be an abbreviation. My best guess is that it might read “Grsend” (Gravesend; although this would raise a few
questions). As this group were all required to be on board by the afternoon of the 13th while the ship was still in
dock in Tilbury (Hutchinson, included), the point may be academic, while nonetheless perplexing. It could have had
something to do with the strike and the inability to board the seamen and firemen at Tilbury – as opposed to the
service crew, seemingly regular Orient Line staff, who were not directly affected by the industrial action.
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industrial component, thus providing a possible glimpse
of the professional trajectory which ultimately saw him
land on deck during a moment of crisis. An indication of
the Orient Line’s desperation to circumvent one of the best
organised, highly disciplined strikes in British maritime
history was its decision to send head office clerks from
Fenchurch Street to Tilbury dock to work on the Ormuz
as stevedores. This particular do-or-die effort to try and
keep the ship to schedule was met by taunting picketers,
and resulted in both unintended comedy and high drama
as the “pseudo dockmen” grappled with work they were
neither experienced nor qualified to discharge. It did,
however, seem to do the trick. The Ormuz upped anchor
and sailed down the Thames with a negligible delay of one
calendar day – in practical terms, only several hours, or
several more again, later than scheduled.

of the Ripper saga, may not have fancied his chances of
working on the Australian waterside, or even wanted to.
Certainly, to date, ‘able seaman’ Hutchinson only has a
single voyage where he appears in a ship’s logs, despite
trawling through numerous Australian arrival records
as part of an ongoing process – a process which requires
redoubled effort now, as the truth may even lie buried
somewhere in between alternatives A and B.

It would also seem that Hutchinson made it back to
Tilbury as part of the ship’s return leg, being paid out
close to the full sum in wages for his time on board on
discharge – and which might explain why he was forced to
return: to get paid (nearly £10). It might also suggest, that
with the strike settled, the Orient Line had no more use of
either Hutchinson or about half the other crew members
cited on that page who were also paid via lump sum.
We know from reports in the press, that with the strike
finished, the blacklegs, generally, were effectively cut
loose. Interestingly, other shipmates seem to have been
paid an agreed advance and/or an instalment of monthly
earnings for the voyage, most of those having worked on
the Ormuz (or for the Orient Line) immediately prior.

That he would appear to have returned to Tilbury,
makes for a more staggered curtain fall to the story than
originally imagined, given it seems to have been more of a
curtain call. How and when he made it back to Australia,
is hard to determine. The New South Wales prison record
says only that his arrival in the colony was in 1889 on
board the Ormuz. There are some clues, however, which
would suggest that his return to sunburnt skies was
closer to (or in) 1890 than 1896. For starters, the 1891
UK census has never been able to locate him. Australian
records on the other hand, offer a few pointers, and
refer to him twice as a professional labourer, in 1896
and 1898, and once as a tinsmith in 1897 – suggesting
that his seafaring exploits were behind him by the midto-late 1890s. Also, by 1896, the time of his arrest for
indecently assaulting two children, he had already made
his way 250 miles inland to the ‘Central West’ region of
New South Wales; and he’d managed to notch up an even
earlier, unspecified, conviction under the local colonial
jurisdiction.

RMS Ormuz in Sydney Harbour, date unknown

Maybe worth considering is whether posterity, and
Ripperology as a collective study, have simply lost sight
of Hutchinson’s true life station in 1888, and that buried
in his original telling, may have been some hint that he
actually was a professional seaman. Or to play devil’s
advocate, that Abberline and the contemporary press
misunderstood Hutchinson.

More likely though, on balance, one of the following: A\
he really was a genuine ‘able seaman’ and he kept schtum
about it (without police and press cottoning-on); or B\, he
was a casual labourer whose fortunes were momentarily
lifted during the Great London Dock Strike, ultimately
seeing him serve as part of a scab crew. That he was back
to working as a labourer in 1896, in a country girt by
sea and crossed by major river-based transport systems,
makes option B a reasonable proposition; mindful too, of
the historical militancy of the Australian harbourside and
it’s active and financial role7 in support of the strike back
home – meaning, that unqualified, non-union elements
were unlikely to get a start. That said, it might be worth
bearing in mind that the anti-Socialist (and anti-Semitic)
British nativist who I propose was the great protagonist

PART 4 – CONCLUSION & FINAL THOUGHTS

Where to now? Snaresbrook would be a good place
to start. The very nature of that locale seems to offer
the potential to make a contribution to the story; while
former orphanage records and local Church of England
parish registers loom large on the trail.
A final consideration on the Hutchinson signatures.
During the process of comparing them, and analysing
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the way in which their author seems to have constructed
his letters, and his use of recurring shapes, my mind
drifted to the Goulston Street graffito, a copy of which
was recorded for posterity prior to its expunging.8 Not
only does the notorious message maintain a certain
degree of consistency with what I have long referred to as
Hutchinson’s frilly, somewhat archaic style, but some of
the quirks of his letter formation seem to come into view,
when for example, parts of the missive’s second line are
viewed next to his capital ‘H’ which has, in part, featured
as a focus of the present study:

chalk on a wall, the other, conventionally; and yet there is
something quite striking when observing the way those
disparate letters were put together and appear to exhibit
some very interesting common features.
‘A good schoolboy’s round hand’, as the graffito’s writing
style was contemporaneously described, is no flattering
assessment of an adult writer’s ability. It could be, that
the schoolboy’s roundhand equates to a grown man’s lack
of sophistication or confidence with his medium – and
being prone to spelling mistakes besides, like “Juwes”
for Jews. Or to push the envelope and put it bluntly, as
Acting Chief Rabbi Herman Addler did in October 1888,
“...I am convinced that the writing emanated from some
illiterate Englishman”. Maybe even one who suffered from
dysgraphia.
7.

Over £30,000 was raised by the Australian maritime unions.

8. According to Metropolitan Police Commissioner Warren’s report to
the Home Office, 6 November 1888; ref. HO 144/21/A49301C, f 183

It is acknowledged here that the police copy from the
Home Office files is no substitute for that photograph
which was never taken owing to concerns about a popular,
anti-Semitic response as had happened after the murder
of Annie Chapman. Certainly, the copy on record can, at
best, only hope to approximate the actual graffito. It is
also recognised that the letters being compared are not
the same (‘Th/th’ vs. ‘H’). To boot, one was written in



STEPHEN SENISE is the author of False Flag Jack The Ripper (Acorn
Independent Press, 2018). It is an expanded edition of Jewbaiter
Jack The Ripper: New Evidence & Theory (Acorn Independent Press,
2017).

BADHAM...
On viewing a copy of MEPO 3/140,
ff. 227-9, Badham’s hand is on display,
having taken and compiled Hutchinson’s
witness report. It shows a neat, steady
penmanship – an ease and dexterity
which is absent in the comparatively
less-graceful Hutchinson signatures;
the Metropolitan Police Sergeant giving
every impression of being the better
educated.
Indeed, the sergeant’s rendition of
the Miller’s Court witness’ name as he
commences taking down the statement,
allows for a comparison of the two men’s
markedly different calligraphy.
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WILL THE REAL GEORGE HUTCHINSON PLEASE STAND UP*...
It is interesting to note that the two Toppy
signatures on record, from 1898 and 1911, bear a
strong and consistent stylistic consistency with one
another. In other words, Toppy was able to throw
down two neat, near-replicas, 13 years apart.

For the purposes of the present study, it is
interesting to note that the Miller’s Court witness,
conversely, seemed to have had somewhat of
a problem in this department: he struggled to
perfectly replicate his own signature when called
to do so in 1888 – arguably, an unintentional
authorial stamp of authenticity. To put it another
way. Who else could have just about been counted
on to render his own name so badly, that in the
particular instance of this new sample, he not only
dropped one of the letters towards the end of his
surname (as he had done previously), he does not
even cross the ‘t’?

Toppy signatures below, followed by Badham’s
rendition of the latter’s name at the beginning of
the statement, the new sample under discussion,
and the three signatures of the Miller’s Court
witness:
*

as per the heading of the ‘end-of-chapter notes’ accompanying Chapter 10 of Jewbaiter (2017) and False Flag (2018)
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The log of the Ormuz, 1890
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The log of the Ormuz, 1890
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The log of the Ormuz, 1890
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POSTSCRIPT
Having tracked down the extant Merchant Seamen’s Orphans Asylum (Snaresbrook) records courtesy of the
Berkshire Record Office, I am advised that the boys’ registry books show no entries for a George Hutchinson born
1859 to 1862 or in any other years.

There was, however, an entry for a George B. Hutchison (not Hutchinson) but he was not born until 1869. His home
address was in Hackney and his parents’ names were George and Margaret. This is the George Burnett Hutchison
who appears in the 1881 census as a resident scholar, aged 11, at said Merchant Seaman’s Orphans Asylum. He
was married on 24 February 1894, aged 25, at All Saints parish church, Poplar, citing his father’s name as George
Hutchison. Mother, Margaret, was a witness. By then, he could state that he was a “marine engineer”. His signature is
recorded, and bears no similarity to that under discussion:

Note that the 29 year old George Hutchinson who departed London on the Ormuz in September 1889 and was
eventually discharged from Darlinghurst gaol in August 1898 appears in all records as George or Geo HUTCHINSON;
a full list of those documents follows here, and in various ways these effectively cross-reference one another,
forming an interconnected chain linking a single individual. For all of that, frustratingly, these records put forward
a date of birth spanning the years1859/60, 1861 and 1862. The entry, below, “Geo Hutchinson”, records part of the
basic details proffered on the outward leg of the Ormuz’s log (see inset above, ‘The old Hutchinson-inspired head
scratching continues...’).

Ormuz Agreement + Account of Crew, 1889-90 – Marit. History Archive, Canada – age 29 , at 14 Sept 1889 – see above
Sydney Port Authority, Ormuz’s arrival records, October 1889 - Records NSW – age 29 , at 29 Oct 1889
Forbes and Parkes Gazette, trial reporting, 30 Oct 1896 – State Library of NSW
Forbes and Parkes Gazette, trial reporting, 3 Nov 1896 – State Library of NSW
Official NSW Govt. Police Gazette, 11 Nov 1896 – Records NSW
Register (ie. index) of criminal depositions received, 27 Nov 1896 – Records NSW
Return of criminal cases country quarter sessions, 1 Dec 1896 – Records NSW
Forbes and Parkes Gazette, quarter sessions reporting, 4 Dec 1896 – State Library of NSW
Bathurst Gaol entry book, 9 Dec 1896 – Records NSW
Official NSW Govt. Police Gazette, 28 Dec 1896 – Records NSW
Bathurst Gaol photographic description book, 4 Mar 1897 – Records NSW – d.o.b. 1861
Darlinghurst Gaol, discharge log, 6 Aug 1898 – Records NSW
Official NSW Govt. Police Gazette, 17 Aug 1898 – Records NSW – d.o.b. 1862
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The Big Question
In the last issue we asked the latest Big Question: “If some undiscovered document, currently mis-filed at The
National Archives, or gathering dust in the attic of the family of a policeman involved in the investigation, was
found to contain convincing evidence of the Ripper’s identity, would you accept that the case was solved?” Below
we publish a selection of your responses.
GREGG MORGAN

errors and historical problems which continue to perplex
researchers. And while the Littlechild letter alerted us to
Dr Tumblety as a contemporary suspect, identifying him
as the Ripper is problematic; the missive merely adding
the Irish-American quack to the plethora of names to be
forever debated.

It is the great paradox of Ripperology that the notion
of identifying the eponymous killer sustains this arcane
industry yet might one day render the subject obsolete.
Even those scholarly works which eschew efforts at solving
the mystery do so in the shadow of the man that history
can only call Jack the Ripper. And amongst the claims
and counterclaims, the endless reinterpretation of facts
and proffering of suspects, the fantasy which pervades
Ripperology is that some long-neglected document may
one day put an end to the mystery once and for all.

When considering the prospect of some hitherto
undiscovered document conclusively identifying the
Ripper, one must perhaps first question what form this
grail-like archive would take. The Maybrick diary assures
that any future reminiscences purporting to have been
penned by the killer will be met with scepticism, if not
outright derision. Equally, as the Jack the Ripper case
was officially unsolved, there appears little possibility of
finding a police report that could name the killer with
such certainty that it would be universally accepted. It is
possible - indeed probable - that such documents exist
which would solve some of the minor mysteries which
permeate the subject or add to our understanding of
certain aspects of the case. Yet none seem likely to ever
give a name to the Ripper which would go unchallenged.
If, for example, Swanson had written in his marginalia:
‘Kosminski was the Ripper’, it is difficult to imagine that
Ripperology as we know it would have ceased upon it
being made public in 1987.

Regrettably to the serious researcher, the subject is
blighted by the wishful thinking and outright hoaxes of
less scrupulous commentators, or those to whom the
identity of Jack the Ripper has been used as a commodity
to be exploited. From Joseph Sickert’s diaries of Inspector
Abberline - containing details apparently cribbed from
True Detective magazine - through Donald McCormick’s
claiming to have read Dr Dutton’s mythical Chronicles of
Crime, to the Diary of Jack the Ripper, whose debateable
provenance might constitute its own sub-genre, there are
any number of documents or manuscripts which purport
to put a name to the murderer.

It is perhaps symptomatic of the anomalous nature of
the case that those few documents whose authenticity
is wholly excepted - the Lady Aberconway version
of the Macnaghten memoranda and the Swanson
Marginalia - have served only to stir debate rather than
create certainty. The former influenced Ripperology
for decades with opinions which are now disputed and
suspects whom are now widely dismissed. The latter’s
recounting of the identification of Kosminski contains

Even if a document did appear to definitively name
the Ripper, one cannot doubt that there would be enough
dissenting voices to keep the subject alive for decades to
come.
DR. JUAN BAUTISTA PFEIFFER
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Firstly, is necessary a precise scrutiny about the
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authenticy of the record (antiquitie of the paper, ink,
characteristics of the paper or typed document) by
recognized scientists.

opportunities? Does it include new elements only the
killer or any first-hand witness could have known? Can it
be corroborated by other period sources? Does it contain
some additional evidence concerning what is known as
the “Corpus delicti” (body of the crime)?

Second, an analysis of the author (certain attribution
to him, career in all senses, hyerarchy, eventually mental
illness, tendences or not to joke, myth and excessive
ambition of fame).

A fourth set of questions has to do with its admissibility
and its strength in court and should only be examined
through late-Victorian evidence rules and standards
prevailing back then in Great Britain. Does the evidence
stand on its own? Are we facing a ‘prima facie’ or ‘res ipsa
loquitur’ situation, two different legal standards? Can it be
part of a chain of evidence, a strand of evidence (Regina v
Exall)? The purpose is being able to consider the evidence
as a significant element of a criminal court case.

Third, the consideration on the internal coherence
of the document, and external with all the rest of the
evidence and elements surrounding the case.

And a main aspect, is the response to this question: why
is convincing?. Overcoming all these objections, you can
say there is a strong possibility about the resolution of the
case (but never definitive).

Like in any puzzle, a single piece may not reveal the
whole picture, but it could, nevertheless, tie all the others
together. Such is the case with many criminal convictions
obtained solely with circumstantial evidence. The more
hypotheses a document generates, the weaker it becomes
in a court case and by the same token, in any interpretation
offered in many JTR related domains (history, psychology,
etc.).

BERNARD BEAULE

Before doing so, I would test the document against the
rules of evidence which are applied to any potential piece
of criminal evidence.

A first series of questions would cover its provenance
and authenticity. By reconstructing the document’s past it
would result in a better contextual interpretation. Do we
know when was it initially found? Where? By whom? How
did it manage to be where it was found (chain of custody)?
Did the finding location offer any other pieces pertaining
to its period, contents, provenance? This would contribute
to understand the evidence provided by the physical and
material environment of the finding, even if they are not
themselves pieces of evidence. Is it from the Whitechapel
period or was it written after, which could introduce a
temporal distance hazard? Is the document an original, a
copy, has it been tampered with?

JOHN GRENFELL

If a re-discovered document emerged conclusively
naming the Ripper, I would make two confident predictions.
The first would be that it would find a long road ahead of
it before it attains acceptance. My second foresight would
be that Ripperology would change course and adjust.
The solution to the mere identity of the Ripper would
not bring Ripperology to an end but provoke evolution. I
am sure we would not all clear our Ripper libraries off to
the jumble sale, rendered obsolete and worthless. After
all, there are many modern (and often confessed) serial
killers for whom fascination remains intense long after we
have known their identities.

The second series of questions concerns the identity
of the author and the content of the evidence itself. Who
is the author of the document? Is there any other reliable
document identifying the author? Is it a confession, a
statement from someone close or related to the crime
investigation? Or is it a testimony as to what the author
saw, heard, was told to him making it primary and direct
evidence. If not is it an opinion or conclusion drawn
from a set of circumstances or information? Under what
conditions were the confessions, statement or testimony
obtained? Is the document’s wording clear, accurate?
Does the choice of words, the sentences construct, style
reveal something about its author, his intent behind him
writing such a document? Or do we have to build some
assumptions before considering it easily understood?

To my mind, the identity of the Ripper(s) is one of
the least of the interesting avenues of study attached to
modern Ripperology. Nonetheless contested identity has
driven Ripperologists to enquire deeply into the entire
milieu of the crimes in search of credible suspects.

Ripperology has delivered fabulously interesting
works, generalising across or specialising in myriad
approaches to the subject: matters forensic, supernatural,
sociological, criminological, historical, legal, biographical,
conspiratorial and geographical all come readily to mind.
It is difficult to imagine the content of a single revealed
document that could present a complete response to the
many queries raised by wider Ripperology. Our flowering
field possesses a diversity, vigour and open-ness which we
should treasure and protect.

The third series would be examining its relevancy and
reliability. What is the connection between the document
and the events, the crime scene, the means, motives and
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Whether the Ripper were to be fingered as obscure
omnibus passenger or peer of the realm, there would
remain the necessary task of chasing down and describing
the vital biography: the antecedents to the crimes, the
immediate precipitants of the campaign and the ceasing
(or indeed continuation) of the Whitechapel atrocities.
Although these might allow us to attach an identity to a
name, it would not alone be a proper solution: the knifewielder’s name is far less important to me than why it was
necessary for women to risk their lives as tuppeny whores
in streets neighbouring fabulous wealth; or why no truly
strong suspects ever appear to have emerged at the time.
We can learn as much about reality from failures within a
society to deliver social or criminal justice as we can from
a historical biography.

The identity of Jack is the dark matter of the Ripperology
universe: he was there whether we can define him directly
or not. An equation that solves a problem is not merely
X = Y+Z: we normally expect to see other conditionalities
in good solutions. Modern Ripperology constantly closes
down on the conditions of the equation “Jack = x + y where
z, a & b’”, whether or not x is known. Today we know more
about the whys, hows, whats and whos of the crimes than
we ever did. Whatever the true identity of the Ripper,
these conditions will always continue to be part of the
complete solution.
Whenever we think in wider Ripperological terms than
mere identity, we are contributing to solving the equation,
and even an agreed, accepted identification could not kill
Ripperology off.

Many thanks to everyone who took the time to send in their thoughts. Our next Big Question is given below.
Please submit your contributions of up to 500 words to contact@ripperologist.co.uk before 20th June 2019.
Again, we’ll make a selection for the pages of Ripperologist 165.

SHOULD THERE BE A PLAQUE OR OTHER FORM OF MEMORIAL
DEDICATED TO THE VICTIMS ERECTED IN WHITECHAPEL?

OVER 600 JACK THE RIPPER AND ASSOCIATED TITLES ON LAYBOOKS.COM INCLUDING:
Ambler (Eric) - THE ABILITY TO KILL hb/dw £25

Koven (Seth) - SLUMMING SEXUAL & SOCIAL POLITICS IN
VICTORIAN LONDON s/c £25

Barker (Geoff) & Newlyn-Jones (Bobby) Ed. by - JACK THE RIPPER
EXPLORE THE CHILLING FACTS BEHIND THE UNSOLVED MURDERS
h/b £25

Littlechild (Chief-Insp. John George) - THE REMINISCENCES OF
CHIEF-INSPECTOR LITTLECHILD 2nd edn. h/b £130

Begg (Paul) & Bennett (John) - JACK THE RIPPER THE FORGOTTEN
VICTIMS hb/dw Signed £25

Matters (Leonard) - THE MYSTERY OF JACK THE RIPPER p/b £40
Ryder (Stephen) Ed. by: - PUBLIC REACTIONS TO JACK THE RIPPER
s/c Signed £45

Begg/Fido/Skinner - THE COMPLETE JACK THE RIPPER A TO Z THE
ULTIMATE GUIDE TO THE RIPPER MYSTERY hb/dw Signed £50

Senise (Stephen) - JEWBAITER JACK THE RIPPER p/b £35

Brooke (Hugh) - MAN MADE ANGRY (fiction) h/b £70

Stettler (James) - THE DIARY OF JACK THE RIPPER s/c New Signed
£25

Cory (Patricia) - AN EYE TO THE FUTURE THE WHITECHAPEL
MURDERS Dossier format card wraps Ltd. Edn. £150

Whittingham-Egan (Richard) - A CASEBOOK ON JACK THE RIPPER
h/b Signed £175

Dew (Ex-Chief-Insp. Walter) - I CAUGHT CRIPPEN Memoirs h/b
£400

Wojtczak (Helena) - JACK THE RIPPER AT LAST? THE MYSTERIOUS
MURDERS OF GEORGE CHAPMAN s/c Signed £15

Galloway (Mark) - CLOAK & DAGGER CLUB NEWSLETTER Pilot Issue
10pp. A4 stapled £10

Many issues of both RIPPEROLOGIST and RIPPERANA also
available

Johnstone (Jennifer) - THE 130TH ANNIVERSARY OF JACK THE
RIPPER s/c £20
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Spotlight on Rippercast

The Police, the Jews
and Jack the Ripper
Welcome to the latest instalment in our new series, SPOTLIGHT ON RIPPERCAST, in which Rippercast host
Jonathan Menges transcribes excerpts from his extensive vault of Ripper-related podcast discussions.
This edition is from 27 April 2008, and features Martin Fido expounding his thoughts on Aaron Kosminski,
David Cohen and Nathan Kaminsky. Joining Martin were Howard Brown (HB), Robert McLaughlin (RM), Ally
Ryder (AR) and Jonathan Menges (JM).
JM: Could you describe for us what led to your interests
in true crime and the murders of Jack the Ripper in
particular?

astonished that no one had said it before: that Robert
Anderson’s poor Polish Jew from the heart of the district
must be the same as Macnaghten’s ‘Kosminski’. And what
I proposed to write, and having examined very carefully
all of the police involved and found from looking at their
other works and what people said about them, that the
most reliable of them was Anderson. I proposed a book
that was going to end up by saying that if you go to the
asylum records and check them out you should find
someone called Kosminski who must be a more plausible
suspect than any other suggested so far. And the publisher
took one look at this proposal and said you’re obviously
right. Go and find him. I had a year to do it in and it proved
to be a very complicated chase, and finding Kosminski did
not mean finding the person I thought was Jack the Ripper.

MF: Yes. True crime = morbid adolescence. I found books
in the public library on people who were suffering even
more guilt and anxiety than I was, and I got hooked. Then
I grew up, and as Richard Altick, the very heavyweight
American scholar, says, ‘If you have learned a lot about
true crime you don’t like to throw it away, so you tend to
keep it up,’ and that meant an interest in Jack the Ripper.
When Tom Cullen’s book came out, just about all of my
generation thought, ‘Wow, his book says who he thought
Jack the Ripper was,’ and we read that with great interest.
After that I read all the books on the Ripper as they came
out. Thinking that when Stephen Knight’s came… do I
really want to read anymore? But finding that there was
new information in his book, even though I could see it
was rubbish. And then when I found myself writing true
crime, behold, the Ripper anniversary was coming up. It’s
easy to write books, it’s very difficult to get publishers to
accept them. But they love anniversaries, so I proposed a
Jack the Ripper book for the anniversary.

AR: You’re absolutely right. It’s actually very, very,
complicated. I think what a lot of people have difficulty
with is understanding the whole Kosminski-KaminskyCohen connection. I’ve read it several times and I think
one of the problems people have is if the name Cohen was
entered as being Nathan Kaminsky, how did the name
Kosminski go up the chain to Macnaghten, for Macnaghten
to have the name Kaminsky in his head to confuse it later
on with the name Kosminski?

JM: And that was The Crimes, Detection and Death of
Jack the Ripper.

MF: It was, but I actually wanted to call it what you’ve
called this program: ‘The Police, the Jews and Jack the
Ripper’, because my focus came from work I had done
on the Murder Guide to London. For the first time I read
the police memoirs that people had drawn on for Jack
the Ripper and other books, and I realized and I was
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MF: I tend to say very little about the Nathan Kaminsky
now because – as Simon Wood said to me a long time ago
– he’s a bridge too many. I found him first. I found Nathan
Kaminsky going into the asylum with syphilis to be treated
and coming out, as far as I remember, immediately after the
assault on Ada Wilson and I already saw her as a possible
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first Jack the Ripper attempt. Here was a man living bang
in the heart of the district, with a job that could make him
‘Leather Apron’. While the police said “Leather Apron is
over, we’ve got Leather Apron,” they knew it wasn’t true.
They were simply suppressing the anti-Semitism that
the suspicion of a Jew was stirring up. They knew quite
well that Pizer was not Leather Apron. Sergeant Thick,
the man who identified him as Leather Apron in court,
himself said to the press before he got to the court “I’m
almost certain Pizer is ‘Leather Apron’.” Pizer said he’d
never heard anyone call him ‘Leather Apron’ until Thick
told him he was, and his neighbors and relatives all said
he had never been known as ‘Leather Apron’. The police
needed a ‘Leather Apron’ to shut that scare up. So, here’s a
man who was a shoemaker, who could have had a leather
apron, and lived bang in the heart of the district. When
I told Richard Whittington-Egan that – he was the expert
that we all respected in those days – he said, “Wonderful.
He’d be exactly who we should be looking for. He lives in
the center of the district. Go further.” And then of course
the problems start, because he disappears.

my mind at that point to Kaminsky, and maybe that name
was confused there. But, as soon as I published, that spurs
Swanson’s grandson to make renewed efforts to get the
Swanson marginalia published. Now, that confirmed what
I said. Swanson’s marginalia said this man was taken to
the asylum under restraint and died very shortly after
going there. David Cohen is the only Jewish lunatic taken
in under restraint who died shortly after going there. But
then they say two things which relate to Kosminski and not
to Cohen – they said that he was released to his brother’s
care in Whitechapel, and his name was Kosminski.

Where Cohen comes from is quite simple. I just traced
down to 1890 all of the asylum records in London and
there was no Kosminski anywhere. I was quite sure that
two years after the event anybody who went in was not
the Ripper. So, you have Macnaghten pinning his hopes on
a man who died when the murders stopped, but saying
there is a lot of evidence against Kosminski. You’ve got
Anderson saying he went into an asylum and everybody
was perfectly safe. We are looking at somebody who went
in in that period, when there was no Kosminski.
Now, I’ve got every Jewish lunatic who was certified and
incarcerated from London in that period in my notes and
I realized suddenly the very first one of them, who went
in immediately after the Ripper murders stopped – at the
point that would cause them to stop – was David Cohen.
And when I looked at him he was the most violent man
of any that I’d seen. The height of exhaustion of mania,
because he had he had to be kept away from other patients
because he attacked them. He tore his clothes up if he had
a chance. He was brought in under restraint because he
threw himself on the floor and rolled around when he
arrived at the asylum, and died within a year. So, I thought
this clearly is the man. And then, given more space when I
had actually got that book in print and ready to go but they
said that they had more room for me to add an appendix,
I said, ‘OK, I’ll find out everything I can about Cohen.’ So,
I got another book which I hadn’t seen before, from the
Colney Hatch records that goes down to 1892 and there is
Kosminski. But going in far too late and with a completely
different sort of record, so clearly not the Ripper. So the
question is – how did he get confused? Then, I go back in

HB: Dr. Fido, if the Hove identification occurred after
1890 and David Cohen died prior to 1890, how do we
reconcile that?
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MF: We don’t. I don’t think it did take place after 1890,
I think it took place in 1888. We have no evidence of when
and how that identification took place. It’s a pretty wild
guess with no substance that Stewart [Evans] and Don
[Rumbelow] have put forward about linking it with the
latest seaside home. We just don’t know what is meant
by the ‘seaside home’. We have evidence that they were
using ad hoc seaside homes prior to the opening of the
Hove seaside home in 1890, and they are referring to them
as ‘seaside homes’ Paul Begg used to query this, until he
found out for himself the evidence that I had pointed him
to, and the Police Gazette showing that this happened, and
he agreed and said that this is obviously perfectly true.
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It’s very mysterious, the whole idea of the identification
taking place in the seaside home... we don’t know how or
why that happened. But I don’t think for one minute that
the identification took place in 1890. That’s too long after
the murders for anyone to pay any serious attention.

been told by people called Cohen that their grandparents
were called something different. Cohen was an easy name
for the authorities to write down if you had to choose a
name you weren’t sure of or couldn’t pronounce. They
are not sure of this name, because they called him ‘Aaron
Davis Cohen’ in the morning at the magistrates’ court, and
‘David Cohen’ when they turned him over in the evening.
They’re not sure of what he’s called. He’s got no known
relatives and he’s a raving lunatic. How they know his age,
his occupation, or anything about him we really can’t guess.
But basically those two got confused when two coppers
got together, and both thought they were talking about the
same man. The Met had never known his name. The City
knew the name of the man they followed, and they were
absolutely certain because they had followed his brother
and he was called Kosminski. The Met accepts the name
Kosminski and accepts data that they heard from the City.
It is completely unimportant to them, because they heard
the man was dead and the case was over. But that stays
in Swanson’s mind as material that he got from the City
Police. Every American policeman I’ve told this to said
that yes, they see it at once; it is highly plausible when you
have overlapping jurisdictions. Every Ripper authority
wants desperately to get rid of it and say it can’t be true,
because it means you can spend all your time getting rid
of that rather than looking at other interesting suspects.

AR: By saying ‘a bridge too many’ on the Nathan
Kaminsky issue, are you now saying that you believe that
David Cohen was not Nathan Kaminsky? Or that it’s largely
irrelevant and that the name confusion really had nothing
to do with Kaminsky/Kosminski and they just happened
to say it was Kosminski, but thinking of David Cohen?

MF: This is purely speculative, the suggestion that
Kaminsky and Kosminski were mixed up. It’s better to
pick Kaminsky up and put him aside as he only shows
up coincidentally as somebody of the right age, right
nationality, right situation and right occupation. But that’s
a coincidence which could apply to a lot of people, so leave
him aside. The fact that he disappears is fascinating and
interesting – but unimportant. Now, let’s come back to
two people we know are there; David Cohen, who does
things that Swanson says Kosminski did that we know
Kosminski didn’t do. So there’s no question that Cohen
and Kosminski were confused. As you rightly said, if
there’s anything resting on an identification in 1890
Cohen would be completely out of the picture, because he
was dead by then. But he’s not out of the picture. To take
him out of the picture, you’ve got to explain away Swanson
saying that Kosminski died shortly after going into the
asylum, and he’s saying this 18 years after Kosminski had
gone into the asylum. The man was still alive, and had
another ten years to live. So you’re into wild speculation
to say how they lost sight of the fact that he was still alive.
If you say that they were talking about Kosminski, then
they took their eyes off Jack the Ripper and said, “Oh, we
heard a report that he’s dead.” It doesn’t matter. He could
have been released. There’s no question they knew that
somebody had died. My explanation for the confusion is
the suggestion based on Swanson saying the City Police
followed Kosminski to his brother’s home in Whitechapel,
which wasn’t their territory… that both forces had been
treading on each other’s territory to try and get the case.
The Met had used the City’s witness, Mr. Lawende, for
their identification and they shouldn’t have done that as
he wasn’t a witness to any murder that had occurred on
the Metropolitan territory. The City had been scouting out
the residence of Kosminski, which they shouldn’t have
done as that was Metropolitan territory. So they didn’t
tell each other what they were doing at the time. Some
time later somebody says from one force to the other, “We
followed the Jew from Whitechapel who went into the
asylum,” and the other side said, “So did we.” Now, the Met
had never known what their man’s name was. Cohen. I’ve

RM: Just a quick question about the asylum records,
Martin. You are the first one to exhaustively take a look at
those asylum records; I was wondering if there is difficulty
in getting access to them?

MF: Yes, they’re supposed to be closed for 100 years.
This is to stop people who try to break wills, for example.
I thought that I would be unable to get at them at all. I
was having to work entirely from the dockets of ‘popular
lunatics in care’, which the local authorities had to send in.
That’s very interesting, because Kosminski doesn’t appear
on those, his family was contributing to his support, so he
was not to be a cost to the parish. And looking at things
like that, and what now are the Greater London archives
– in those days they were the Corporation London – the
librarians started to realize that I was serious, and could
see what I was doing. One of them said to me, ‘Look, you’re
a serious scholar. You could get permission to see the
asylum records.” They gave me the addresses to write to,
and I wrote to them all and I got permission to see them
all, or to have the archivists there go through them and
tell me of every Jewish patient who had gone in during the
period of 1888 to 1890. Nobody has repeated that work.


To listen to the complete broadcast of this episode, or explore other
podcast releases by Rippercast, visit www.casebook.org/podcast.
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The Preserver
of The Metropolis
By NINA and HOWARD BROWN
There were several ‘confessional’ letters published
in the contemporary press allegedly penned by the
Whitechapel Murderer, nearly all appearing within
months of the murder of Mary Jane Kelly and in the
years that followed.

London, Nov. 12th: What thinks the British public
now? Scores are killed to quell a riot and society is
jubilant over the maintenance of law and order. I ask
– should not the sacrifice of a few worthless outcasts,
with a view towards demonstrating the inefficiency,
the grovelling impotence of the Metropolitan Police
Force be looked upon as a blessing in disguise, the
work of a Social Reformer and People’s Champion,
rather than that of a red-handed murderer? Martyrs
ere this have burned at the stake for a Cause, a
Principle, a Chivalrous devotion to Duty. I destroyed
Whitechapel but saved London. I have averted grave
disaster in the future: I have shown the foe at the gate
and pointed, it may be with skeleton fingers, towards
12,000 sleeping policemen! Those in high places are
too often ungrateful, hence, it is proposed to sacrifice
the benefactor (WHEN CAUGHT), to hand over to the
tender mercies of the bloodhounds of a misconceived
moral system,

It is, at least to us, a little surprising that those
newspapers accepted the often lengthy missives in the
first place. Its uncommon for the public to see letters
allegedly written by a self-confessing murderer in modern
newspapers, and it was certainly more rare in newspapers
from the 19th century. It might be a little easier to picture
a newspaper which, say, specialized in lurid depictions of
crime on its front page for its cash flow, such as George
Purkess’s Illustrated Police News, to publish letters in this
vein.
We say nearly all, because we located one such letter a
while back in a Canadian newspaper – the Ottawa Citizen
– which was published only four days after the Kelly
murder, on 13 November 1888.

THE PRESERVER OF A METROPOLIS

the open-eyed watch dog, whose bark has aroused
the slumbering intellects of a nation. Because my
panacea is beyond human comprehension, insane
people, egotistic scientists, speculative dreamers, call
me mad! Mad?

The speed in which this confession was written and
published is remarkable. The fireplace in Miller’s Court
was probably still smouldering. We’ll never know the
precise day it was written, nor where it was written. We
also believe it is the earliest published ‘confessional’ in a
newspaper in the Ripper case history.

I am no more mad than Sir Charles Warren and his
legions! Mad? Medical science taught me that insanity
lacks consecutive method. Why then did I shift my
experiments from quiet nooks in the alleyways, to
private rooms in even more secluded quarters? I
wished to study, to investigate, the superior trailing
instincts of bloodhounds on the track and to depart
at such an hour as would ensure the crossing and
recrossing of foot marks, ere my artistic attainments
in the field of butchery were likely to be examined.
What



THE DARK DEEDS
A Human Bloodhound’s Vindication !
IS THE STORY PUBLISHED AUTHENTIC ?
A Strange Defence Of The Whitechapel Horror
***Special to The Citizen***

IDIOTS MEN ARE !

(The following startling defence of the Whitechapel
murders is published and will be read with interest.
Whether the document is authentic we do not
undertake to say ; it is certainly extraordinary.)

They overlooked the fact that a change of shoes, at
any point, would mystify, deceive and utterly destroy
the scent. I fear neither men nor bloodhounds. More,
why did I adopt the bold effrontery of a professor of
braggadocio? Why did I, in a great city, pen the epistles

To The British People:
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of a mountain bravo, breathing scorn and contempt
towards police and detective forces?

dead, I am innocent, experiencing no self-reproach,
suffering no remorseful agony. I glory in my success,
in my diplomacy, in my scientific attainments; just
as the renowned general who slaughters thousands
and recieves the Grand Cross; just as the statesman
whose shrewd manipulations bring his opponents to
grief; just as a Faraday, when the thought of electricity
flashed through his brain; just as a Newton when
the laws of gravitation dawned upon his mind. It is
altogether how philosophers view the question. I am

Simply because reading, instinct, observation, all
convinced me that human nature is prone to speculate,
to over-estimate, in short to manufacture mysteries,
to propound problems, for the mere pastime of
endeavouring to solve them. With the popular mind
undone and agitated, the army of men ironically called
preservers of the peace, detectives – call them what
you will – become timorous, dejected, fearful that their
own interests will suffer. Hence, to appease public
wrath, statements and opinions leak out, experiments
are made in the full glare of the day. I heard and saw
and read, and was thus enabled to avoid traps, to shun
dangerous ground, to elude vigilance, by a vigilant
alteration of base; thus pursuing those experiments
which the world calls murderous, but which my
doctrine convinces me are reasonable enjoyments –
according to my lights and then angel or devil that is
within me. I was, I am, at war with what the world,
perhaps facetiously,

A HUMAN BENEFACTOR

not a ghoul, a murderer, a loathsome criminal. I have
proved generalship by studying every alleyway, police
precinct, constables’ patrol, detectives’ haunt, when
planning any prospective operation. I have established
genius for diplomacy by deceiving and misleading the
concentrated detective intellect of the metropolis. I
have achieved scientific supremacy, by demonstrating
that an anatomical experiment can be made with
marvelous dexterity under the very noses of swiftfooted reward-seekers and lynx-eyed police agents!
Mad! If mad, would I pause to consider the situation;
to listen and to read and decide upon the next move
of those intent upon capturing and punishing a dead
man? Would I be scanning a map now before me,
tracing every avenue for escape, colouring every
point of danger? Would I photograph within my brain
every division, every square and every ramification of
an intricate, entangled, confusing web of streets and
alleyways and highways? Would I, like great general,
instinctively divine that which is transpiring? Would
I realize that all the machinery of Government, Home
and Foreign, Municipal and Metropolitan, is being
called into requisition? That a cordon of men, intent
upon securing my body, is being organized, with
instructions to surround me? That every house of
assignation, every disreputable dive and hovel, every
rendezvous for prostitution, is to have its stationary
detective, unknown even to the legitimate occupant?
More than all, after bidding defiance for months, would
I now for the first time realize the danger threatening
me? Not because I could not escape – but because I
will not. Would I feel that sense of insecurity which too
often presages disaster? Would matured deliberation
convince me that to fulfill the call of destiny, masterly
strategy and rapid change of base necessary? If this be
madness, then I leave to men of common sense, not
an undone self laudatory, vacillating, inefficient Police
Force, the solution to the problem – What is Sanity?
Meanwhile, complete success or ignominious capture
will signal the brilliant coup upon which I have now
fully decided. To pen these lines may be a daring act
– but I have done more. I have conversed with Sir
Charles Warren within the four weeks.

CALLS ‘THE WEAKER SEX’.

Why? Because that very sex has made my life a
barren waste. I believed, I believe, one class to be a
bane, a noxious poison to the community, a winking,
treacherous, lying, deceptive gone-to-perditionanyhow excrescence, upon civilization, living to ruin,
and ruining to live. The law, made by men, protects
them; but the law did not protect, did not preserve,
did not avenge me. No contract is binding which gives
all to one side, leaving the other to rub its hands to
keep the blood in circulation. Ha! Ha! I kept the blood
circulating! (Note: A deep crimson blot covers this
portion of the letter) and for doing so am deemed a
SCOURGE, AN OUTLAW, AN ISHMAELITE!

I kept the blood circulating! and the great Doomsday
book will record a fact – which men in their profundity
may scorn to consider – the immoral have been coerced
into morality, and prostitution in low haunts of vice has
virtually become a dead letter! The victims are dead, at
any rate, whether the letter passed through a similar
ordeal or not. Men make laws for the prevention and
punishment of crime. Why should not one man use
his dissecting knife for similar purposes? I am an
adjudged murderer, an outcast; the law has killed me,
for I became to all intents and purposes dead to society,
dead to the State, after my first successful operation. I
accepted, I accept the situation. Can the dead commit
outrages? Can the dead be dealt with, under cast iron
statutory provisions, applicable to the living? Being
dead, death reprieves, being reprieved, under what
law, save theoretical ordinances, shall I be punished?
To be sure, the fundamental teachings of religion – to
which I candidly admit my heart is as adamant – are,
that the pangs of Conscience, haunting, harrowing
Retribution, self-incrimination, are penalties following
the undiscovered malefactor. I feel none such. I as I
was; hence, aside from the circumstances of being

---Jack The R---

NINA and HOWARD BROWN are the proprietors of
JTRforums.com.
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Britain’s Most Ancient
Murder House
By JAN BONDESON
London’s oldest standing murder house is the Black
Lion pub at what is today 123 Bayswater Road, where
the soldier James Hartley stabbed his colleague
George Scott to death in 1800, to be found guilty of
murder and executed for his crime.1 This 300-yearold murder pub, a coaching inn back in 1800, was
recently in the news when it was sold to an investor
for a cool sum of £27 million, to be ‘developed’ into
luxury flats.2

in a tournament, François ascended the throne, although
the country was largely run by Mary’s two powerful
uncles, the Duke of Guise and the Cardinal of Lorraine.
Poor François II was not destined for a long and happy
reign, however: he died in 1560 from complications to an
ear infection. He was succeeded by his younger brother
Charles IX, with the Dowager Queen, Catherine de Medici,
acting as regent during his infancy.

Although Mary kept her title as a dowager Queen of
France, and a considerable income from her estates in
that country, she no longer had any active part to play
at the French court. Instead, she was tempted to return
to Scotland, where the political situation had become
somewhat less turbulent: a party of Protestants, led by
her illegitimate half-brother James Earl of Moray, had
taken control of state affairs, and they formally invited
her to come back home. When Mary landed at Leith on 19
August 1561, many were pleased to see her: the Royalists
and the remaining Catholics in particular. The scheming
and ambitious Moray, who continued to act as regent,
thought he could use Mary as a pawn in his various political
intrigues. But Mary also had an indomitable enemy: the
rabble-rousing preacher John Knox, who had risen to
an influential position due to his near-maniacal energy,
uncompromising language, and fanatical Protestantism.5

As regular readers of Ripperologist will know, the
oldest standing murder house in England is likely to be
the Mary Blandy house in Henley-upon-Thames, where
she murdered her father back in 1751.3
But north of the border, in Edinburgh, lurks an even
more ancient murder house, or rather murder palace,
inside which blood was shed as far ago as 1566…


Mary Queen of Scots was born in 1542, the only
surviving legitimate child of James V of Scotland and his
wife Mary of Guise.4 When King James died from a fever
after the defeat against the English at the Battle of Solway
Moss, Mary ascended the throne at the age of just six days.
At the age of five, she was taken to the French court to
escape attention from the old English enemy; she grew
up there with her mother’s family and was educated as
a French princess. At an early age, she was betrothed
to François, the Dauphin of France and the son of King
Henri II, and they married in 1558. Whereas Mary was
tall, vivacious and good-looking, her husband was far
from a prepossessing specimen of humanity: abnormally
short, feeble and sickly, and afflicted with a nasty stutter.
When Henri II died in July 1559, from injuries sustained

1.

J. Bondeson, Murder Houses of London (Stroud 2014), 72-3.

3.

J Bondeson (Ripperologist 163 [January 2019], 34-41).

2.
4.
5.
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decided to remain in Edinburgh, where he was employed
as a chamber valet at Mary’s large court. Mary liked to have
foreigners in her service, and she could appreciate Rizzio’s
good bass voice, which enabled him to join a quartet of
singers employed at the musical entertainments arranged
by the carefree young queen.

Mary Queen of Scots, a cabinet card by W.G. Patterson

Urging that Scotland was to be swept free of Catholics,
for good, he was outraged to hear that Mary desired
to celebrate Mass in private. A misogynist even by the
standards of the time, he considered that although women
had their uses in the kitchen and in bed, their feeble
intellects did not qualify them for taking part in matters of
state, or in religious debate for that matter.


An unmarked cabinet card of David Rizzio

David Rizzio was born about 1533 in the village of
Pancatieri, some twenty miles south of Turin, in the Duchy
of Savoy.6 His father worked as a music teacher and his
family was poor but respectable: young David was given
the opportunity to study music and languages, and became
a servant to Cardinal Usdimo. When, in 1561, the Marquis
di Moretto was chosen to lead a diplomatic mission to the
court of Mary Queen of Scots, Rizzio was selected to join
the entourage in a menial capacity.

By all accounts, David Rizzio was far from a handsome
man: short, hunched and swarthy. Yet there must have
been something about him, since Mary liked his company,
admired his musical prowess, and appreciated his loyalty.
When her secretary for French correspondence, Augustine
Raullet, fell from favour in December 1564, she appointed
Rizzio his successor. This was an important post, since
Mary had many dealings with her French relatives: Rizzio
was constantly in the Queen’s company, and soon became
her acknowledged court favourite. He had responsibility
for the bedding in the royal apartments, as well as the
purchase of cloth for the livery of the pages and lackeys.

The mission travelled slowly through France and
England, arriving at Edinburgh in December 1561.
Mary appreciated the company of the urbane Marquis
di Moretto, particularly the news and gossip he brought
back from France, and was sorry to see him go when he
returned home in 1562. The personable young Rizzio, who
spoke fluent Italian, French and Latin, had been able to
learn English with alacrity during his stay in Scotland: he

6.
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A scheming, unpopular man, he was known as ‘Seigneur
Davie’ as he swaggered about in his elegant attire. He
enriched himself by taking bribes from people who
wanted access to the Queen, and was financially careful
and able to save money. He built up a stable of fine horses,
and possessed an elegantly furnished apartment and a
wardrobe full of expensive clothes.

of the ‘monstrous regiment of women’ and likened himself
to Paul, who had to endure the tyranny of Nero.

Mary had many offers of marriage over the years, from
the Earl of Leicester, from various foreign princelings, and
even from King Erik of Sweden, but she turned them all
down. She realized that to get rid of irksome Regent Moray,
she needed to marry one of the great Scottish nobles. Her
choice fell on Henry Lord Darnley, a son of the Earl of
Lennox. He was a handsome and personable swain, and
Mary thought she would be able to dominate him since
he was not particularly bright. Realizing that as Mary’s
husband, Darnley would be a person of considerable
influence at court, Rizzio tried to ingratiate himself with
the vain and foolish youth, initially with some success.

Mary Queen of Scots and Henry Darnley,
a cabinet card by W.G. Patterson

Since Moray was unwilling to give up his position
of power, Mary and Darnley raised troops and drove
him south of the border after a short civil war. In this
enterprise, they were helped by two influential loyalist
Scottish nobles, the Earls of Bothwell and Huntly.

Two alleged portraits of David Rizzio,
from A.F. Steuart, ‘Seigneur Davie’ (London 1922)

Scotland was home to a considerable population
of angry, dissatisfied noblemen, who were normally
occupied with infighting and local quarrels. When they
joined forces against a mutual enemy, they were a force
to be reckoned with, however. There were rumours that
Rizzio was a foreign agent in the employ of the Pope, or

As Mary took over the reign of Scotland, Rizzio was
more powerful than ever. He was virtually her prime
minister, meddling in all matters of state. Fearful of a
Catholic backlash led by Mary and Rizzio, John Knox spoke
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Holyrood Palace, a postcard by R.P. Phillimore,
like the other coloured cards in this article

that he was a necromancer who had put a spell on Mary to
take over the government of Scotland; a troop of 200 Italian
mercenaries had been recruited by Mary, it was falsely
bruited, 50 of whom were to serve as Rizzio’s personal
guard. When it was said that Mary intended to give Rizzio
a Scottish Earldom and officially make him chief secretary
of state, the Protestant lords had had enough. They joined
forces to conspire against Rizzio, since they found it an
abomination that this foreign upstart gained prominence
at court. They decided that Rizzio must die, and cunningly
swore the weak and foolish Darnley into the conspiracy,
persuading him that the Italian was Mary’s favourite in
more ways than one, and that he had perhaps fathered her
unborn child. The foppish ‘Seigneur Davie’ was entirely
unaware that the Protestant nobles hated and despised
him: when warned that he was in danger by the priest John
Damiot, he unwisely said that the Scots were given more to
brag than to fight.

feeble, elderly Holyrood servants ran for their lives as the
heavily-armed desperadoes rummaged around in the state
rooms looking for Rizzio. But since Lord Ruthven rightly
presumed that the hated Italian was in the second-floor
suite of rooms occupied by the Queen, he led his men up
the spiral staircase to Mary’s apartments.

Queen Mary’s bedroom at Holyrood



On 9 March 1566 the conspirators forced their way
into Holyrood, with a force of 500 men.7 They subdued
the palace guards, snatched the keys from the porters
and secured the gate. Patrick Lord Ruthven then led a
force of 80 henchmen up to the royal apartments. The

7.
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Queen Mary’s audience chamber

Left: Queen Mary’s supper room.
Above: The murder of Rizzio, after the painting by David Scott RSA,
from H.T. Skae, Mary Queen of Scots (Edinburgh 1912).
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Indignant when she saw the familiar figure of
Darnley among the intruders, Mary angrily asked him
what knowledge he had of this treacherous enterprise,
something that he cravenly denied. Mary was able to hold
the conspirators at bay for a while, the terrified Rizzio
cowering behind her, but the murderous throng had little
respect for her, holding her at gunpoint and waving their
daggers in her face. All of a sudden, a number of noblemen
rushed forward and grabbed Rizzio with a hearty goodwill,
wrenching his fingers away from the Queen’s skirts. The
wretched Italian could only scream “Giustizia! Giustizia!
Sauvez-moi, Madame!” as the conspirators dragged him
through the bedroom into the outer chamber, where they
finished him off with 56 stab wounds. With his final breath,
he yelled out “Madama, io son morto!” [Madame, I am
dead!] in a terrible voice. The Queen wept bitterly when she
heard his desperate outcry, and exclaimed “Ah, poor David,
my good and faithful servant, may the Lord have mercy on
your soul.”

The Conspirator’s Doorway

The Queen was having a meal in her supper-room,
attended by Lord Robert Stewart and Lady Argyll, her
equerry Arthur Erskine and the ubiquitous David Rizzio,
when the conspirators burst in upon them. Lord Ruthven
was the first to speak out: “Let it please your Majesty that
yonder man David come forth of your privy-chamber where
he hath been overlong!”

The murder of Rizzio, an engraving from
the Pictorial History of Scotland

The conspirators also wanted to settle the score with
the loyalists Bothwell and Huntly, but these two heard the
uproar and ran out to lead a counter-attack, mobilizing a
troop of cooks, scullions and other palace servants. The
craven domestics had no fight in them, however, so the two
noblemen leapt out through a window and escaped.

In the meantime, Lord Ruthven did his best to browbeat
Mary, but she was not having any of that, angrily swearing
revenge against the murderers of Rizzio, her faithful
servant for many years. Ruthven retorted that Rizzio had
been a mean and base character, an enemy to the Scottish
nobility, a shame to herself, and destruction to her country,
but Mary still threatened revenge, saying that she would
see the dear blood of the conspirators for what they had
just accomplished.
The conspirators had not thought through what to do

An unposted card showing Queen Mary’s supping room
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The murder of Rizzio, a postcard stamped and posted in 1905

with Mary and Darnley, who were virtually their captives
at Holyrood. Even the bold Ruthven had second thoughts
about keeping the reigning Queen as his prisoner, under
armed guard, so in the end Mary and her craven consort
were just left in the murder room. Mary managed to put
some steel into the cow-hearted Darnley, urging him that
they must escape Holyrood at all costs. She suspected that
the conspirators had invited the exiled Moray to return,
and that this ambitious individual would have less than
agreeable plans for his half-sister, who had defeated and
outlawed him, and forced him to take refuge in England.

her active participation in the events that were to follow
remain a mystery today, she must have implied to Bothwell
that he could win her favour if something was done to end
Darnley’s career, for good.

Mary invited Darnley to stay with her at Craigmillar
Castle, but fearful that the loyalist nobles were planning
some lethal ‘accident’ for him there, he preferred to stay
at his house at Kirk o’Field near the Cowgate, where he
believed himself to be secure. But on 9 February 1567, some
evildoers had loaded the vaults underneath the house with
gunpowder; after a tremendous explosion, Darnley’s dead
body was found in the garden. It appears likely that a servant
saw or heard the dynamitards at work and warned Darnley
in time: the conspirators had made sure that some loyal
men were standing by to supervise the plot, however, and
these desperadoes discovered Darnley making his escape,
and strangled both him and his servant to death.8 Bothwell,
who was widely suspected of being responsible for the
murder, walked off scot-free, and later became Mary’s third
husband. But by this time many people, the adherents of
John Knox in particular, had had enough of Mary and her
violent and immoral court: she would face imprisonment,

Mary and Darnley were fortunate that Bothwell and
Huntly managed to sneak back into Holyrood after the
conspirators had left. They all managed to escape and
take refuge at the Bothwell’s castle in Dunbar. Here they
regrouped and gathered soldiers and support, before
returning to Edinburgh in triumph, driving Moray south for
a second time, and taking charge of the government.
But the coward Darnley would not have long to exult
after settling his score with Rizzio in such a definitive
manner. Although Mary made use of her feminine wiles
to keep her vacillating husband under control, her love
for him was long gone, and she conspired with Bothwell
and the other loyalist nobles to get rid of him. Although
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and subsequent execution, among her enemies south of
the border. As for the adventurer Bothwell, he would end
his days as a state prisoner in the hands of the King of
Denmark, under miserable circumstances.9

What is purported to be Rizzio’s guitar is at the Museum
of Musical Instruments at the Royal College of Music, being
donated along with the collection of Sir George Donaldson
in 1894.16 Experts on musical instruments have concluded
that the association is a spurious one, however, since the
guitar was made long after Rizzio was murdered.



David Rizzio was the typical court favourite: cunning,
self-seeking and promoted above his capacity. He learnt it
the hard way that the old Scots were no friends of foreign
upstarts, and that they had a strong penchant for mob
violence. He had overestimated the strength of his position
at court, and misinterpreted the respect shown for his
influential position to imagine that he was tolerated, or even
liked, in his adopted country. The role played by Darnley in
planning and executing the murder can be debated: it is true
that he was a weakling used as a puppet by the powerful
nobles, but according to a letter to Sir Nicolas Throgmorton,
“The Slauchtor of an Italian callit Davie” was a direct effect
of Darnley’s ‘hatraid’ against his rival, “that he intendit to
haif done the same in his awin hands.”10 Mary was the only
person who mourned Rizzio; many people were happy that
he was gone, since he had symbolized corruption, foreign
influence and Catholicism. With his usual bloodthirsty
attitude, John Knox disregarded the Sixth Commandment
and openly gloated that the hated Rizzio was dead.

Rizzio’s walking cane, of equally unreliable provenance,
was seen by Prince Albert at the Antiquarian Museum in
Edinburgh in 1842, but it is not listed in the 1849 Synopsis
of that museum, and no longer kept today.17

The Edinburgh Wax Museum at New Assembly Close,
142 High Street, exhibited tableaux of the murders of Rizzio
and Darnley, as well as an effigy of a sad-looking Mary and
a group of models showing her execution. The two latter
exhibits have secured a gloomy asylum at the Carmichael
Estate near Biggar, but the whereabouts of the Rizzio and
Darnley wax models remain unknown.18
There are several paintings of the murder of Rizzio,
among which those by John Opie in 1787, now at the
Guildhall Art Gallery, and Sir William Allan in 1850, on
exhibition at the National Galleries of Scotland, the most
famous; they both depict Mary as a close eyewitness to the
murder, whereas in reality, she is likely to have remained in
the supper-room when the conspirators dragged Rizzio out
and finished him off.

In 1848, Sir Daniel Wilson wrote that at the corner of the
Horse Wynd, immediately to the west of the Abbey CourtHouse, a dilapidated mansion of considerable extent was
pointed out as the residence of the unfortunate Rizzio.11 In
the 1890s, this house had been pulled down to be replaced
by buildings connected with the Free Church of Scotland.12
There is an old tradition that when Mary and Rizzio lived
at Pittendreich near Lasswade, they planted a holly and a
laurel which were still growing after many years; an oak
tree at Melville in the North Esk valley is still called ‘Rizzio’s
Oak’, and tradition has it that underneath its branches Rizzio
serenaded his Queen.13 According to another old Edinburgh
legend, wholly unsupported by fact, the dagger that killed
Rizzio was found in the roof space of Queen Mary’s Bath
House, Holyrood, during restoration work in 1789, having
been deposited there by the conspirators.14 In 1904, a
man named Donald Stuart died intestate in Auckland,
New Zealand; he was in the possession of a cabinet of
curiosities, including a dagger inscribed with the year 1565
and the words “Tae H.S.L.D. Frae M.S.Q.S.” indicating, to
the credulous mind at least, that this was a present from
Mary Stuart Queen of Scots to Henry Stuart Lord Darnley.
Lord Galloway had once offered Donald Stuart £250 for the
dagger, but the New Zealander had not sold it. The dagger
that killed Rizzio was to be put on the market to benefit the
Treasury; it turned up in London to be sold at Sotheby’s in
late 1908, but its later history remains unrecorded.15

The apartments of Mary Queen of Scots at Holyrood were
left unchanged for many years. The rooms were regularly
visited by the curious, and in 1760, the future Duchess of
Northumberland came to call: “I went also to see Mary
Queen of Scots’ Bedchamber (a very small one it is) from
whence David Rizzio was drag’d out and stab’d in the ante
room where there is some of his Blood which they can’t get
wash’d out.”19
9.

On Bothwell, see F. Schiern, Life of James Hepburn, Earl of Bothwell
(Edinburgh 1880) and R. Gore-Brown, Lord Bothwell (London
1937); also D. Severn (History Today 25(10) [1975], 71-9).

10. National Records of Scotland RH 15/23/16.

11. D. Wilson, Memorials of Edinburgh in the Olden Time (Edinburgh
1891), Vol. II, 118.
12. Cassell’s Old and New Edinburgh (Edinburgh n.d.), Vol. III, 11.

13. A.F. Steuart, Seigneur Davie (London 1922), 70-1; on other ’Queen
Mary’s Trees’ named due to arboreal romanticism, see J. Bondeson
(Edinburgh Life July/August 2018, 38-9).
14. Penny Illustrated Paper, August 21 1886.

15. Portsmouth Evening News, August 24 1904; Dundee Courier, October
30 1908.
16. Sunday Post, January 15 1928; Evening Telegraph, January 23 931.
17. Caledonian Mercury, September 8 1842.

18. J. Bondeson (Edinburgh Life May/June 2018, 20-2).

19. The Palace of Holyroodhouse (Edinburgh 2007), 57.
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courtyard, carried into the porter’s lodge, and later buried
by the door to Holyrood Abbey. But according to the old
chronicler George Buchanan, Mary had him disinterred
after her triumphal return to Edinburgh, and reburied
in one of the royal tombs, containing the remains of her
father James V and his family: “Her first proceeding was
to cause David’s body, which had been buried before the
neighbouring church door, to be removed in the night,
and placed in the tomb of the late king and his children,
which alone, with a few unaccountable transactions, gave
rise to strange observations; for what stronger confession
of adultery could she make, than she should equal to
her father and brothers in his last honours, a base born
reptile, neither liberally educated, nor distinguished by any
public service, and what was still more detestable that she
should place the miscreant almost in the very embrace of
Magdalene of Vallois, the late queen.”24
On the other hand, there has long been a tradition at
Holyrood that Rizzio was buried there, in an unmarked
grave in the Abbey grounds.25

A group of courtiers admiring the bloodstain at Holyrood
during Queen Victoria’s visit to Edinburgh,
from the Graphic, 19 August 1876

Throughout Victorian times, a regular stream of tourists
came to see these rooms, some of them exclaiming ‘Cor
blimey!’ when they saw the bloodstain that could not be
washed out. During Queen Victoria’s visit to Edinburgh in
1876, a group of courtiers are depicted admiring the room
where Rizzio had been murdered, with its tell-tale stain on
the floor.20 Sir Daniel Wilson wrote of a “pool of blood, the
marks of which, according to popular tradition, still remain,
and are pointed out by the keeper to credulous visitors.”21
As late as 1920, a journalist wrote that “One of the sights of
Holyrood is the stain of blood on the floor marking the spot
where David Rizzio met his death.”22

In 1936, there was a brass plate to mark the site where
Rizzio had expired, “put there because souvenir hunters
were always scraping the red paint off the floor” according
to a visiting American.23 No bloodstain remains to be seen
today, however, and it must be suspected that the Holyrood
tourist guides had used to ‘improve on’ it with some fresh
cow’s blood.

The west door to Holyrood Abbey
20. Graphic, August 19 1876

21. D. Wilson, Memorials of Edinburgh in the Olden Time (Edinburgh
1891), Vol. I, 98.
22. Dundee Evening Telegraph, June 29 1920.
23. Weekly Scotsman, September 5 1936.



24. J. Aikman, George Buchanan’s History of Scotland (Glasgow 1827),
483-4. See also W.A. Gatherer, The Tyrannous Reign of Mary Stewart
(Edinburgh 1958), 100-1.

One of the great unsolved mysteries of Edinburgh is
where David Rizzio was buried. We know that his mutilated
corpse was thrown out through the window into the

25. Cassell’s Old and New Edinburgh (Edinburgh n.d.), Vol. 3, 71.
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Thirdly, the east wall of Canongate Kirk has a plaque
above a worn old gravestone, saying that this was the
grave of David Rizzio, transported here from Holyrood,
presumably in 1688; this version of events has gained
widespread credence on the Internet, and was accepted by
Rizzio’s biographer Mr David Tweedie.26

With this evidence at hand, I would treat Buchanan’s
version of the story as a falsification intended as a slur on
Mary: there is good evidence that Rizzio was not buried in
the royal tomb, and it would of course have been entirely
out of character for Mary to have the low-born Rizzio
buried in the tomb of her own father.

A plaque on the east wall of the Canongate Kirk in
Edinburgh’s Royal Mile, above a very worn old gravestone,
proclaims that according to tradition, this is the grave of
David Rizzio, transported here from Holyrood.

In the early 17th century, Holyrood Abbey served the
inhabitants of Canongate as their parish church. King
James VII, who wanted the Abbey to serve as the chapel of
the Order of the Thistle, gave money to have a new church
constructed in the Canongate itself. Founded in 1688 and
finished in 1691, in a quaint Dutch style with a prominent
gable, Canongate Kirk has served as the local parish church
ever since. In its kirkyard, various notable people have
been buried over the years, including the economist Adam
Smith, the philosopher Dugald Stewart and the poet Robert
Ferguson.
26. ‘Canongate Kirkyard’ on Wikipedia. There is reason to believe that
the legend of Rizzio’s reburial at the Canongate Kirkyard was
initiated in the second edition of R.T. Skinner, The Royal Mile
(Edinburgh 1928), 81, which states that “Riccio’s mutilated
body is said to have been interred under the Chapel passage at
Holyroodhouse, but the remains of the Secretary were exhumed
and reburied, says tradition, under the carved stone at the southeast corner of the Canongate Church.” Robert T. Skinner was an
old Edinburgh schoolmaster and antiquary who wrote several
books, some of them privately published; his account of the Royal
Mile was his sole bestseller and appeared in three editions. The
book is devoid of annotation and contains many unverifiable old
yarns. Its original 1920 edition does not mention the tomb of
Rizzio, but this detail was added to the 1928 edition. An undated
(1920s or 1930s?) press cutting on the ‘Mystery of Rizzio’s Tomb’
[Edinburgh Central Library YDA 2048 Vol. 2, ff. 30-2] says that “it
is believed in Edinburgh that James VII had his remains exhumed
and reburied under the curiously carved stone at the south-east
corner of the Canongate Church.” The Dunfermline man Hugh
Mackenzie-Catton objected to Skinner’s statement in the Scotsman
of April 23 1934, saying that although there was doubt as to Rizzio’s
place of sepulture, he would favour the Holyrood grave over that
at Canongate, since it was closer to the place of the murder. An
author in the Edinburgh Evening News of November 8 and 15 1941
says that there was ‘no certainty’ about the story of Rizzio’s
reinterment in the Canongate Kirkyard, and that the belief was
largely based on the fact that the gravestone was done in the Italian
style of the period.

Canongate Kirk

While investigating this matter, I found a memorandum
by a certain Doctor Sibbald, saying that when the vault of
David V was discovered and searched in 1688 it contained
only the royal corpses of King David, Queen Magdalene,
Lord Darnley, the Countess of Argyll and the King’s two
sons, all in good order. There was no trace of David Rizzio.
Furthermore, Bishop Lesly said that in spite of Buchanan’s
exhortations, there was evidence that Rizzio had been
buried “in the Porch of the Abbey Church”.27 Bishop Lesly
was a contemporary and thus in a position to know.
The Sibbald memorandum agrees with a statement by
Bishop Keith to the effect that when a party of noblemen
inspected the royal vault in 1683, Rizzio’s corpse was not
there.28

The original statement as to the disposal of Rizzio’s
remains, by the French Ambassador Paul de Foix, merely
says that he was given a honourable burial in the [Holyrood]
church, like if he had been a royal personage.29 A series of
letters from Sir William Drury to Cecil agree that Rizzio was
buried in another part of the church, and not in the royal
tomb.30

27. National Records of Scotland SRO 1/33. There was a Dr Robert
Sibbald (1641-1722), a well-known medical practitioner who is
buried at Greyfriars.
28. R. Keith, History of the Affairs of Church and State in Scotland
(Edinburgh 1845), Vol. II, 517-8.

29. A. Toulet, Papiers d’Etat relatifs à l’Histoire de l’Ecosse (Paris n.d.),
Vol. II, 119.
30. Calendar of State Papers, Foreign Series 1566-8, 289, 297 and 298.
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It seems highly adventurous to count Rizzio among the
worthies buried in Canongate Kirkyard, however, since it
would involve the reinterment of the remains of a Catholic
with no living friends in a Protestant kirkyard at least 120
years after his death. The gravestone pointed out as that of
Rizzio is certainly of 17th century origin, but its inscription
is wholly illegible; it may well be the stone of Bishop James
Ramsay, known to have been buried in Canongate Kirkyard.
The tradition that Rizzio is buried at Canongate does not
predate 1920, and the plaque connecting the gravestone
with Rizzio is from the 1950s; it must be suspected that the
story of his reinterment at Canongate is a hoax intended for
the more gullible of the Edinburgh tourists.

Holyrood Abbey, as originally suggested by Paul de Foix,
Bishop Lesly and Sir William Drury. Of these three worthies,
Bishop Lesly was the only one to specify the location of the
grave: in the porch of the Abbey Church. Much later, James
Grant wrote that “In the middle of the passage leading from
the quadrangle to the chapel is shown a flat square stone,
which is said to mark the grave of Rizzio; but it is older than
his day, and has probably served as the tomb for someone
else.”31 A tourist guide just says that Rizzio’s grave is in the
passage leading from the quadrangle.32
Now, a porch is defined as a room-like structure at a
church’s main entrance, so if Bishop Lesly was right, these
writers must be wrong. According to Charles Mackie, the
porch of Holyrood Abbey once stood at the western side of
the church, by the main entrance, but it was demolished in
1755.33

In prolific Edinburgh mythology, I have no doubt that the
tripartite ghost of David Rizzio will continue to haunt the
royal tomb at Holyrood and the spurious gravesite in the
Canongate Kirkyard, being admired by the gullible tourists,
although it is tempting to exclaim, with Thomas Hood:
Don’t do to weep upon my grave
And think that there I be
They haven’t left an atom there
Of my anatomie.

But for the minority who prefer truth to make-believe,
Rizzio is buried in the grounds of Holyrood Abbey, most
probably in or near the porch at the west gate, as suggested
by the Sibbald memorandum.
31. Cassell’s Old and New Edinburgh (Edinburgh n.d.), Vol. III, 71.
32. Black’s Guide to Scotland (London 1903), 55.

33. C. Mackie, The History of the Abbey, Palace and Chapel-royal of
Holyrood (Edinburgh 1819), 100.



This is an edited and extra-illustrated extract from
Jan Bondeson’s book Phillimore’s Edinburgh (Amberley
Publishing, Stroud 2018).


Top: Rizzio’s alleged gravestone in Canongate Kirkyard
Bottom: The plaque above the gravestone

JAN BONDESON is a senior lecturer and consultant rheumatologist
at Cardiff University. He is the author of Rivals of the Ripper, Murder
Houses of London, The London Monster, The Great Pretenders, Blood
on the Snow and other true crime books, as well as the bestselling
Buried Alive.

Having disposed of two of the three alternatives as
to Rizzio’s final resting-place, we are left with the fully
credible version that he was given an honourable burial at
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A plaster relief depicting the murder of David Rizzio
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No Living Voice
By Thomas Street Millington
Edited with an Introduction by Eduardo Zinna
INTRODUCTION

Roman Catholic ghost. Since the narrator’s allegiance is to
the Church of England, a little remark in this connection
will be inserted at the end of the tale.

Most dead people remain peacefully where they were
laid to rest. A few know no such repose. Some sorely
miss the life they have led, some have unfinished
business, some are intent on adequate revenge.
Malevolent or sympathetic, compassionate or hateful,
they fret, they fume, they chafe. As darkness falls they
leave their grave to go haunt the places where they
knew joy or sorrow. On their way, probably the worse
for wear, they may come across a late reveller headed
for home, a poacher setting his traps in the woods or
an old woman gathering mushrooms, or berries, or
herbs. From such an encounter a ghost story may be
born.

The story was first published anonymously in Temple
Bar in April 1872. It was, however, ascribed to Thomas
Street Millington in the Wellesley Index to Victorian
Periodicals. Very little is known about Millington. He was
born in 1821 in London, the son of Henry Millington, a
solicitor, and his wife Anna. Thomas was educated at
Cambridge and took holy orders. He was a deacon in the
Isle of Man and a rector in Northampton. He was married
and had one daughter. In 1853 he became the vicar of
Woodhouse Eaves, Leicestershire, and served in this
capacity for 45 years. His published works range between
the predictable and the unanticipated. They include such
weighty tomes as Signs and Wonders in the Land of Ham
with Ancient and Modern Parallels and Illustrations: A
Description of the Ten Plagues of Egypt, A Testimony of
the Heathen to the Truths of Holy Write: A commentary
on the Old and New Testaments, and Words to Win Souls:
Ten Sermons. In a lighter vein, he wrote a number of
exemplary novels and stories for The Boy’s Own Paper and
the Religious Tract Society with titles like Boy and Man,
Through Fire and Through Water, Balloons and Parachutes,
Ups and Downs, Heights and Flights, Straight to the Mark,
A Great Mistake: A Story of Adventure, Under a Cloud, or,
Stranger Things have Happened, and The Latch Key, or Too
Many by Half.

For most ghost stories are told by a narrator who avers
that the incidents he (or she) is about to relate happened
to him or her – or to a close relative or dear friend or
most respectable acquaintance – years, sometimes many
years, before. If the story is told to a party sitting round
the fire at a country house, doubts may be allowed, or
even mild expressions of disbelief. The narrator, who
usually has impeccable credentials of trustworthiness
and truthfulness, might even assert that he (or she) has
never believed in ghosts, revenants or the returning dead.
He will just confine himself to exposing the facts of which
he has first knowledge. Or so he says.

Such a story is Ripperologist’s Victorian Fiction offering
for the present issue, No Living Voice. A family party are
assembled after dinner, and a guest, who describes himself
as a matter-of-fact person, and is believed to be so by the
other guests, is prevailed upon to relate an adventure
which befell him in Italy many years ago. There is, in his
story, a ghost, and this being Italy, he’s an Italian ghost, a

The Reverend Thomas S Millington retired in 1898. He
died on 23 March 1906 and was buried in the graveyard
at St Peter’s, Woodhouse Eaves’s church, two days later.
There are many memorials at the church, including one
for Millington’s successor as vicar, but none to him.
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it.’

‘How do you account for it?’

curiosity. I was relating to Mr Smith, in few words, an
adventure which befell me in Italy many years ago, giving
him the naked facts of the case, in refutation of a theory
which he had been propounding.’

‘I don’t account for it at all. I don’t pretend to understand
‘You think, then, that it was really supernatural?

‘Now we don’t want theories, and we won’t have
naked facts; they are hardly proper at any time, and at
this period of the year, with snow upon the ground,’ they
would be most unseasonable; but we must have that story
fully and feelingly related to us, and we promise to give
it a respectful hearing, implicit belief, and unbounded
sympathy. So draw round the fire, all of you, and let Mr
Browne begin.’

‘We know so little what Nature comprehends what
are its powers and limits that we can scarcely speak of
anything that happens as beyond it or above it.’
‘And you are certain that this did happen?’

‘Quite certain; of that I have no doubt whatever.’

These sentences passed between two gentlemen in the
drawing-room of a country house, where a small family
party was assembled after dinner; and in consequence of a
lull in the conversation occurring at the moment they were
distinctly heard by nearly everybody present. Curiosity
was excited, and enquiries were eagerly pressed as to the
nature or supernature of the event under discussion. ‘A
ghost story!’ cried one; ‘Oh! delightful! we must and will
hear it.’ ‘Oh! Please, no, said another; ‘I should not sleep all
night and yet I am dying with curiosity.’

Poor Mr Browne turned pale and red, his lips quivered,
his entreaties to be excused became quite plaintive; but
his good nature and perhaps, also, the consciousness that
he could really interest his hearers, led him to overcome
his reluctance; and after exacting a solemn promise that
there should be no jesting or levity in regard to what he
had to tell, he cleared his throat twice or thrice, and in a
hesitating nervous tone began as follows:

Others seemed inclined to treat the question rather
from a rational or psychological point of view, and would
have started a discussion upon ghosts in general, each
giving his own experience; but these were brought back
by the voice of the hostess, crying, ‘Question, question!’
and the first speakers were warmly urged to explain
what particular event had formed the subject of their
conversation.

‘It was in the spring of 18… I had been at Rome during
the Holy Week, and had taken a place in the diligence for
Naples. There were two routes: one by way of Terracina
and the other by the Via Latina, more inland. The diligence,
which made the journey only twice a week, followed these
routes alternately, so that each road was traversed only
once in seven days. I chose the inland route, and after a
long day’s journey arrived at Ceprano, where we halted
for the night.

‘It was you, Mr Browne, who said you could not account
for it; and you are such a very matter-of-fact person that
we feel doubly anxious to hear what wonderful occurrence
could have made you look so grave and earnest.’

‘The next morning we started again very early, and it
was scarcely yet daylight when we reached the Neapolitan
frontier, at a short distance from the town. There our
passports were examined, and to my great dismay I was
informed that mine was not en règle. It was covered,
indeed, with stamps and signatures, not one of which had
been procured without some cost and trouble; but one
“visa” yet was wanting, and that the all-important one,
without which none could enter the kingdom of Naples. I

‘Thank you,’ said Mr Browne. ‘I am a matter-of-fact
person, I confess; and I was speaking of a fact; though I
must beg to be excused saying any more about it. It is an
old story; but I never even think of it without a feeling of
distress; and I should not like to stir up such keen and
haunting memories merely for the sake of gratifying
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was obliged therefore to alight, and to send my wretched
passport back to Rome, my wretched self being doomed
to remain under police surveillance at Ceprano, until the
diligence should bring it back to me on that day week, at
soonest.

must talk of something, and he seemed to think it only
proper to express an interest in his guests and to learn as
much of their concerns as they would tell him.

‘I took up my abode at the hotel where I had passed
the previous night, and there I presently received a visit
from the Capo di Polizia, who told me very civilly that I
must present myself, even morning and evening at his
bureau, but that I might have liberty to “circulate” in the
neighbourhood during the day. I grew so weary of this dull
place, that after I had explored the immediate vicinity of
the town I began to extend my walks to a greater distance,
and as I always reported myself to the police before night
I met with no objection on their part.

‘One day, however, when I had been as far as Alatri
and was returning on foot, night overtook me. I had lost
my way, and could not tell how far I might be from my
destination. I was very tired and had a heavy knapsack
on my shoulders, packed with stones and relics from
the ruins of the old Pelasgic fortress which I had been
exploring, besides a number of old coins and a lamp
or two which I had purchased there. I could discern no
signs of any human habitation, and the hills, covered with
wood, seemed to shut me in on every side. I was beginning
to think seriously of looking out for some sheltered spot
under a thicket in which to pass the night, when the
welcome sound of a footstep behind me fell upon my ears.
Presently a man dressed in the usual long shaggy coat
of a shepherd overtook me, and hearing of my difficulty
offered to conduct me to a house at a short distance
from the road, where I might obtain a lodging; before we
reached the spot he told me that the house in question was
an inn and that he was the landlord of it. He had not much
custom, he said, so he employed himself in shepherding
during the day; but he could make me comfortable, and
give me a good supper also, better than I should expect,
to look at him; but he had been in different circumstances
once, and had lived in service in good families, and knew
how things ought to be, and what a signore like myself
was used to.

‘I went to bed early, intending to resume my journey
as soon as it should be light. My landlord took up my
knapsack, and carried it to my room, observing as he did so
that it was a great weight for me to travel with. I answered
jokingly that it contained great treasures, referring to my
coins and relics; of course he did not understand me, and
before I could explain he wished me a most happy little
night, and left me.

‘The room in which I found myself was situated at
the end of a long passage; there were two rooms on the
right side of this passage, and a window on the left, which
looked out upon a yard or garden. Having taken a survey
of the outside of the house while smoking my cigar after
dinner, when the moon was up, I understood exactly the
position of my chamber; the end room of a long narrow
wing, projecting at right angles from the main building,
with which it was connected only by the passage and the
two side rooms already mentioned.
‘Please bear this description carefully in mind while I
proceed.

‘Before getting into bed, I drove into the floor close
to the door a small gimlet which formed part of a
complicated pocket-knife which I always carried with
me, so that it would be impossible for anyone to enter the
room without my knowledge; there was a lock to the door,
but the key would not turn in it; there was also a bolt,
but it would not enter the hole intended for it, the door
having sunk apparently from its proper level. I satisfied,
myself, however, that the door was securely fastened by
my gimlet, and soon fell asleep.

‘The house to which he took me seemed like its owner
to have seen better days. It was a large rambling place and
much dilapidated, but it was tolerably comfortable within;
and my landlord, after he had thrown off his sheepskin
coat, prepared me a good and savoury meal, and sat down
to look at and converse with me while I ate it. I did not
much like the look of the fellow; but he seemed anxious
to be sociable and told me a great deal about his former
life when he was in service, expecting to receive similar
confidences from me. I did not gratify him much, but one

‘How can I describe the strange and horrible sensation
which oppressed me as I woke out of my first slumber? I
had been sleeping soundly, and before I quite recovered
consciousness I had instinctively risen from my pillow,
and was crouching forward, my knees drawn up, my
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hands clasped before my face, and my whole frame
quivering with horror. I saw nothing, felt nothing; but
a sound was ringing in my ears which seemed to make
my blood run cold. I could not have supposed it possible
that any mere sound, whatever might be its nature, could
have produced such a revulsion of feeling or inspired such
intense horror as I then experienced. It was not a cry of
terror that I heard that would have roused me to action
nor the moaning of one in pain that would have distressed
me, and called forth sympathy rather than aversion. True,
it was like the groaning of one in anguish and despair,
but not like any mortal voice: it seemed too dreadful, too
intense, for human utterance. The sound had begun while
I was fast asleep close in the head of my bed close to my
very pillow; it continued after I was wide awake a long,
loud, hollow, protracted groan, making the midnight air
reverberate, and then dying gradually away until it ceased
entirely. It was some minutes before I could at all recover
from the terrible impression which seemed to stop my
breath and paralyse my limbs.

the offspring of some dream or nightmare; but to that
conclusion I could not bring myself at all, much as I wished
it, for the groaning had continued ringing in my ears long
after I was wide awake and conscious.

‘While I was thus reflecting, having neglected to close the
door which was opposite to the side of my bed where I was
sitting, I heard a soft footstep at a distance, and presently
a light appeared at the further end of the passage. Then I
saw the shadow of a man cast upon the opposite wall; it
moved very slowly, and presently stopped. I saw the hand
raised, as if making a sign to someone, and I knew from
the fact of the shadow being thrown in advance that there
must be a second person in the rear by whom the light
was earned. After a short pause they seemed to retrace
their steps, without my having had a glimpse of either of
them, but only of the shadow which had come before and
which followed them as they withdrew. It was then a little
after one o’clock, and I concluded they were retiring late
to rest, and anxious to avoid disturbing me, though I have
since thought that it was the light from my room which
caused their retreat. I felt half inclined to call to them,
but I shrank, without knowing why, from making known
what had disturbed me, and while I hesitated they were
gone; so I fastened my door again, and resolved to sit up
and watch a little longer by myself. But now my candle
was beginning to burn low, and I found myself in this
dilemma: either I must extinguish it at once, or I should
be left without the means of procuring a light in ease I
should be again disturbed. I regretted that I had not called
for another candle while there were people yet moving
in the house, but I could not do so now without making
explanations; so I grasped my box of matches, put out my
light, and lay down, not without a shudder, in the bed.

‘At length I began to look about me, for the night was
not entirely dark, and I could discern the outlines of
the room and the several pieces of furniture in it. I then
got out of bed, and called aloud, “Who is there? What is
the matter? Is anyone ill?” I repeated these enquiries in
Italian and in French, but there was none that answered.
Fortunately I had some matches in my pocket and was
able to light my candle. I then examined every pan of the
room carefully, and especially the wall at the head of my
bed, sounding it with my knuckles; it was firm and solid
there, as in all other places. I unfastened my door, and
explored the passage and the two adjoining rooms, which
were unoccupied and almost destitute of furniture; they
had evidently not been used for some time. Search as I
would I could gain no clue to the mystery.

‘For an hour or more I lay awake thinking over what
had occurred, and by that time I had almost persuaded
myself that I had nothing but my own morbid imagination
to thank for the alarm which I had suffered. “It is an outer
wall,” I said to myself; “they are all outer walls, and the
house is built of stone; it is impossible that any sound
could be heard through such a thickness. Besides, it
seemed to be in my room, close to my ear. What an idiot
I must be, to be excited and alarmed about nothing; I’ll
think no more about it.” So I turned on my side, with a
smile (rather a forced one) at my own foolishness, and
composed myself to sleep.
‘At that instant I heard, with more distinctness than I
ever heard any other sound in my life, a gasp, a voiceless
gasp, as if someone were in agony for breath, biting at the
air, or trying with desperate efforts to cry out or speak. It
was repeated a second and a third time; then there was a
pause; then again that horrible gasping; and then a long

‘Returning to my room I sat down upon the bed in great
perplexity, and began to turn over in my mind whether
it was possible I could have been deceived whether
the sounds which caused me such distress might be
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drawn breath, an audible drawing up of the air into the
throat, such as one would make in heaving a deep sigh.

‘There was a light still burning in the lower part of
the house; but I crept noiselessly along, feeling my way
carefully among the trees, and in due time came upon
a beaten track which led me to a road, the same which
I had been travelling on the previous night. I walked on,
scarcely knowing whither, anxious only to increase my
distance from the accursed house, until the day began to
break, when almost the first object I could see distinctly
was a small body of men approaching me. It was with no
small pleasure that I recognized at their head my friend
the Capo di Polizia. “Ah!” he cried, “Unfortunate Inglese,
what trouble you have given me! Where have you been?
God be praised that I see you safe and sound! But how?
What is the matter with you? You look like one possessed.”

‘Such sounds as these could not possibly have been
heard unless they had been close to my ear; they seemed
to come from the wall at my head, or to rise up out of my
pillow. That fearful gasping, and that drawing in of the
breath, in the darkness and silence of the night, seemed
to make every nerve in my body thrill with dreadful
expectation. Unconsciously I shrank away from it,
crouching down as before, with my face upon my knees. It
ceased, and immediately a moaning sound began, which
lengthened out into an awful, protracted groan, waxing
louder and louder, as if under an increasing agony, and
then dying away slowly and gradually into silence; yet
painfully and distinctly audible even to the last.

‘I told him how I had lost my way, and where I had
lodged.

‘As soon as I could rouse myself from the freezing
horror which seemed to penetrate even to my joints and
marrow, I crept away from the bed, and in the furthest
corner of the room lighted with shaking hand my candle,
looking anxiously about me as I did so, expecting some
dreadful revelation as the light flashed up.

‘“And what happened to you there?” he cried, with a
look of anxiety.
‘“I was disturbed in the night. I could not sleep. I made
my escape, and here I am. I cannot tell you more.”

‘“But you must tell me more, dear sir; forgive me; you
must tell me everything. I must know all that passed in
that house. We have had it under our surveillance for a
long time, and when I heard in what direction you had
gone yesterday, and had not returned, I feared you had got
into some mischief there, and we were even now upon our
way to look for you.”

‘Yet, if you will believe me, I did not feel alarmed or
frightened; but rather oppressed, and penetrated with
an unnatural, overpowering, sentiment of awe. I seemed
to be in the presence of some great and horrible mystery,
some bottomless depth of woe, or misery, or crime. I
shrank from it with a sensation of intolerable loathing and
suspense. It was a feeling akin to this which prevented me
from calling to my landlord. I could not bring myself to
speak to him of what had passed; not knowing how nearly
he might be himself involved in the mystery. I was only
anxious to escape as quietly as possible from the room and
from the house. The candle was now beginning to flicker
in its socket, but the stars were shining outside, and there
was space and air to breathe there, which seemed to be
wanting in my room; so I hastily opened my window, tied
the bedclothes together for a rope, and lowered myself
silently and safely to the ground.

‘I could not enter into particulars, but I told him I had
heard strange sounds, and at his request I went back with
him to the spot. He told me by the way that the house
was known to be the resort of banditti; that the landlord
harboured them, received their ill-gotten goods, and
helped them to dispose of their booty.

‘Arrived at the spot, he placed his men about the
premises and instituted a strict search, the landlord and
the man who was found in the house being compelled
to accompany him. The room in which I had slept was
carefully examined; the floor was of plaster or cement, so
that no sound could have passed through it; the walls were
sound and solid, and there was nothing to be seen that
could in any way account for the strange disturbance I had
experienced. The room on the ground floor underneath
my bedroom was next inspected; it contained a quantity
of straw, hay, firewood, and lumber. It was paved with
brick, and on turning over the straw which was heaped
together in a corner it was observed that the bricks were
uneven, as if they had been recently disturbed.
‘“Dig here,” said the officer, “we shall find something
hidden here, I imagine.”
‘The landlord was evidently much disturbed. “Stop,”
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he cried. “I will tell you what lies there; come away out of
doors, and you shall know all about it.”

man’s tale of guilt. That gasping attempt to speak and
that awful groaning whence did they proceed? It was no
living voice. Beyond that I will express no opinion on the
subject. I will only say it was the means of saving my life,
and at the same time putting an end to the series of bloody
deeds which had been committed in that house.

‘“Dig, I say. We will find out for ourselves.”

‘“Let the dead rest,” cried the landlord, with a trembling
voice. “For the love of heaven come away, and hear what I
shall tell you.”

‘“Go on with your work,” said the sergeant to his men,
who were now plying pickaxe and spade.

‘“I can’t stay here and see it,” exclaimed the landlord
once more. “Hear then! It is the body of my son, my only
son. Let him rest, if rest he can. He was wounded in a
quarrel, and brought home here to die. I thought he would
recover, but there was neither doctor nor priest at hand,
and in spite of all that we could do for him he died. Let
him alone now, or let a priest first be sent for; he died
unconfessed, but it was not my fault; it may not be yet too
late to make peace for him.”
‘“But why is he buried in this place?”

‘“We did not wish to make a stir about it. Nobody
knew of his death, and we laid him down quietly; one
place I thought was as good as another when once the life
was out of him. We are poor folk, and could not pay for
ceremonies.”
‘The truth at length came out. Father and son were
both members of a band of thieves; under this floor they
concealed their plunder, and there too lay more than one
mouldering corpse, victims who had occupied the room in
which I slept, and had there met their death. The son was
indeed buried in that spot; he had been mortally wounded
in a skirmish with travellers, and had lived long enough to
repent of his deeds and to beg for that priestly absolution
which, according to his creed, was necessary to secure
his pardon. In vain he had urged his father to bring the
confessor to his bedside; in vain he had entreated him to
break off from the murderous band with which he was
allied and to live honestly in future; his prayers were
disregarded, and his dying admonitions were of no avail.
But for the strange mysterious warning which had roused
me from my sleep and driven me out of the house that
night another crime would have been added to the old

‘I received my passport that evening by the diligence
from Rome, and started the next morning on my way
to Naples. As we were crossing the frontier a tall figure
approached, wearing the long rough cappotta of the
mendicant friars, with a hood over the face and holes for
the eyes to look through. He carried a tin money-box in his
hand, which he held out to the passengers, jingling a few
coins in it, and crying in a monotonous voice, “Anime in
purgatorio! Anime in purgatorio!”
‘I do not believe in purgatory, nor in supplications
for the dead; but I dropped a piece of silver into the box
nevertheless, as I thought of that unhallowed grave in the
forest, and my prayer went up to heaven in all sincerity “Requiescat in pace!”’

WRITE FOR RIPPEROLOGIST!

We welcome well-researched articles on any aspect of
the Jack the Ripper case, London’s East End or associated subjects.
Please send your submissions to contact@ripperologist.co.uk
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Non-Fiction Reviews
Included in this issue:
The Five, The Entire Life Story of Jack the Ripper,
The Whitechapel Murderer and more!
THE FIVE

However, readers hoping that Hallie Rubenhold would
have added to the fund of basic facts about the victims,
particularly Mary Kelly, will be disappointed. There is very
little new here, nothing new about Kelly at all, and the
basic structure of the book is based on what was already
known. Despite this, there would probably have been little
to complain about if Hallie Rubenhold had stuck to telling
a straightforward story of the lives these women lived.
But she didn’t. A theme running through her book is that
three of the victims – Mary Ann Nichols, Annie Chapman
and Catherine Eddowes – were not prostitutes, and that
there’s no evidence that a fourth, Elizabeth Stride, was
engaging in prostitution when she died. This culminates
in a loosely focused final chapter called ‘Just Prostitutes’ –
Rubenhold never makes it clear who is supposed to have
said the victims were ‘just prostitutes’.

Hallie Rubenhold
London: Doubleday, 2019
hardcover & ebook
416p; illus; notes; biblio; index
ISBN: 976-0-857-52448-5
hardcover £16.99 & ebook £

When nobody else cared
about the victims of Jack the
Ripper, Ripperologists were
researching their lives and
finding almost everything
that’s known about them. You
probably wouldn’t guess this
from the hype surrounding
the publication of The Five.
The impression almost every
reviewer seems to have taken
away from reading the book
is that the victims’ lives were unexplored before Hallie
Rubenhold came along, one reviewer – Frances Wilson
in The Guardian (13 February 2019) – even writing,
‘Forests have been felled in the interests of unmasking the
murderer, but until now no one has bothered to discover
the identity of his victims.’

In The Five Hallie Rubenhold has taken the known
information about the victims’ lives and added context, so
whilst we have known for decades that William and Mary
Ann Nichols lived in the prestigious Peabody Buildings
in Stamford Street, Rubenhold tells us what it was like to
live there – the vetting procedure before a tenancy was
offered, the rules one had to obey, and all the mod-cons
they would have enjoyed, like an indoor lavatory, the
ability to have a hot bath whenever one wanted, and
clothes washing and drying facilities. This context gives a
lot of extra meaning to the known facts of their lives and
its value should not be overlooked. It also makes for a very
readable book that many people unfamiliar with the late
Victorian period will find fascinating and horrifying in
equal measure.

Rubenhold contends that by branding the women
prostitutes, the police were passing a moral judgement,
and argues (or rather states) that the police branded
all homeless women prostitutes – ‘Polly Nichols was
obviously out soliciting that night, because she — like
every other woman, regardless of her age, who moved
between the lodging houses, the casual wards, and the bed
she made in a dark corner of an alley — was a prostitute.’
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That the victims were not prostitutes is an extraordinary
allegation and one for which Rubenhold offers little, if any,
support, but it’s one she repeats several times – ‘as soon
as each body was discovered, in dark yards or streets,
the police assumed that they were prostitutes…’ – and
she even claims that the coroner, Wynne Baxter, tried
to force a friend of Nichols, Ellen Holland, to admit that
Nichols was a prostitute – ‘On several occasions in the
course of her testimony, the coroner posed questions to
Ellen Holland about her friend’s moral character in the
hope she would make an incriminating statement about
Polly’s assumed profession.’ Since it was the coroner’s job
to ascertain as best he could the probable circumstances
of a person’s death, which included establishing where
Nichols might have gone, who she might have seen, and
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what she might have been doing, and as Nichols’ final
words to Holland were that she intended to get her doss
money and that she would soon return to their lodgings at
18 Thrawl Street, how she thought Nichols intended to get
the money at 2.30am. There is absolutely no suggestion
that Baxter posed the questions ‘in the hope’ that Holland
would ‘incriminate’ her friend.

her by them…’

Rubenhold does not ignore this press report, but edits
it so that it appears that the press said Nichols was a
prostitute. She even claims that the press branded Nichols
a prostitute whilst acknowledging that they knew nothing
about her. She writes, ‘When the story first broke, before
anything substantial was known about Polly’s life, almost
every major newspaper in the country carried a piece
stating, ‘it was gathered that the deceased had led the life
of an “unfortunate”,’ in spite of also reporting that ‘nothing
was known of her’.’ By omitting the words ‘more’ and ‘by
them’ Rubenhold makes it appear that the statement was
made by the press instead of the women from 18 Thrawl
Street.

As said, the widely publicised theme running through
The Five is that Mary Nichols, Annie Chapman and
Catherine Eddowes were not prostitutes. Rubenhold
writes, ‘There is no hard evidence to suggest that three
of his five victims were prostitutes at all,’ and she adds,
‘There is no absolute confirmation that Elizabeth Stride
had returned to prostitution in the period prior to her
murder’. But there is evidence that those victims were
prostitutes, Rubenhold just doesn’t tell her readers about
it, which raises the question whether it is acceptable
for a reputable and professional historian to suppress
information that contradicts their personal thesis?

On a recent podcast, Mark Ripper pointed out that in a
book called Telling Lies About Hitler the very distinguished
historian Richard J Evans listed a series of things that he
says ‘reputable and professional historians do not do’,
and topping that list is that they do not ‘suppress parts
of quotations from documents that go against their own
case…’ Evans’s book was about the Holocaust denier David
Irving, and Mark Ripper was obviously at pains to make it
clear that he wasn’t drawing any comparisons between
Irving and Rubenhold, the former being in an altogether
different league!

There is a report in the Metropolitan Police files dated
7 September 1888, in which Inspector Helson, J Division,
summarised the investigation to date. He referred to a
statement by William Nichols, who said that in 1882, ‘it
having come to his knowledge that she [Mary Ann Nichols]
was living the life of a prostitute’, he had stopped paying
her 5/- per week support. His story had been investigated
at that time and found to be true. (MEPO 3/140, ff. 235–8)

Inspector Helson’s report and the ladies from 18
Thrawl Street are not the only examples disregarded
by Rubenhold. Inspector Joseph Chandler, H Division,
on 8 September 1888 – the day Annie Chapman’s body
was discovered – wrote a report in which he stated that,
‘The woman has been identified by Timothy Donovan
“Deputy” Crossinghams Lodging house 35 Dorset Street,
Spitalfields, who states he has known her about 16
months, as a prostitute and for past 4 months she had
lodged at above house…’ (MEPO 3/140, f11)

Rubenhold knew about this report, because she
includes in her bibliography a book called Common
Prostitutes and Ordinary Citizens: Commercial Sex in
London, 1885-1960 (2011). The author, Dr Julia Laite,* a
lecturer in modern British and gender history at Birkbeck,
University in London, writes, ‘She had separated from her
husband seven years before, and, like Tabram’s husband,
he had subsequently cut off his support payment to her
with the court’s consent, after he had proved she was
earning money through prostitution.’

As for Rubenhold’s doubts about Elizabeth Stride
being an active prostitute at the time of her death, The
Star interviewed a man named Thomas Bates, who knew
Stride. He told a journalist that Stride ‘was a clean and
hardworking woman. Her usual occupation was that of a
charwoman, and it was only when driven to extremities
that she walked the streets.’ He added, ‘Lor’ bless you,
when she could get no work she had to do the best she
could for her living, but a neater and a cleaner woman
never lived.’ (The Star, 1 October 1888)

Nichols was also known to be a prostitute by an
unspecified number of women who shared her lodgings
at 18 Thrawl Street. On the day Nichols’ body was found,
a number of women visited the mortuary to identify the
body, but none of them could until Ellen Holland identified
it as that of ‘Polly’, who lived in a common lodging house
at 18 Thrawl Street. The police fetched women from there
to view the body, and early press reports reported that
‘it was gathered that the deceased had led the life of an
“unfortunate” while lodging in the house, which was only
for about three weeks past. Nothing more was known of
*

On page 146 Hallie Rubenhold writes, ‘Following
“enquiries made amongst women in the same class at

A lot of opinions expressed by Julia Laite are very closely echoed by Rubenhold (for examples, Google Laite’s article, ‘No “solving” of the Jack the
Ripper case will satisfy our obsession.’ The Guardian, 9 September 2014), perhaps suggesting that the one had considerable influence on the
other, which makes it all the more surprising that Rubenhold ignored her.
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public houses in the locality” the police could find not
a single witness who could confirm that she had been
among the ranks of those who sold sex. (footnote 13)’

where their bodies were found. If they weren’t prostitutes,
an alternative and plausible explanation is necessary, and
the one offered by Rubenhold is that the victims had gone
to those places to sleep – ‘…the police were so committed
to their theories about the killer’s choice of victims that
they failed to conclude the obvious: that the Ripper
targeted women while they slept.’

What Rubenhold is saying is that inquiries were made
among prostitutes in the local pubs, but nobody could
be found to confirm that Chapman was a prostitute, and
the footnote refers the reader to a report from which this
information appears to have been taken. That report,
if true, would provide very persuasive support for
Rubenhold’s argument that the police branded Chapman
a prostitute without knowing anything about her. But
the footnote refers to a Home Office file – HO 144/ 221/
A49301C, f. 136, ff. 137-45 – which is a report by Chief
Inspector Donald Swanson dated 19 October 1888, in
which he lists the investigations undertaken by the police,
including searching common lodging houses in the area,
inquiring at local pawnbrokers in an effort to find some
rings missing from Chapman’s finger, and ‘I. Enquiries
were also made amongst women of the same class as the
deceased, and at public houses in the locality.’

In an area where rough sleeping was commonplace, it
might be considered unlikely that the police would not
have considered the possibility that the murderer came
across his victims when they were asleep. It’s far more
likely that they did consider that possibility and almost
immediately dismissed it, just as almost every informed
commentator seems to have done.

Elizabeth Stride was found in or close to the gutter
in a wet and dirty passage that was the only means of
egress or access to a club from which the sound of talking
and singing floated on the night air. Catherine Eddowes
had left a warm police cell to walk the cold streets and
sleep on a wet pavement in a place frequently patrolled
by the police. And to explain how Mary Ann Nichols was
laying on a back street pavement, Rubenhold invents a
fiction which imagines Nichols drunkenly staggering for
half a mile, passing lots of side roads, passages, alleys,
and shop doorways, never once venturing from the main
thoroughfare, until she suddenly and unaccountably
turned down Brady Street and then turned into Bucks
Row, traipsing almost its full length before collapsing in a
drunken stupor against some gates.

Rubenhold hasn’t quoted Swanson exactly; ‘women
of the same class’ has been changed to ‘women in the
same class’ and ‘deceased’ has been deleted, giving the
impression that Chapman wasn’t of the same ‘class’,
presumably prostitutes, as the women questioned.
Rubenhold also deleted the comma that showed the
enquiries among the woman and enquiries at the local
pubs were distinct and separate. But apart from that, Chief
Inspector Swanson’s report does not mention anything
about these or any inquiries being made to confirm that
Chapman was a prostitute. Or about the police being
unable to find anyone to confirm that she was a prostitute.
In fact, a descriptive form at the end of the report gives
Chapman’s profession as ‘prostitute’. It’s anybody’s guess
where Rubenhold got the idea that the police tried and
failed to confirm that Chapman was a prostitute.

Most problematic is Annie Chapman, who was found in
the yard of 29 Hanbury Street, tucked in a recess between
three steps leading from the house to the yard and a fence
separating the yard from its neighbour. A man named John
Richardson visited the house at 4.45am to check that a
cellar door was securely padlocked. He sat on the second
step, and was certain he would have seen Chapman in the
pre-dawn shadows if she had been there, just a few feet
away. As with other witnesses, Hallie Rubenhold does not
mention John Richardson.

This has been a long-winded dissection of what is only
a paragraph in Rubenhold’s book, but a police report
admitting that they had failed to find anyone to confirm
that Chapman was a prostitute would give considerable
support to Rubenhold’s argument that Chapman was
branded a prostitute without any evidence. But looking at
the report we find that it has been misquoted, does not
anywhere refer to the police seeking confirmation that
she was a prostitute, and which in fact states that she was
a prostitute. Misrepresenting sources in this way must be
considered unacceptable by anyone’s standards and it is
not the only example, as we’ve seen.

Rubenhold also doesn’t mention Mrs Elizabeth Long,
who saw a woman she later identified as Annie Chapman
talking to a man outside 29 Hanbury Street not long after
Richardson had left, or a neighbour, Albert Cadosch, who
overheard words exchanged in the yard of no. 29 and
afterwards a thump against the fence, as if someone had
fallen and which could have been the commencement
of the murder. Both statements have a bearing on
Rubenhold’s sleeping theory, but none of this information
is given to Rubenhold’s readers.

Finally, one of the reasons why it has been accepted
that the victims were prostitutes is because it explains
what they were doing in the mostly dark and lonely places

In conclusion, historical crime is a goldmine for social
historians, and the Jack the Ripper murders provide a
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valuable insight into how some of the most impoverished
people in late-Victorian society went about their daily
lives. Hallie Rubenhold is to be commended for writing
a full-length book about the victims, and she has done
an excellent job of taking all the known facts and
contextualising them. She has brought the women to life
in a way the bare facts can’t, the chapters about Elizabeth
Stride’s life in Sweden being particularly harrowing, and
Rubenhold has does her very best to present these women
in a sympathetic light. Rubenhold also has an engaging
writing style, her narrative zipping along like that of a
novel, and it is easy to see why under-informed reviewers
praised the book.

believes Swanson was ‘underwhelming’ and incompetent,
and that Macnaghten had a tenuous’ grasp of the facts. But
when he gets to describing Russell Edwards’ book, Naming
Jack the Ripper, the author’s understanding of what he’s
writing about unravels. According to the author, the scarf
(the author variously describes the material as a scarf and
a shawl) was found at the murder scene by PC Watkins
and taken to the mortuary, where Amos Simpson asked
if he could have it and was given it. It stayed in Simpson’s
family until put up for auction, which was when it was
bought by Russell Edwards, ‘who had been searching for
years for the one gem that could make his theories look
credible.’

THE ENTIRE LIFE STORY OF JACK THE RIPPER,
THE WHITECHAPEL MURDERER (THE HISTORY
HOUR)

He claims that when Annie Chapman was murdered,
Druitt was playing cricket – in Dorset! He also seems
unaware that the alleged statement about Albert Bachert
being told by the police that Jack the Ripper had been
drowned in the Thames appears to be bogus, an invention
of Donald McCormick. There are also some stupid errors
that suggest inadequate editing, like calling William Stead
‘John Stead’, dating the birth of Aaron Kosminski to 1965,
the murder of Carrie Brown to 1991, and the publication
of Sir Robert Anderson’s memoirs to 2010.

Unfortunately, Rubenhold didn’t stick to telling the
story of these lives. She appears to have used their lives as
a vehicle to drive an agenda of her own that culminated in
a final, angry chapter. Why three of these women not being
prostitutes was so important to Rubenhold is something
we can only guess at, but she omitted testimony that
contradicted it, misrepresented sources, edited quotes
so they appear to be saying something they weren’t, and
failed to mention witnesses whose actual and potential
evidence was contrary to her conclusions. I would argue
that whatever this is, it isn’t history.

Of Louis Diemshitz, who discovered Elizabeth Stride’s
body, he writes that Diemshitz arrived on his pony and
cart and ‘saw a hunched shape, which split into two
when it was disturbed…’ One part was the murderer, the
other was Stride! I read this twice, just to make sure the
author really was saying that Diemshitz literally saw the
murderer in the act.

Privately published, 2019
111p; further reading
Softcover & ebook
softcover £8.32 & ebook 99p

I probably don’t need to suggest that you use your 99p
to grab a coffee from Greggs.

The author begins with a
run of the mill account of life
in late Victorian London, with
the usual bleak portrait of
life in the East End. He then
gives the FBI profile created in
1988, which consists of seven
bulletpointed
characteristics
that seem blindingly obvious
to more sophisticated modern
eyes – white, male, in his late
twenties or early thirties, lived
in the area, and so on. The author then proceeds to discuss
a handful of suspects: Joseph Barnett, George Chapman,
Montague Druitt, Walter Sickert, William Bury, James
Kelly, and Aaron Kosminski.

19TH CENTURY UNDERWORLD:
CRIME, CONTROVERSY & CORRUPTION

Stephen Carver
Barnsley, South Yorkshire: Pen and Sword Books, 2018
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk
illus; notes; biblio; index
ISBN: 1526707543
Hardcover £19.99, ebook £9.21

In his readable The Condition
of the Working Class in England
(1845), the German philosopher
Friedrich Engels wrote that ‘...
there is more crime in Britain
than in any other country in the
world’, something he attributed
to ‘the growth of the workingclass population’, and Henry
Mayhew divided the ‘working
class’ – or ‘labouring poor’ as

Kosminski receives the greatest amount of space, and I
don’t think I have read such an inaccurate load of old tosh
in a long while. The author wonders why Robert Anderson
and Donald Swanson ‘were given their knighthoods?’ He
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he called them – into those who will work, those who
can’t work, and those who won’t work. In this last group
he included the ‘criminal classes’, a term which quickly
became an accepted reality, by the 1870s the popular mind
imagining a large network of professional criminals living
below ‘respectable’ society in a criminal underworld.

sexual maniacs, – by men who killed for the joy of killing’,
and adds ‘Very few people, except barristers, doctors, and
police officers, realise that such a thing as sexual mania
exists – and it is a most difficult task for prosecuting
counsel to make a jury fully understand that it supplies
and accounts for the complete absence of any other motive
for the crime.’ He went on to write, ‘The disease is not as
rare as many people imagine. As you walk in the London
streets you may, and do, not infrequently jostle against a
potential murderer of the so-called Jack the Ripper type.’

Curiously, the Oxford English Dictionary says the first
use of the term ‘underworld’ in the sense of an abode
of criminals was in McClure’s Magazine in August 1900,
but there are earlier references and it was very much a
popular Victorian concept, fed by the cheap press and
popular novels.

It is because people did not understand ‘motiveless
murder’ that they sought to give Jack the Ripper a motive,
ranging from rational motives such as religious mania
through to irrational motives such as the supernatural.
Ripper ‘suspectology’ was born in these attempts to
understand make the murderer explicable, to rob him
of mystique, and it continued well into the 1970s when
serial killing became more widely understood and terms –
such as ‘serial killing’ – became more widely known.

Dr Stephen Carver is a cultural historian, and in this
book he looks at 19th century crime as it is was in the
real world as well as how it was portrayed in fiction.
Individual chapters cover a range of subjects, including
bodysnatching, obscene publications, prostitution,
murder, and finally, Jack the Ripper. Obviously, the Jack
the Ripper coverage is what is of greatest interest and
Carver does his best to clearly distinguishes between the
real Jack the Ripper, that is the ‘anonymous psychopath
who achieved some sort of gratification from carving
up women’, and the ‘Jack the Ripper’ who ‘was always a
fictional construct, a character from a continuing gothic
melodrama that was already being written before Mary
Kelly met her horrific death, and which would appear to
have no end.’

Carver refers to the adaptability of the theme, from the
literary benchmark of Marie Belloc Lowndes’ The Lodger
through to Jack’s appearance in the episode of Star Trek
called ‘Wolf in the Fold’, written by Robert Bloch, the
author of Psycho, the novel upon which Alfred Hitchcock
based his famous movie. What Carver disappointingly
didn’t note, however, was how both employed the terror
caused by the murders. The terror is as much a character
in the drama as is the murderer, and it is arguably the
terror that drives the media Ripper as anything else. In
The Lodger a series of murders holds London in the thrall
of terror and the novel explores the emotional turmoil of
Mrs Bunting as her suspicions grow that the murderer
is a man to whom she has recently rented a room in her
house. In this story, as in so many others, the fear caused
by the murders is almost an entity in itself, something
Robert Bloch recognised, turning Jack the Ripper in ‘Wolf
in the Fold’ into precisely that, a non-corporeal being that
feeds off fear and which has taken many forms over the
centuries through time and space.

Recognising the difference between the real Jack the
Ripper and the fictional, gothic icon is important, because
the icon and its spin-offs into television dramas, movies,
novels, computer games, or the ‘Jack the Ripper’ of the
London Dungeon, the Cable Street ‘museum’, walking
tours, bars, beers, or toilet sprays, aren’t Ripperology.
They can be embraced by Ripper historians, but generally
speaking Ripperology is looking at the times and crimes
or, less popularly these days, theorising about who the
Ripper might have been.
Carver refers to the way people at the time made
connections between Jack the Ripper and De Quincey
and Edgar Allan Poe’s Murders in the Rue Morgue, and
how the newspapers described the murders in fullblown melodramatic prose. He even quotes Walter Dew’s
recollection that ‘People allowed their imagination to run
riot. There was even talk of black magic and vampires.’
But he does not delve far below the surface to explain
why this happened. Jack the Ripper was not the first
serial killer and it wasn’t that serial killing was unknown
– the Germans even had a word for it, ‘lustmord’ – but
few people knew about it. Sir Melville Macnaghten, in
Chapter X of his autobiography Day of My Years, refers to
two recent motiveless murders that were committed ‘by

So, Carver presents an interesting but in my opinion
a superficial look at the cultural Jack the Ripper, and I
thought he just missed clearly distinguishing between the
two. I was also a little worried by how well he understood
the subject. He writes that the latest ‘theory’ is the claim
by Russell Edwards about the DNA extracted from the
shawl allegedly found at the scene of Catherine Eddowes’
murder, but he does not appear to have read Edwards’
book, Naming Jack the Ripper, but to have taken his
information instead from online newspaper stories and
reviews published when the book came out. He seems
to be totally unaware of the ‘error of nomenclature’
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that Ripperologists discovered that called the book’s
conclusions into serious doubt. He also writes that Aaron
Kosminski ‘seems to hark back to the prejudicial “Leather
Apron” theory’, but the reality is that he has no known
connection whatsoever. Carver doesn’t appear to know
anything about the ‘many circs’ that Macnaghten says
made ‘Kosminski’ a good suspect, or Anderson’s assertion
that a Polish Jew was Jack the Ripper, or Swanson’s
identification of Anderson’s suspect as ‘Kosminski’.

which he stated that he did not accept responsibility for
Ethel’s debts.
Then Arthur fell ill and died.

Ethel was actually getting ready to go to the funeral
when the police arrived. An anonymous letter to the
police said that the remains of a dinner Ethel had cooked
for Arthur had been given to a neighbour’s dog, which had
died. The remains of the dog and Arthur were examined.
Strychnine was found in both. Ethel Major went to the
gallows in a state of near-terror at Hull Prison on 19
December 1934.

I have to say that Carver’s book, like some others
published by Pen and Sword, is the sort of thing which
previously might have been published by an academic
press complete with unintelligable academic language,
but here made more accessible for a general readership.
This is all to the good as it broadens the subject base.
Carver seems to have done an all-round good job and I
really enjoyed the book, the chapters about pornography
and prostitution being particularly interesting, and the
balance between history and literature was about right.

When the 20th Century dawned on 1 January 1901,
Queen Victoria was still on the throne – just; she would
die at 6.30pm on Tuesday, 22 January – but the world was
changing dramatically fast. Britain’s streets were kept
safe by 47,000 police officers (in 2018 we had 120,000
and that’s still nowhere near enough) and science was
beginning to come to their assistance. British Murder:
A Compendium, 1901-2000, looks at one murder per
year through the century, and each decade there is an
introduction that tells you about its most significant
events, beginning with the creation of the Central
Fingerprint Branch at Scotland Yard in July 1901. It was
only a matter of time before fingerprint evidence would
convict someone in court, and it turned out to be Albert
and Alfred Stratton in 1905.

BRITISH MURDER: A COMPENDIUM, 1901-2000
William Wright
Stroud, Gloucestershire: Amberley Publishing, 2019
www.amberley-books.com
illus; further reading
hardcover & ebook
ISBN: 978-1445687247
hardcover £16.99 & ebook £10.26

Many of the photos in this
book look like people you
wouldn’t want to meet down
a dark alley. Most of them are
people you wouldn’t want to
meet down a dark alley. Or a
light alley for that matter. But
one is of a thin-lipped, skinny
woman, standing by her bicycle.
She’s wearing large hornrimmed spectacles, smiling, and
looking for all the world like a benevolent spinster aunt.
Her name was Ethel Lilly Major.

In the first decade of the 20th century, 3,031 people
stood trial for murder, attempted murder or manslaughter.
As the decade drew to a close, that figure had risen to
6,479. British Murder takes us through the years, one
murder per year, introducing 119 killers and, particularly
sobering, the 500 people they killed!
MADNESS MURDER AND MAYHEM: CRIMINAL
INSANITY IN VICTORIAN AND EDWARDIAN BRITAIN
Kathryn Burtinshaw & John Burt
Barnsley, South Yorkshire: Pen and Sword Books, 2018
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk
pinpointancestry.co.uk/about
illus; appendix; biblio; index
ISBN: 978-1526734556
hardcover £19.99

Ethel’s life didn’t go as she had hoped. A simple ambition
to be a dressmaker was shelved when her mother became
ill and had to be looked after, and a little romance soured
when she became pregnant. Ethel’s parents pretended
that her child was theirs and brought her up as Ethel’s
sister. It was not a particularly well-kept secret, and when
love came Ethel’s way, her husband, Arthur, heard village
gossip about the child’s parentage and the marriage
went downhill. Then Ethel heard that Arthur was having
an affair and she retaliated by telling the police that
Arthur often drove his lorry when he was drunk. Arthur
responded by placing an advertisement in a newspaper in

James Hadfield was not what you would call sane. He
was a millennialist, a believer in the imminent Second
Coming of Jesus Christ, but Hadfield believed that Christ
might come a little quicker if he died at the hands of the
government, and decided that a good way of ensuring that
that would happen was if he assassinated King George III.
On 15 May 1800, the King attended a performance at the
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. As he took his place in the
royal box, Hadfield raised his gun, squeezed the trigger…
…and missed.
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James Hadfield’s importance
in legal history is the action
of his barrister; it was clear
that Hadfield was insane, but
he didn’t fit what was then
the legal definition of insanity.
Furthermore, the practice at
that time was to release any
prisoner acquitted on the
grounds of insanity into the
care of his family, which could
not happen in Hadfield’s case given the seriousness of
his crime and that he was still extremely dangerous. So,
the barrister challenged the legal definition of insanity
and the judge acquitted Hadfield but at the same time
detained him in custody. Government very quickly passed
the Criminal Lunatics Act, and Hadfield was confined to
Bethlehem Hospital, where he was held until he died in
1841.

In 1751, Mary Blandy
poisoned her father, Francis
Blandy. The question is, was
she fully aware of what she
was doing, or had she been
duped into administering the
poison by her lover?

Mary met Captain William
Henry Cranstoun in 1746. The
couple planned to marry, but
there was an obstacle to their
marital bliss – Cranstoun’s wife
and child in Scotland. Mary was appeased by Cranstoun’s
adamant insistence that the marriage wasn’t valid, but
as time passed and nothing was resolved, Francis Blandy
became convinced that Cranstoun was a charlatan, and he
made his feelings very clear.
When Francis Blandy suddenly died, suspicion fell on
Mary and she was accused of his murder. It was quickly
established that Mary had sprinkled a powder on her
father’s food, but Mary claimed that she had received it
from Cranstoun, who had told her it was a potion that
would encourage her father to look favourably on their
marriage.

In this book, the authors of Lunatics, Imbeciles and
Idiots: A History of Insanity in Nineteenth Century Britain
and Ireland look at the changes wrought by the Hadfield
and subsequent cases, and at the opening of specialist
institutions for the care and detention of criminal lunatics,
such as Broadmoor in England and the Criminal Lunatic
Department at Perth Prison in Scotland. Each chapter
considers specific cases under a broad, general heading,
such as ‘Assaults of Medical Superintendents’, ‘Poverty,
infirmity and illegitimacy’, ‘Children who kill’, ‘Infanticide’,
and so on. A concluding chapter looks at some people
who were insane, but hanged anyway, among them Percy
Lefroy Mapleton, the subject of the latest in the revived
Notable British Trials series, reviewed on the next page.

Mary Blandy’s trial was held on 3 March 1752, and was
distinguished by the testimony of Dr Anthony Addington,
who was able to show through scientific means that
arsenic has been administered to Francis Blandy. This was
the first time it had been shown through the application
of science that a poison had been given. It was effectively
the birth of forensic science, and explains the slightly
misleading title of Summer Strevens’ excellent book.

Addington’s career was made, but poor Mary Blandy
was hanged outside Oxford Castle on Easter Monday, 6
April 1752. The reaction among the press was mixed. While
some believed her version of the story, most thought that
she was lying. The renowned William Roughead wrote
in his introduction to Trial of Mary Blandy in the Notable
British Trials series in 1914, that from the beginning he
‘...fondly trusted that the conviction of “the unfortunate
Miss Blandy” might, upon due inquiry, be found to have
been, as the phrase is, a miscarriage of justice.’ Many
have shared that hope, but for Roughead ‘a more intimate
knowledge of the facts upon which the adverse verdict
rested, speedily disposed of his inconfident expectation.’

The book is essentially a collection of very short
case histories rather than an in-depth study of criminal
insanity, and there are a few familiar names, such as Jane
Cakebread, a ‘drunk’ similiar to the renowned Tottie Fay,
whose case is quite interesting. Cakebread, it would seem,
was not an irredeemable alcoholic, but insane, the tiniest
amount of alcohol causing her to indulge in disorderly
and violent behaviour. but it makes for interesting general
reading, from which one can move to books like Sarah
Wise’s Inconvenient People.
THE FIRST FORENSIC HANGING:
THE TOXIC TRUTH THAT KILLED MARY BLANDY

But was the case really so clear cut? Even in the last few
minutes of life remaining to her, Mary Blandy proclaimed
her innocence to the crowd come to watch her die: ‘I can
never be too much punished for being even the innocent
cause of his death.’ Many of the crowd, estimated to have
numbered about 5,000, were reduced to tears by Mary’s

Summer Strevens
Barnsley, South Yorkshire, Pen and Sword Books, 2018
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk
www.summerstrevens.com
133pp; Illus; biblio; index
ISBN: 978-1526736185
Softcover £12.99
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bravery on the gallows.

investigation and famously identify the man Sir Robert
Anderson believed to be the murderer as ‘Kosminski’. His
arrest of Mapleton did a lot of good for his career, for which
he appears to have been given the nickname ‘Lucky’! Quite
a few names familiar from the Ripper case also appear in
the story of Percy Lefroy Mapleton, among them Wynne
Baxter, Thomas Bond and Montagu Williams.

This is a good account of a celebrated case, but marred
by an inadequate index.
TRIAL OF PERCY LEFROY MAPLETON
Notable British Trials Series No.86
Edited by Adam Wood
London, Mango Books, 2019
www.MangoBooks.co.uk
341pp; Illus; appendices; index
ISBN: 978-1911273295
Hardcover £20 & ebook £7.49

Trial of Percy Lefroy Mapleton is the latest volume
in the re-launched Notable British Trials series, and it
follows the style of the previous volumes in the series.
There is a long and detailed introduction to the case by
Adam Wood – which contains some new information,
including Mapleton’s encounter with a man whose life
was probably saved by his short-sightedness! – followed
by the trial proceedings. What really makes this book so
valuable is the goldmine of sixteen appendices, which
includes the ‘autobiography’ of Mapleton, penned when
he was in prison.

On the afternoon of 27
June 1881, at London Bridge
Station, Frederick Gold got into
a first-class compartment of
the waiting train and relaxed
into his seat. Soon the journey
would be over and he’d be back
with his wife at home in Preston
Park, Brighton.

H.B. Irving edited and wrote the introduction for the
Trial of Franz Muller, the first railway murderer, and it’s
right that the Notable British Trials should now have the
Trial of Percy Lefroy Mapleton. It’s an excellent addition to
the series.

But just before the train
departed, a young man entered
the carriage. His name was Percy Lefroy Mapleton, he was
21-years-old, and he was in desperate need of money. Only
Mapleton got off the train at Preston Park Station and he
was covered in blood, and appeared very distressed. He
talked of having been attacked by two men, but he wasn’t
very convincing and his injuries seemed superficial, so
the police were very distrustful, but as there were no
complaints against Mapleton they had no alternative but
to let him go on his way. However, a search of the railway
line led to the discovery of Mr Gold’s body in Balcombe
tunnel, and the search was on for Mapleton.

THE MURDER OF PRIME MINISTER
SPENCER PERCEVAL: A PORTRAIT OF AN ASSASSIN
Martin Connolly
Barnsley, South Yorkshire, Pen and Sword Books, 2018
www.pen-and-sword.co.uk
161pp; Illus; biblio & sources; index
ISBN: 978-1526731241
Hardcover £19.99 & Ebook £11.51

It was approaching 5.15 on
what had been a sunny Monday
afternoon when the Prime
Minister, 49-year-old Spencer
Perceval, entered the lobby of
the House of Commons. The
date was 11 May 1812, and
as Perceval entered, a man
who had been sitting quietly
and almost unnoticed stood
up and walked towards him,
drawing a pistol from his coat
pocket. The man closed on the Prime Minister, raised
the pistol and fired at point-blank range. Perceval cried
out, ‘I am murdered!’ He then collapsed and was taken
to the Speaker’s apartments, where he died before a
doctor arrived. The gunman quietly returned to his seat,
sweating, finding it difficult to breathe, and clearly in the
grip of violent emotions.

A sensation had been caused by the first murder on a
train, that of Thomas Briggs by Franz Muller on 9 July 1864,
but the murder of Frederick Gold didn’t have the same
impact at first, but a description and an artist’s impression
of Mapleton issued by the police were published in the
Daily Telegraph, the first time a newspaper had published
a picture of a wanted man.

On Friday, 8 July, a cab pulled up outside 32 Smith Street,
a quiet and unusually neat street in Stepney, and two men
got out. As someone entered the house, one of the men
rushed across to gain access. He quickly identified himself
as a policeman and ascertained that Mapleton was in an
upstairs room. He climbed the stairs, went to the room,
and threw open the door. Mapleton was sitting in an
armchair. The detective asked, ‘Percy Lefroy Mapleton?’
and Mapleton replied, ‘Yes; I expected you.’
The detective was Inspector Donald Sutherland
Swanson, later to take charge of the Jack the Ripper

His name was John Bellingham, a businessman in his
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forties, who sincerely believed he had been wronged –
he had been imprisoned in Russia and held the British
Government responsible. He was taken from his seat to
the Serjeant at Arms’ quarters, where he appeared to
have regained control of himself. ‘I have been denied the
redress of my grievances by government; I have been
ill-treated. They all know who I am and what I am… I
am a most unfortunate man and feel here… sufficient
justification for what I have done.’

told him that the casual ward was known as ‘the spike’.
‘It’s a cant word, you know,’ said the carpenter, startling
London that he had such a word as ‘cant’ in his vocabulary.
The spike or casual ward provided accommodation for
the casual poor, that was people passing through, such as
tramps, sailors travelling from ship to home, or labourers
going from one job to another. Many of the photographs
you see of people queuing up outside the workhouse
are actually of people waiting to get into ‘the spike’. The
entrance block of Mile End Old Town Workhouse faced
Bancroft Road and was where the boardroom and offices
were located. The casual wards, where Eddowes spent
that night, were near the entrance.

The assassination could have been the spark that set
off a violent uprising, there being considerable ill-feeling
against the Government, and there was an attempt to
liberate him when he was removed by cab to Newgate, but
it came to nought and Bellingham stood trial on 15 May
1812. Despite efforts to prove an insanity plea, he was
found guilty and was hanged.

If you want to know anything about the workhouse,
any workhouse, the only place you need to go is Peter
Higginbotham. If there is something Higginbotham
doesn’t know about the workhouse... well, actually, I
don’t think there is anything Higginbotham doesn’t know
about the workhouse, and he proves it in a small library
of books he’s written on the subject. His The Workhouse
Encyclopedia (2012) has yet to be surpassed, and his
latest, Workhouses of London and the South East, is an
excellent and, as far as I can tell, comprehensive guide to
London’s workhouses and those of the south of England –
Berkshire, Kent, Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex.

There is no shortage of books about the assassination
of Spencer Perceval: Andro Linklater’s Why Spencer
Perceval Had to Die (2012), David Hanrahan’s The
Assassination of the Prime Minister (2008), Mollie Gillen’s
Assassination of the Prime Minister (1972), J.D. Casswell’s
The Murder of a Prime Minister (1960)... What sets Martin
Connolly’s book apart is that he has had access to recently
discovered archive material and has used his background
in psychology to examine John Bellingham the man and
explore and try to understand his motives.

The book has a detailed introduction that explains the
history of the workhouse and provides a brief account
of pretty much everything from workhouse food to the
accommodation for children. And, of course, several pages
explaining the purpose, function, and a little of the history
of ‘the spike’.

WORKHOUSES OF LONDON AND THE SOUTH EAST
Peter Higginbotham
Stroud, Gloucestershire: The History Press, 2019
www.thehistorypress.co.uk
www.workhouses.org.uk
304pp; illus; notes; biblio; index of places
ISBN: 978-0750987776
Softcover £18.99

There are lots of notes, a lengthy bibliography, and a
very good index of places. The book is also well illustrated.
And if you need an added incentive for adding this book to
your sagging bookshelf, it’s a very good way to flesh out
the bare bones of the workhouse stays of the victims and
others associated with the Ripper mystery and history.

On 28 September 1888,
Catherine Eddowes spent the
night at the Mile End casual
ward, where some newspapers
reported that she told the
superintendent she had returned
from hopping to earn the reward
offered for the capture of the
Whitechapel murderer. This
alleged claim by Eddowes to
know the killer is what intrigues
most people, but some years ago someone asked me if
Eddowes was unwell. They thought the casual ward was
something like a hospital ward. It’s interesting how we
assume things, perhaps never bothering to question if the
assumption is correct.

QUACKS! DODGY DOCTORS AND
FOOLISH FADS THROUGHOUT HISTORY
S.D. Tucker
Stroud, Gloucestershire: Amberley, 2018
www.amberley-books.com
352pp; Illus; notes; biblio; index
ISBN: 978-1445671819
Softcover £14.99 & Ebook £12.00

Although I am sometimes mentioned by people writing
about the 1980 Rendelsham Forest Incident, often
described as ‘Britain’s Roswell’, I was never especially
interested in UFOs. I came across names like George
Adamski, who regularly met Venusians in the desert
and whose books I eventually managed to get and read,

As Jack London discovered when he awaited admittance
to the casual ward, a carpenter who was similarly queuing
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and a chap called Howard
Menger, who also regularly
communicated with aliens,
whose book I never found. I
wish I had, though.

Meanwhile, a quack of the highest order named William
James Chidley believed that the vagina was capable of
becoming a vacuum strong enough to pull in a placid male
member. Whether it was strong enough to pull in anything
else that happened to be close by is a line of inquiry you
can follow up in Quacks.

His 1959 book From Outer
Space to You has a 63-page
chapter called ‘A New Concept
in Nutrition’. Coming from
space folk, so it’s got to be
more sensible than most of the
nutritional articles you read in
magazines and newspapers these days, and according to
S.D. Tucker, Menger advocated that we throw away chips
and crisps, and anything made from ordinary potatoes.
Instead, we should eat healthy meals ‘made from alien
super-potatoes grown in jelly on the moon by extraterrestrial farmers…’

A favourite story from the book is about a firm in India
that advertised a guaranteed way that men could enlarge
their penis. It worked too. But one customer in Malaysia
complained to the national Trading Standards Bureau.
He wasn’t happy when he sent £100 to the company and
received through the post a magnifying glass.
Quacks is a great book, full of extraordinary people and
bizarre ideas which people actually, amazingly believed.
I’m off to search out more books by S.D. Tucker and to
send back that magnifying glass.
RICHARD III: LOYALTY BINDS ME
Matthew Lewis
Stroud, Gloucestershire: Amberley, 2018
www.amberley-books.com
mattlewisauthor.wordpress.com
448pp; Illus in colour; notes; index
ISBN: 978-1445671543
Hardcover £25 & Ebook £17.40

S.D. Tucker discusses Menger in his wonderful book
Quacks in a chapter called ‘Potato Panacea: Howard
Menger and the Cancer Curing-Spud From Outer Space’.
Other chapters are called ‘Doctor Poolittle: Horace
Fletcher, Head Digestion and Biscuits From Your Bum’,
‘Full of Crap: Professor Arnold Ehret and His Mucusless
Diet Healing System’, and ‘Can’t Suck It Up Straight: W.J.
Chidley’s Amazing Vaginal Vacuum’.

Richard is one of the most
complex monarchs in British
history. To some he was
deformed, devious and evil,
physically, mentally and morally
a monster, capable of any act,
including ordering the murder
of the Princes in the Tower. To
others he was a pretty decent
chap who received a bad press
orchestrated by the dynasty of
the awfully nasty Henry Tudor,
helped along by William Shakespeare and Sir Laurence
Olivier.

You’ve probably already guessed that Quacks takes
an irreverent look at dodgy doctors and foolish fads. For
example, Horace Fletcher had a simple dietary message
– chew your food. His slogan was ‘Nature Will Castigate
Those Who Fail To Masticate’, which must had startled
the hard of hearing, but it made him a millionaire several
times over. And the whole idea had been nicked from
William Ewert Gladstone, who recommended chewing
each mouthful of food thirty-two times!
One of Fletcher’s converts was John Harvey Kellogg
of cornflakes fame. Apparently, his breakfast cereal was
‘intended partly as a means to stop people from playing
with themselves’. I don’t know how it was supposed to do
this, but if you have tried it and know, keep it to yourself.
Of course, Kellogg didn’t approve of sex and lived with his
wife, Ella, sex-free for forty-one years.

Like most people, I have no idea which image is nearer
the truth, and the trouble is that opinions seem so polarised
that it’s difficult to find an unbiased account. However, a
little while back I reviewed a book called The Survival of
the Princes in the Tower by Matthew Lewis. It proffered a
different, perhaps even radical view of the mystery, but I
thought it was a well-balanced trip along a well-trodden
path, and so I thought Lewis’s new biography of Richard
III might be a straight-down-the-middle account too. It is.

You may have gathered that some of the people
discussed in this terrific book are a few cards short of
a pack. David Linton believed that men could become
pregnant and he distributed flyers across the United
States explaining how this could happen. I’m not going to
tell you, but the anus and things put up it features quite a
lot. To be honest, that probably explains why men don’t
get pregnant all that often. Or, to put it another way, as
Linton does, ever.

It’s a big read – nearly 400 pages, with notes, a
bibliography, and an index – but in his introduction Lewis
actually addressed the problem I’ve had, and although he
is a self-confessed Ricardian, he stated it as his intention
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‘to offer a measured and balanced opinion.’ And he does.

There have been some
books about female policing,
notably Joan Lock’s excellent
Lady Policeman (1968), but
they’re quite uncommon, so
the reminiscences of Lois
Willoughby-Easter, published
by Blue Lamp Books (an imprint
of Mango Books), is a bit of a
rare commodity and demands
attention.

He begins with a dry note on the sources, but
understanding the sources is key to understanding the
history, and I’m one of those saddoes who enjoy source
analysis and some of the little tit-bits one learns can be
really valuable. For example, the Croyland Chronicle is an
important contemporary source written by an insider
privy to a lot of information, but what I like about it,
what lifts it from being just a source, is that the author
wrote that he completed it on the last day of April 1486.
It’s just a throw-away detail, but one that forms a human
connection across more than 500 years.

Lois was 19-years-old when she joined the
Metropolitan Police in 1967, and she served until 1973,
in which year WPCs and PCs were integrated, meaning
that male and female coppers became equals (in theory
at least). Integration was not greeted with enthusiasm by
everyone, including Lois.

Lewis has gone back to the sources, analysed them
afresh, and provided a human face for Richard III, who,
judged against the times in he lived and the influences
and pressures that directed his actions, comes across as
very human, subject to the same foibles as the rest of us,
and doing the best to keep all the balls of his very complex
existence in the air.

Although Lois didn’t have a long police career, she had
experience of policing in Soho and Romford, as well as
experience of Peel House and even the Hendon Driving
School. Lois’s story also recalls London in the 60s and 70s,
during which time she was in Soho, then a different world
of sleazy drinking clubs, strip joints, pimps and toms, and
gangsters, and policed by West End Central, notorious in
police history for the near-institutionalised corruption
that prevailed there.

I’m not saying there are no unbiased books about
Richard III, but if you, like me, have wanted one and not
been sure which to go for, I think Lewis’ book provides
the solution. He works hard to be as free from bias as
possible, neither painting Richard black nor white, and
he concludes by urging his readers to set aside hostility
and discuss Richard III maturely. My experience of Ripper
studies suggests that’s a forlorn hope, but maybe if all we
want is the truth it might happen.

(By the way, from the 40s through the the late 50s, the
sex trade in Soho was run by the Messina brothers, one
of whom once boasted that the gang was more powerful
than the British government. A book about the Messinas
is due from Dick Kirby later this year.)

A GIRL IN BLUE: MEMOIRS OF
A METROPOLITAN WOMAN POLICE OFFICER 1967-73

A Girl In Blue has an uninspiring jacket suggesting a
dry read, but Lois, has a chatty writing style, very much
like Joan Lock’s, that keeps you turning the pages. But the
book isn’t just an entertaining read, it’s informative too.

Lois Willoughby-Easter
London: Blue Lamp Books, 2019
www.MangoBooks.com
illus some colour; index
softcover & ebook
ISBN: 978-1-911273-45-5 (softcover),
softcover £10, ebook £3.49

All reviews by Paul Begg

WANT US TO REVIEW YOUR BOOK?
GET IN TOUCH AT CONTACT@RIPPEROLOGIST.CO.UK
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Fiction Reviews
By DAVID GREEN
Included in this issue:
Jack’s Back, The Ripper Deception, Goulston Street and more
JACK’S BACK

background detail has been lifted from Simon
Whitechapel’s essay ‘Guts and Roses’ in the Mammoth
Book of Jack the Ripper. Thus, we are presented with
outlandish material about trisarithmic number sequences
(1888, 1999 etc), and theories of mutilation based on the
correspondence of bodily organs to specific zodiacal star
signs (kidneys in Libra, missing hearts in Scorpio, etc).

Mark Romain

Tom Kane Books, 2018
Kindle Edition, 502pp.
£2.99

Exactly 111 years after Jack
the Ripper’s original reign
of terror, women are once
again being ‘spectacularly
butchered’ in Whitechapel.
A chilling message has been
scrawled in blood at the
scene of the first slaying:
THIS IS ONLY THE START. BE
AFRAID. . . JACK’S BACK. Chief
Inspector Jack Tyler is called
in on his day off to take charge of the investigation.

The author undeniably has a feeling for the seedier side
of East London life, yet he also shows intelligence and
compassion in the way he writes about loss and emotional
trauma. The voices of his police officers are distinct and
believable. Only the need to provide twists and Ripperbased dramatic surprises ‒ a police surgeon with a Jack
the Ripper textbook in his doctor’s bag, for example ‒
strikes the occasional false note. Otherwise, this is an
engrossing novel that rattles along at a terrific pace while
exploring some very dark, complex human behaviour.

‘Jack is Back’ is a well-used storyline in Ripper-themed
fiction. We’ve encountered it countless times before in
this column. What’s slightly different here, though, is that
Mark Romain is a retired Metropolitan Police homicide
detective bringing first hand knowledge of the London
sewer to his storytelling. The result is a thrilling crime
drama with a gritty, authentic edge. There are highspeed car chases, shootouts in the central Underground,
queasy scenes in the autopsy room, and glimpses of inner
city estates crawling with glue sniffers, drug addicts and
violent pimps. And moving through all of this is a copycat
Jack the Ripper seeking to ‘improve’ on the original Saucy
Jack.

RIPPED: EVIL HAS A FACE
Anjalee Scott

Blushing Hearts, 2019

ISBN: 978-1-946212-46-7
Kindle Edition, 99pp.
£0.99

Here’s another variation on
the ‘Jack is Back’ theme. This
time it’s 2018 and a copycat
Ripper is stalking the redlight districts of Amsterdam,
murdering window prostitutes and their clients. The
crimes are escalating in
violence: at the third scene
the victim is disembowelled
and a message is written in blood on her dresser mirror:
DEAR BOSS, I’M JUST GETTING STARTED. CATCH ME IF
YOU CAN. JACK.

He is called The Disciple. He is a student of black magic
and Masonic ritual. Operating from a lock-up garage
under an old railway bridge in Bethnal Green, he travels
across the city in a van specially draped inside with plastic
sheeting to catch the blood of his victims. Afterwards, he
eats raw human kidney.
I’m convinced a good deal of the novel’s supernatural
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At Centrum Amstel police station the case is assigned to
homicide detective Elle Metz and her dishy new partner,
Adrian Kraal (‘he looks like he should be on the cover of a
magazine for men’s suits’). Metz and Kraal bumble around
for a bit before deciding to go undercover, mixing with
the punters in bars and sex clubs. Predictably, the two
detectives find it difficult to separate their personal and
professional lives.

melodrama, it’s a bit of everything really and nothing in
particular, although still quite interesting as a literary
curiosity.

The novel works best, I think, as a series of standalone
riffs or variations. Mary Duke’s segment set in a Victorian
lunatic asylum achieves some genuinely creepy effects,
while Amy Cecil (whose novel Ripper we reviewed last
issue) offers an intriguing portrait of Jack the Ripper as
a dissolute toff. But you sense very much that the authors
have had fun with this ‘co-written anthology’ at the
expense of a creating a satisfying reader experience. The
cover illustration is a rip-off of Madison Kent’s 2014 novel
Stalking Jack.

Anjalee Scott describes herself as an ‘erotic romance
author in the BDSM, menage, Mafia, MC, and paranormal
genres’. She has come up with a truly awful soft porn
thriller about a serial killer on the loose with a grudge
against sex workers. Readers looking for a realistic crime
drama set against an evocative Dutch background will
be disappointed. The book has no sense of place, and the
author has zero understanding of police work.

(The authors are T. Elizabeth Guthrie, Casia Courtier, M.
Rain Ranalli, Mary Duke, Amy Cecil and Erin Lee.)
THE RIPPER DECEPTION

UNMASKING THE RIPPER

Jacqueline Beard

Various Authors

Dornica Press, 2019

Enchanted Anthologies, 2019

ISBN: 978-1-9160506-1-7

Kindle Edition, 277pp.

Kindle Edition, 248pp.

£3.99

£1.99

American historian Jason
Burns is obsessed with Jack
the Ripper. He has spent years
researching the case and has
read just about every book
on the subject. Eventually
he writes his own account of
the murders, Inner Demons,
and crosses the Atlantic to
take part in a book signing in
Whitechapel. Intrigued by a
young woman he meets in the
bar afterwards, he lures her into a park, slits her throat
with a razor blade, and leaves a little calling card beside
the cooling body, which reads: “Unmasking the Ripper”.
In the days ahead he prowls the streets looking for other
women who resemble the original victims of Jack the
Ripper, and the murder spree continues... Later, safely back
in New York, Burns is approached by the FBI. They want
him to help ‘solve’ the copycat crimes that are terrorising
London by travelling back in time to 1888 to apprehend
the original Ripper.

This is the second outing
for Jacqueline Beard’s moody
and depressive private investigator Lawrence Harpham. He
has gone into partnership with
Violet Smith, a spinster in her
forties, and the pair of them
bicker and quarrel their way
through this wonderful novel
set in Suffolk and London in
1891.

Violet goes off to investigate an alleged haunting in a
rectory near Ipswich, while Lawrence travels to Brighton
to look into the death of the parapsychologist Edmund
Gurney. Both enquiries will ultimately lead to the East
End of London and the murder of Frances Coles. Central to
the plot is the very creepy and ‘sinister oddball journalist’
Roslyn D’Onston, now a semi-recluse living in Holborn
and still under surveillance by the Metropolitan Police.
Was he involved in the murder of Gurney? What role did
he play in the Whitechapel murders? Lawrence teams up
with Chief Inspector Henry Moore as fears spread that the
Ripper may have returned.

Unmasking the Ripper is a sort of round-robin composite
yarn written by half a dozen female authors taking turns
to write successive parts. Perhaps inevitably, the various
segments fail to blend together and the story comes
across as threadbare and disorganised. The descriptions
of London, especially from the American contributors,
are flat and imprecise. Part murder mystery, part science
fiction adventure story, part romance, part Victorian

The Ripper Deception is an ingeniously worked out
entertainment that explores the Victorian fascination
with spiritualism. The Society for Psychical Research was
founded in 1882, and the novel is filled with colourful
figures from the early days of that organisation ‒ Frank
Podmore, Harry Kersey, Henry Sidgwick and Frederick
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and Arthur Myers. Also given an airing is the condition of
automatism, depicted here as a state of unconsciousness
brought on by epileptic seizures in which the afflicted
person may commit homicidal acts.

Arctic Circle as if he were an animal.

Alf Smith has produced a grim and unpleasantly morbid
yarn. It’s nasty for the sake of it, with a decadent, blooddrenched quality that recalls the sickest offerings from
the Pan Book of Horror Stories series.

Midway through the story, excerpts start appearing
from a journal written in 1888 by the Whitechapel
murderer, an individual clearly suffering from mental
blackouts.

O HAVE YOU SEEN THE DEVLE
WITH HIS MIKERSCOPE AND SCALPUL?

This is a superb work of fiction that adroitly mingles
fact and fiction, tacking back and forth in time to explore
guilt and the moral implications of evil deeds. There are
blood-encrusted scalpels, secrets drawers concealed in
furniture, candle-lit vigils, and plenty of chills and shivers
not solely arising from the Sussex coast in wintertime.

Jonathan L. Howard

Apex Magazine, Issue 118 (March, 2019)
Kindle Edition, 40pp.
£2.00

Apex is a monthly science
fiction, fantasy and horror
magazine. The March issue
features a rather provoking
novelette from British writer
Jonathan L Howard, the title
of which is taken from the
Openshaw letter.

A LETTING OF BLOOD
Alf Smith

Independently published, 2019
Kindle Edition, 176pp.
£1.99

Alf Smith is a retired soldier
living in north east England. A
Letting of Blood is his second
novel.

It concerns a narrator,
unnamed in the story but
possibly the author himself in
some guise or other, who obsesses over the Jack the Ripper
murders, dwelling on each of them in turn, dissecting
the crimes and expostulating on Jack the Ripper and
Ripperologists as he goes. The prose style is mannered
and highly self-conscious, with a kind of folk poetic
intensity. It’s hard to say whether his jokes and smears
at the expense of the Ripper community are heartfelt or
simply part of the excoriating narrative voice.

It begins as a sort of
Frankenstein’s Monster story
in which Alec Jarvis, an
apothecary and amateur
taxidermist, seeks to create
a female companion from
the ‘scraps’ of other women.
He stalks the streets of
Whitechapel at night, rendering his victims unconscious
with chloroform before severing their limbs. Back home
with his trophies, he descends into his cellar workshop to
assemble his mannequin.

Ripperologists are characterised as ‘sticky-fingered’
thieves pillaging Metropolitan Police and Home Office
files. They are represented as insect-like creatures
creeping down the outside of buildings in Mitre Square, or
as psychopomps or scavengers of carcasses:

But the author quickly moves on from this macabre
theme, and the novel degenerates even further into
outright gore and something close to torture porn. Alec
marries Amelia, and they have a son called Gabriel. He’s
a strange, cruel child ‒ a sociopath like his parents ‒ who
forms an unhealthy attachment to a ventriloquist’s doll
(shades here of Count Eric Stenbock). In 1888, mother,
father and schoolboy son resolve to commit a string of
murders in the East End of London, starting with Emma
Smith and Martha Tabram... Later, after the father has
died, mother and son plot to hunt down Santa Claus in the

On the rooftops, the Ripperologists gather like
midnight ravens, attracted by the scents of blood and
uncertainty. Oh, they all love Jack. He’s a puzzle, an
enigma, a cypher wrapped in stolen lives. If only they
could solve the mystery of his identity, they can solve
the mystery of his existence, saw off his enigmatic
head and mount it upon an oaken shield.

Coursing through the story, in a blood-wet red dress,
is Tisiphone from Greek mythology, the avenger of the
murdered...

WANT US TO REVIEW YOUR BOOK?
GET IN TOUCH AT CONTACT@RIPPEROLOGIST.CO.UK
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It’s a rather enigmatic tale that nonetheless addresses
some important issues surrounding Ripper fascination
and dark tourism.

GOULSTON STREET

Craig Russell

£8.39

Janis Wilson

Halcombe Press, 2019

ISBN 978-1-7335217-1-0

THE DEVIL ASPECT

Kindle Edition, 282pp.

Constable, 2019

ISBN 978-1-47212-832-4
Hardback, 485pp

In 1935 Viktor Kosárek
takes up an appointment as
deputy psychiatrist at the Hrad
Orlů Asylum for the Criminally
Insane in Czechoslovakia, a
remote, centuries-old castle
louring on a crag above dense
forest. Within its metrethick walls are confined the
most notorious killers in
Central Europe, five men
and one woman, known as
The Devil’s Six ‒ aberrant and abhorrent individuals
whose crimes range from child murder, rape and torture
to necrophilia and cannibalism. Even their case-note
nicknames somehow induce shudders ‒ the Vegetarian,
the Woodcutter, the Clown, the Sciomancer, the Glass
Collector, and most horrible of all, the Demon. Kosárek has
developed an innovative treatment called narcosynthesis
therapy, and it is his job to interview these monsters and
unravel their mental states.

Janis Wilson’s Goulston
Street is the latest example
of a trend in recent mystery
fiction towards female sleuths
investigating the Whitechapel
murders.

Lady Sarah Grey has fallen
on hard times. Disowned by
her father after she eloped
and married the footman, and
now widowed and residing
in Whitechapel, she ekes a
living by renting out her home
on Goulston Street as a common lodging house for sixty
females. Among the residents are Polly Nichols and Alice
McKenzie. Shortly, Catherine Eddowes, Frances Coles and
Rose Mylett will also move in. Just round the corner is
Kosminski’s Boot Shop; close by is the dingy coffee house
where Elizabeth Stride works.

Goulston Street opens with Lady Sarah shopping for
meat on Butcher’s Row. The animal carcasses impaled
on hooks outside the meat seller shops are portents, of
course, of the horrors to come. Later that same morning,
the body of Martha Tabram is found right outside Lady
Sarah’s doss house.

But away from the Asylum, there is a seventh killer
still on the loose, prowling the streets of Old Prague. The
newspapers call him Leather Apron because his barbaric
acts resemble in many respects the crimes of Jack the
Ripper nearly fifty years earlier.

By degrees, this novel turns into a detective story.
Outraged at the failure of the police to apprehend the killer,
Sarah takes it upon herself to track down the perpetrator,
despite remonstrations from several people that a woman
ought not to involve herself in such squalid and perilous
affairs. She begins assembling a ‘little group of sleuths’
from among her family, friends and acquaintances. They
are a diverse crew including an aristocratic slummer,
her brother Charles who works at the Home Office, and
Rose Mylett. Individually and as a team, they start delving
into the Ripper mystery, an investigation that eventually
leads them into the murky waters of anti-Semitism, royal
conspiracy theory, and mental derangement.

I get the feeling he’s emulating Jack the Ripper’s fame.

He wants to become not only as famous as the London

murderer, but more famous. He wants his fame to
spread wider and endure longer...

As Kosárek digs deep into the psyches of his charges, he
discovers commonalities between the Czechoslovak and
London murders, which in turn connect to ancient evils
buried in the foundations of the castle...

This is a neat, elegantly crafted, and immensely
pleasurable whodunit that extends far beyond the ‘wicked
quarter mile’ to gesture at wider cultural concerns ‒ the
position of women in society, Victorian propriety, the

The Devil Aspect is a big, Gothic horror story set in
Europe on the brink of war. It offers chills and terrors
galore like an instrument of medieval torture.
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relationship between the classes, filial obligation, public
order and political policing. Throughout the book, the
narrow and sordid lives of most of the women who room
at the lodging house are juxtaposed against the privilege
and comfort of the well-to-do. Images of death, butchery
and disfigurement pervade this novel, making the city
heavy with threat: the misshapen body of Joseph Merrick,
a port-wine stain on a women’s face, a waxwork show
on the Whitechapel Road entitled ‘Slashed Beauties’, act
as firemarks signposting the reader’s nightmare journey
across the East End during the Autumn of Terror.

newspaper cuttings. But this kaleidoscopic approach is
brilliantly suited to her subject, allowing individuals to be
dwarfed by the history through which they are living and
occasionally lost in the teeming metropolis.

Like several other recent mystery sagas with female
protagonists ‒ Tessa Harris’s Constance Piper series and
Laura Joh Rowland’s Sarah Bain books come to mind ‒
Janis Wilson has pitted her fledgling heroine against the
Whitechapel murderer. She has captured a dark moment
in London’s history and used it to create a formidable
entertainment crammed with incident and characters.
This fascinating debut suggests that the Lady Sarah Grey
mysteries will be a series well worth following.

Janis Wilson understands Victorian social culture and
she knows her way around London. What might appear as
infelicities and errors of geography and history are simply
literary licence. The novel has a supporting cast of almost
Trollopean dimensions, so that secondary characters
are sometimes only lightly sketched and sub-plots are
allowed to fizzle out without resolution. We are constantly
introduced to people we never really get to know. At times
this gives the novel a rather disconnected feel, as if we
are viewing the Victorian City though a random series of
magic lantern slides or reading about it in a scrapbook of



Next issue we review The Unfortunate by Wendy
Nelson-Sinclair, plus all the latest Ripper fiction.
David Green lives in Hampshire, England, where he
works as a freelance book indexer. He is the author of The
Havant Boy Ripper (Mango Books, 2018), an account of
the Percy Searle murder case of 1888.
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